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1. MAPS OF THE LOWLAND MAyA REGION AND THE X!CALANGO PENINSULA OF CAMPECHE

INTRODUCTION
LOCATION

major inland waterways and adjacent to the
calm Laguna de Terrninos, which connects
with other easily navigable coastal waters.
Littoral and estuary conditions make water
travel essential if communication is to be
established. Ground travel is difficult along
the coast even during the dry season, and
present-day Chontal Maya Indians use canoes
extensively (Fig. 2). The ancient cultures of
this part of the coast could have been oriented
toward communication by water travel to
both the northeast and the southwest, along
the coasts of Yucatan and Tabasco respective-

The archaeological site of Aguacatal, from
which most of the ceramic materials in this re
port come, is located on the Xicalango Penin
sula of Western Campeche, approximately 15
km. west of the Laguna de Terminos (Fig. 1).
The site lies on sandy beach strands at approx
imately 18 ° 36' north latitude and 91 °57' vvest
longitude.
Aguacatal is thought to be strategically
situated on the Gulf Coast, as it is built upon
relatively high ground next to far-reaching

Figure 2. MAN IN rny11co AT EDGE OF THE VILLAGE CANDELARIA ON THE LAGU 'A DE PUERTO

1

Rico

2
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ly, and into the maze of inland waterways that
lead to interior southeastern Campeche and as
far south as the Peten in Guatemala.

PHYSIOGRAPHY
The Xicalango Peninsula is part of the
lowland system of recent development on the
,vestern Campeche coast consisting of Quater
nary alluvial sediments and marine deposits.
Several ancient beach strands are clearly de
fined on aerial photographs of the area, indi
cating a succession of marine deposits and
shoreline levels (Frontispiece).
Jakeman
(1952: 20-27) further describes and illustrates
the peninsula and site area.
The coastal areas contain swamps with
dense mangrove stands which typif), the
Xicalango Peninsula. The area is in the humid
belt with an annual mean humidity of 80 per
cent; annual precipitation is about 1800 mm.
or 72 in. (Tamayo 1962, Carta de isogetas de
la Rep(1blica Mexicana 1921-1951), with a
total of ninety overcast days annually. Ta
mayo has classified this coastal strip, stretch
ing from Tampico on the north to the eastern
edge of the Laguna de Terminos, as "Calida
humeda" (Br A' a'). Temperatures climb to 40°
C. in May-June and go down to 15 ° C. in the
winter months.
Andrews (1943: 12-13) classifies this area
as the Campeche coastal margin (Zone I of
five zones) with rich resources of fish and salt,
but poor for agriculture. He further suggests
that no large ruins are found in the area be
cause of the unhealthy swamp conditions.
The site of Aguacatal lies on a sand deposit
connected to old beach strands that run east
to west. An old choked and nearly inactive
stream bed, located on the western border of
the site and now filled with sediments and
mangrove trees, cuts south across the beach
strands. The site is slightly higher than the
surrounding terrain, and is consequently af
forded limited drainage. A system of shallow
lagoons joins the site area; they connect with
the drainages that lead to the Laguna de Ter
minos and thence to the sea. The Laguna de
Puerto Rico, immediately adjacent to the site,
reportedly has a depth of 2.5 m. at its deepest
point. The incoming and outgoing tides of

the coast appreciably affect the lagoon water
level. Water in the lagoons is brackish
despite the fact that they are constantly fed
fresh water by the mainland river systems.
The water table on the peninsula is mark
edly affected by tides and rains. In 1961 March
tides brought brackish water into the excava
tions within 57 cm. of the ground surface,
whereas normally the water level is consider
ably lower. Also, tropical rains that occur
during the dry season saturate the ground,
leaving standing water in low areas for sever
al clays at a time.
The peninsula has a four-month dry sea
son from January until ivI ay, and then the
summer rains begin, bringing most of the an
nual precipitation. There is a second short
"dry" season of three to four weeks reported
by inhabitants to begin about the middle of
August. More rains follow in September and
continue to late in December.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
The site of Aguacatal has been visited
during the past thirty years: by Alberto Ruz
Lhuillier and Ra(1l Pavon Abreu (Ruz 1945)
in the early 1940's, by Jakeman (1952) in 1948,
by Christensen (1960) in 1958, and again by
Jakeman (1961) in 1961. Ruz visited the site
as part of a survey conducted in Campeche;
Jakeman followed through on Ruz's work with
a check of sites revealing Preclassic remains.
Ruz reported that ceramics were present
at Aguacatal for the Preclassic, Classic, and
Postclassic periods. Jakeman (1952), in a brief
unpublished report on 801 potsherds recov
ered in 1948, confirmed Ruz's findings. Chris
tensen expanded operations in 1958, digging
several large trenches from which potsherds
and other artifacts were brought back to
Brigham Young University. In 1961 Jakeman
took the writer and other students to the site
for additional work. Several trenches and test
pits were dug, the site was mapped for the
first time (from ground instrument and exten
sive aerial photographic coverage), a new site
(Cuyeros del Puerto Rico) north of Aguacatal
was discovered, and again artifacts from these
excavations were brought back to Brigham
Young University.

INTRODUCTIO

ORIENTATION OF STUDY
The present study is based on ceramics re
covered from all of the excavations made at
Aguacatal and the adjacent Cuyeros de! Puer
to Rico by Brigham Young University person
nel from 1948 to 1961. Ruz's small ceramic
sample was not available for this study.
In part the study is concerned with the
type-variety system of ceramic classification,
development of a procedure for processing
ceramics when using the system, and finally,
application of the system to ceramics re
covered at Aguacatal and vicinity. The type
variety system of ceramic classification was
chosen because it was thought that it offered
the greatest potential for recovering informa
tion from the ceramics. However, archaeolo
gists have been more concerned with the
theory of the type-variety system than with

3

its application. In attempting to use the system
I found no models in which the classification
procedures were adequately presented. Con
sequently, a method had to be devised for
processing a ceramic collection within the
type-variety framework (Appendix B).
Aside from the attention that the type
variety system receives, the main focus of this
report is the presentation of that portion of the
culture history of Aguacatal revealed through
a study of the ceramics. Most of the ceramics
from each of the archaeological periods have
been classified, making it possible to study
changes that have occurred through time. The
external relationships of Aguacatal with many
other sites are now at least partially known,
and southwestern Campeche can be placed in
the mainstream of Lowland Maya archaeolog
ical history.
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EXCAVATIONS
SITE DESCRIPTION
The Aguacatal area is densely overgrovvn
with vegetation, and before clearing it is dif
ficult to see structures that are only a few feet
away; in fact, it was only through the use of
aerial photography that the full extent of the
site was revealed (�Iatheny 1962). A principal
feature of the site is a 750-m.-long platform be
ginning at the north and running vV-SE,
bordering the western side of the site. There
are several mounds, pyramidal structures, and
a plaza connected by a 260-m.-long cause
way or platform along the east border. At the
south end there is a large 600 x 250 m. raised
platform-like area upon which many smaller
building structures are found, and several
small mounds are scattered over the site (Fig.

3).

The long platform mentioned above was
probably built to support houses and other
structures in order to keep them up out of the
low, damp areas. There are thirty low
structures on this platform, none of which has
been adequately tested. The platform may
also have served the function of connecting
the southern raised area to the higher sandy
area to the north. At least people could walk
a path here without having to wade through
the swamp. The platform does not actually
connect with the southern portion of the site
at the present time, but this gap is less than
40 m. wide and there may have been a con
nection in the past.
The east platform or causeway ends at the
north end of the site where three pyramidal
structures nearly surround a plaza and altar.
This construction runs somewhat parallel to
that bordering the west edge of the site and,
like this counterpart, is separated from the
southern platform. Only three small struc
tures were found on top of the east platform.
The large raised area at the south end of
the site is called the "Ciudadela." It is over a
meter higher than the surrounding ter
rain, is exposed to the Laguna de Puer
to Rico on the east side, is bordered
by mangrove swamp on the south side,
and is completely enclosed by a wall
like embankri1ent on the northwest side.
The land area where the Ciudadela is built
is the top of a small peninsula which juts

out into the lagoon. The enclosing wall al
most reaches from shore to shore across this
point. Approximately fifty-three structures
were found within the Ciucladela including
pyramids that have steps capped with lime
cement.
The site has a history beginning in the
Late Preclassic period as shown by occupa
tion debris in the Ciudadela area. A Late Pre
classic occupation is also noted _in the mounds
east of the west-bordering platform near the
north end of the site (designated Group E,
Fig. 3). The platforms are Early and Late
Classic constructions ( each platform was tested
in only a single place). The structures pres
ently visible on the Ciucladela, including the
enclosing wall, are Late Classic to Late Post
classic constructions. The Late Preclassic
mounds at the north encl of the site also con
tain Late Classic materials which represent
the final occupation there. Both the Early
Postclassic and Late Postclassic occupations
were restricted to the Ciudadela.
The site has been divided up into areas
designated Groups A through H (Fig. 3), each
incorporating a related group of structures.
Test trenches and pits were designated ac
cording to their location except Trenches A,
C, D, JA-1, and JDS. The non-uniformity is
the result of short periods of investigation
with only a little exploration of the site accom
plished each time, and successive addition to
the map of areas and test operations as the site
became better known.

FIELD PROCEDURES

All of the excavations at Aguacatal were
exploratory in nature. They were made with
the intent of finding clues to the culture his
tory of the site and of determining whether
future site-wide excavations might be worth
while. The excavations did reveal consider
able information about the nature and con
struction of platforms or causeways, retaining
walls, small mound structures, plazas, and one
large mound. Ceramic materials were re
covered from all excavations and were kept
separated according to their particular pro
veniences. :\lost of the excavations were made
in arbitrary 50 cm. units for vertical control,
and in 1 x 2 m. or 2 x 2 rn. squares for horizon-
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ta! control. Natural stratigraphy was not of
concern to the excavators during the 1958
campaign and little effort was made to regu
late the recovery of artifacts in relation to
strata or architectural features. Hm, vever,
during the 1961 field operations control of
artifact location was maintained both in terms
of arbitrary units and natural stratigraphy
when present.
As sherds were taken from the ground they
were placed in cloth bags and were data
tagged according to excavation unit. These
data included: site, trench, square, level, as
sociation, excavator, and date. A duplicate
tag was placed inside each bag in case the
external tag was lost, thus insuring identifica
tion. Artifacts were not washed in the field.
The water available at Aguacatal is highly
saline and was not deemed suitable for cleans
ing. Further, the rising and falling water level
at the site caused by tides and rainfall had
caused appreciable erosion of the ceramic
material, leaving some of it in a delicate con
dition. Therefore, all ceramics were cleaned
under laboratory conditions.
Each provenience was assigned a separate
number in order to identify clearly and con
veniently each level or unit of excavation.
This number vvas transferred to rim and other
significant sherds. Sherds that were not
marked were placed in boxes with the identi
fication marked on the box. Numbers 1730 were used as provenience numbers;
this series of numbers includes every level
of each trench or pit at Aguacatal plus tests
run at sites in the near vicinity. For example,
the provenience units at Trench D used num
bers 1-99 which took into account every
square, the levels dug within the squares, and
all features which were encountered during
the course of excavation.

EXCAVATIONS IN THE CIUDADELA
Trench A
This trench is an excavation through the
Ciudadela embankment wall made in 1958
under the direction of R. T. Christensen. The
trench is located in Group B near the encl of
the wall (see Figure 3 for location of all exca
vations). The purpose of this trench was to
discover construction features and little atten-

tion was given to the recovery of artifacts
under careful controls. The trench was dug
in 50 cm. levels beginning at the summit of the
embankment, expanding to 1 m. levels on
either side of a center section. This provided
a measure of control over the center of the
excavation which did not extend completely
through the embankment. The excavation
was continued until a complete cross section
of the wall was obtained.
Evidence of four cement floors was found,
two of which completely span the Ciudadela
wall; the other two ,,vere found in the center
in a broken condition (Fig. 4, a). Despite the
presence of floors the sherd material was col
lected by artificial 50 cm. units and no at
tempt was made to record those sherds found
above, between, or below floors. Nonetheless,
the ceramic material recovered from these 50
cm. units is of some value and does figure in
the classifications that follow. The excava
tion was taken down to water level, 290 cm.
below datum at the time the trench was dug.

Trench B
Trench B is located in Group B of the Ciu
dadela; it produced a complete cross section
of the Ciuclaclela wall (Figs. 4, b; 5). The exca
vation was completed in 1958 under the direc
tion of R. T. Christensen. A datum point was
established at the highest point of the wall
and the trench was sectioned into arbitrary
1 x 2 m. units. Sinc.e all levels were of arbi
trary 50 cm. depth there is some confusion
about the relationship of shercl material to the
two heavy lime cement floors encountered.
No account of the artifacts was kept except
in terms of the artificial units, thus making it
difficult to establish a sequence. Another
problem concerning the artificial levels here
had to do with the contour of the wall. Be
cause the levels were maintained regardless of
architectural features, some units took in only
a portion of the contour. In other words,
where a structural slope existed, straight
metric units did not give an indication of the
actual structural fill within which a shercl or
sherds were found. For instance, Level III,
located in a square where the floor slopes, is
partially in the interior of the construction but
also includes the exterior and later covering
fill. Fortunately, considerable quantities of

a. Trench A, North-South Profile

b. Trench B, Northwest-Southeast Profile
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c. Trench C, West-East Profile
Figure 4. SECTIONS THROUGH THE CruDADELA WALL
Profiles of Trenches a, b, and c. The south and east sides (right-hand sides of the profiles) represent the
Ciudadela platform.

EXCAVATIONS IN THE CIUDADELA

Figure 5.
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THROUGH THE CruDADELA RETAINING VVALL, LOOKING SOUTHEAST

sherds came from provenience units entirely
within the interior of the lime floor structure;
this permitted a sequence study, but we could
establish no direct connections with the ce
ment floors.

Trench C
Trench C is located at the west encl of the
Ciuclaclela vvall. This excavation was also
made during the 1958 field season and was
dug to probe for construction features in the
embankment, which is rather wide at this
point. The trench did not go through the
wall completely but exposed the west side; it
was run into the Ciuclaclela platform on the
east; a 2.5 -m. central section was left unex
cavatecl (Figs. 4, c; 6). The platform excava
tion proved interesting in that it exposed a
cement-faced stairway and cement-faced

walls, a burial with whole vessels, sherd
caches, and a sculptured stucco human head.
Shercl materials were recovered, but almost no
control was exercised in the platform part of
the excavation. The wall excavation was car
ried through in 50 cm. units, but the problem
of wall contour reduces the reliability of plac
ing these materials in sequential order, since
both surface and interior sherds are included
in a given level.
T h e t h r e e t r e n c h e s discussed abo ve
(Trenches A, B, and C) were dug primarily
for information about the construction of the
Ciuclaclela enclosure wall. The trenches show
that the wall was built in three stages. First,
a low platform was erected of oyster shell and
a little soil. This platform was probably
capped with a floor of lime cement; the floor
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Figure 6. TRENCH C, THROUGH THE CIUDADELA RETAINING WALL; LIME-CEMENT STEPS AND PART OF PLATFORM

is fragmentary at the present time but may
have been continuous over the entire vvidth
of the platform at the time of initial construc
tion. Second, another cement floor caps con
struction fill above the first. A third cement
floor is found in Trench A, where it caps a
dark earth fill above the second floor. As part
of the third or fourth building activity the wall
height was increased by heaping shell mixed
with clay to the present level. The shell and
clay fill is now crowned with a layer of top
soil.
Trench A-5
This trench is located in Group A of the
Ciudadela and is a small cut made by lvl. 'vV.
Jakeman and T. S. Ferguson in 1948 in Mound
5 (Jakeman designated this Trench A-1 in the
southeast corner of �vlound A-5; the trench

designation has been reduced to A-5 in this
report).
Jakeman dug in 12 in. levels but used natu
ral stratigraphy in separating sherd material.
He records a lime cement floor at 18 in. from
the surface, another at 30 in., still another at
36 in., and a "hard clay pavement" at 54 in.
Excavation was carried down to the water
level, which was then 72 in. below the surface,
and a few sherds were collected 6 in. below
the water. No cross section drawing has been
made for Trench A-5 because the notes for
that excavation were not available.
Pit A-8

Pit A-8 lies in a plaza formed by pyra
midal structures in Group A of the Ciudadela.
The pit consists of two triangular or "pie
wedge" excavations dug point-to-point; this

EXCAVATIONS IN GROUPS C, E, AND G
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arrangement permitted a large area of the
low mound to be cross-sectioned (Fig. 7).
Three lime cement floors were encountered
(Fig. 8), and one burial of a child (Fig. 9).
The sherd material fr�m the two lower floors
was kept separate, and a good accounting of
sherds by 50 cm. units is available from below
the lowermost floor. In 1958 the excavation
was taken down to the water level, which was
then 2.3 m. from the datum established at the
top of the mound. vVith the aid of a gasoline
powered water pump the 1961 excavation was
continued to 3.5 m. below datum, where
sterile beach sand was exposed. The last arti
facts were recovered just above the beach
sand, and organic materials which provided a
radiocarbon elate were found on the sand.
Trench B-6
Trench B-6 is an excavation into a pyra
mid-like structure within the Ciuclaclela
(Mound 7 in Group B) and its adjoining plaza.
The excavation is divided into two sections,
the pyramid proper and the plaza immediate
ly adjoining it. The excavations, made in 1958
under Field Director R. T. Christensen, were
designed to determine the nature of construc
tion rather than to recover artifacts under
controlled circumstances. Four cement floors
were found, but the sherd materials were
taken out in strict 50 cm. units regardless of
the fine stratigraphic information that might
have been gained by separating the ceramic
material that lay above, between, and below

A-8

the cement floors (Figs. 10, 11). However, by
maintaining the 50 cm. units the general strat
igraphic order was preserved and information
of considerable value resulted from analysis
of the pottery within these broader proveni
ences.
Pit 1, Jilon del Sur
Pit 1, Jil6n de! Sur (or JDS), lies in a low
mound at the southeastern edge of the Ciu
dadela in Group A. This pit was dug during
the 1961 season by M. W. Jakeman and is a
small excavation 1 m. wide and 2 m. long, ex
tending down to 1.20 m. It was dug in 20 cm.
levels to maintain close control over the arti
factual materials recovered.
o drawing of
this excavation has been made because the
notes from the field work were not available.
EXCAVATIONS IN GROUPS C, E, AND G
Trench C-4
Trench C-4 is located in Group C within a
plaza nearly surrounded by three pyramids
and at the encl of the east platform called
locally Jil6n clel Mapachfn. The trench con
sists of three pit excavations and a trench, all
connected, begun in 1958 and completed in
1961. In 1958 R. T. Christensen dug a trench
into the low mound structure and exposed
four cement floors and the corner of a sculp
tured stucco altar (Fig. 12). In 1961 C. H.
Jones continued the dig and completely ex
posed the altar and enlarged the original
trench, which included three other pits.
Sherds from the 1958 and 1961 digs were re-
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Figure 8. PIT A-8, SOUTHWEST QUADRANT, LOOKING EAST: LIME-CEMENT FLOOR

covered according to the levels established
by the floors; these conditions provided the
measure of control desired for seriation of this
material.
Trench E-3-1
This trench is located in Mound 3 of
Group E (Fig. 13). Group E is a group of
large mounds separated from the platforms;
it probably represents a reoccupied Late Pre
classic settlement. The inner structural fill of
�Iound E-3 contained material almost purely
Late Preclassic and produced an early radio
carbon date (p. 117). It is assumed that the
other mounds nearby are similar in content;
collection of surface material seems to bear
this out.
Mound 3 is approximately 5 m. in height,
70 m. in length, and 45 m. wide. Trench E-3-1
was dug in 1961 by the author, and ran from

Figure 9. PIT A-8, SouTHWEST QUADRANT: GRAVE
OFFERINGS
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Figure 11.

TRENCH

B-6, IN CIUDADELA PLATFORM, NORTH

close to the top of the structure down the west
side, in an east-west direction (Figs. 14-16).
The trench was 2 m. wide and 19 m. long,
with a 2 n-1.-wide extension into the swamp for
10 m. out away from the mound. Excavation
was carried out with the aid of a water pump
and establishment of a sump in the west end
of the trench. Sterile clay was encountered as
the basal stratum and indicated the nature of
the land upon which the mound was con
structed. Some 3 to 4 m. of earth were re
moved from the trench, and an excellent
cross section of the mound was exposed. Fea
tures such as water cisterns ("chultuns"; Fig.
17) and occupation levels were found. The
excavation technique made maximum use of
the natural cultural stratigraphy in combina
tion with metric units when no evident strati
graphy was present. The one radiocarbon
date on material obtained from about three

PROFILE

meters below the summit confirmed the early
temporal estimate arrived at from classifica
tion of the ceramic materials from this trench.
Trench D
Trench D is located at the north end of the
west boundary platform in Group G, which is
called Jil6n de! Aguacate by the local inhabi
tants. The trench was dug in 1961 for the
purpose of discovering the nature and con
struction of the causeway. However, one con
trolled pit was dug connected to the trench
for the purpose of establishing a sequence of
artifacts. Unfortunately this pit did not pro
duce very much. A single, datum plane was
used for the trench and pit to facilitate pro
venience studies of the various features such
as burials, floors, and artifacts.
The trench was 28 111. in length and 1 m.
wide; it reached a depth of 2.7 m. at the west

EXCAVATIO NS I

GROUPS C, E, A DC

13

CEMENT
FLOORS

Figure

12.

Soun1

PROFILE OF TRENCH

end, giving an excellent cross section of the
platform at this point (Figs. 18, 19). The plat
form is about 750 m. in length and cross-sec
tioning would have been desirable at several
points. However, the single excavation will
have to suffice for the present.

C-4

The water level in Trench D reached
to within 57 cm. of the ground surface and
pumping operations were necessary for ex
cavation· below this mark. A sump established
in the west end drained the trench, and a gas
oline powered water pump was used to keep

Figure 13. �IOUND E-3, CLEARED BEFORE EXCAVATION
Small mangrove trees in foreground appear as grass on the forest floor.
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Figure 15. TRENCH E-3-1, LOOKING EAST
'Nater pump in left foreground was used to keep trench d1y.

Figure 16. TRENCH E-3-1, LOOKING WEST
Pit at bottom of trench was used as a water sump.
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the sump dry. Through such pumping the
excavation was carried down to sterile beach
sand where the lowest artifacts were found,
1.5 m. below the water level. Cement floors
were revealed at the west end of the trench
below the water level; associated sherd mate
rials were well documented in relation to the
floors.

Pit JA-1

Figure 17. TRENCH E-3-1; HALF POTTERY VESSEL
LINED WITH LIME -CEMENT AT THE BOTTOM OF A
CLA y-LINED CHUL TUN

Pit JA-1 was dug in a small mound built
on top of the Jil6n de! Aguacate in Group
G. The mound consists of at least two occupa
tion levels, as evidenced by successive layers
of ceramic materials and cement-faced archi
tecture (Figs. 20, 21). The trench was a small
operation designed to test the mound for arti-

Figure 18. TRENCH D, THROUGH THE J1L0N DEL AGUACATE, LOOKING WEST
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since the excavation only cross-sectioned part
of the mound and no attempt was made to
follow the stucco walls and floor.

TRENCHESATCUYEROSDEL
PUERTO RICO

Mounds 1orte and "L"

Figure 21. Pn JA-1, IN THE J1L6N DEL AcuACATE,
LOOKING \.YEST

fact content and composition of the structure.
It was dug according to the natural cultural
stratigraphy plus artificial metric units when
such stratigraphy was not present. A radio
carbon date was obtained from within the
main occupation level and the estimated dat
ing based on classification of the ceramic
material was substantiated (see p. 118).
Pit JA-1 was excavated during the 1961
season by L. 0. Anderson at the same time
Trench D was being dug. It is not known
what the small structure of JA-1 represents,

The site called Cuyeros de! Puerto Rico
(Fig. 1) has been included in the Aguacatal
ceramic report because it lies immediately to
the north of Aguacatal and because its ceram
ic materials and archaeological features figure
in the scheme of Late Classic occupation
found at Aguacatal. It is here labelled CDPR
for brevity. The site consists of over thirty
mounds (unmapped), two of which were
tested during the 1961 season by the author.
The tested mounds were noted as CDPR
Mound Norte and CDPR Mound L.
Mound L was so named because of its L
shape and was tested with a trench 1 rn. wide
and 12 m. long. Excavation in Mound L ,,vas
carried clown to approximately the 3 rn. level,
revealing two water cisterns (chultuns), but
few sherds and other artifacts (Fig. 22).
Mound l orte was tested with a trench 1
m. wide, 3 m. long, and 2.60 rn. deep. Two oc
cupation levels were evident here but no
change in the artifact assemblage was noted.
Excavations were taken clown to sterile soil
in both trenches. The artifact material from
both mounds has been considered a single
unit in the analysis representing a single cul
tural manifestation.
There were several other minor excava
tions scattered throughout Aguacatal, but a
0
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consideration of these has been omitted from
this study either because of inadequate
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samples or because there is some doubt as to
the exact provenience of the materials.

Chart 1. SuGGESTED CORRELATION OF PHASES OF THE LOWLAND MAYA AREA IN THE PETEN,
BRITISH HONDURAS, AND CENTRAL DEPRESSION, CHIAPAS. DATES BASED ON RADIOCARBON
DETERMINATIONS FROM ALL SITES EXCEPT BARTON RAMIE.
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TAXONOMIC UNITS
DEFINITION OF CLASSIFICATORY TERMS
The following definitions apply to terms
used in the classification of ceramics that fol
lows and which is summarized in Table l.
There is no standard for definitions in Meso
american ceramic reporting and each author
is apt to have his own views on ceramic termi
nology. Many workers, however, try to use
what may be taken as the generally accepted
terms.
Ceramic ware is a concept of uncertain ap
plication when using the type-variety system
(Willey, Culbert, and Adams 1967: 304). I use
the term to isolate or relate ceramic types that
share a major technological attribute or a
cluster of technological attributes. Ceramic
ware names specify first, a place name or geo
graphic term applicable to the Xicalango Pen
insula and/or vicinity, and second, the major
technological attribute that best describes the
pottery. Examples are Laguna Red vVare and
Golfo Shell-tempered Ware (Table 2). La
guna refers to the lagoon systems found on the
Xicalango Peninsula, and Red (Munsell color
notation) refers to the major technological
feature of the pottery, a red slip. Golfo, in the
second example, refers to the gulf area along
the Campeche coast, and Shell-tempered re
fers to the major technological feature of the
pottery. Some of the shell tempered pottery
types also exhibit red slipping (Tiestal Orange,
Arrozal Orange-polychrome, and Manantel
Red), but these cannot be placed in a red ware
category separate from non-slipped shell-tem
pered types because the major technological
feature of that pottery is shell temper, which
makes a unique kind of pottery despite surface
treatment. Panlac Pumice-tempered VVare is
another such case; a red-slipped type (Molon
Red) within this ware category cannot be clas
sified as Red Ware because large-size pieces
of pumice, found as a tempering agent
throughout the pottery paste, determined to a
large extent the paste texture, paste strength,
vessel wall thickness, and the smoothness of
the surface.
Red vVares appear under three names:
Laguna, Estero, and Punzo. These wares
share the major technological feature of being

slipped red. However, each of the wares
shows unique clusters of attributes that
clearly set it apart (Tables 3-8). None of these
Red Wares can be described by a single tech
nological term other than "red" because a
single descriptively important attribute such
as noted for shell-tempered ware does not
exist. It would be impractical to label each
red ware by the name of the attribute cluster
that sets it apart from the others. Each red
ware is simply referred to by its place name or
geographic term, thereby imposing a positive
identity upon it.
Ware is also used in a hierarchical sense as
a unit of integration above the ceramic group,
type, and variety (see Phillips and Gifford
1959, Fig. 1). Each ware can include any
number of different ceramic groups, types,
and varieties as long as they exhibit certain
technological similarities. The term "ware"
is free from connotations of space, time, ar
chaeological phase, period, or stage. Further
more, it does not necessarily suggest cultural
affiliation among constituent elements. It is
purely a device for the pulling-together and
categorization of ceramic units that are gross
ly similar to one another in their technology.
Ceramic type is a distinct ceramic unit
recognizable because it embodies a peculiar
combination of attributes (exhibiting a limited
range of variation) and is found within a class
of pottery which was made within certain
spatial and temporal limitations. The type is
the total of all immediately related expres
sions of variation recognized by the analyst.
The type may also be considered a cultural
abstraction for which there is rarely a single
manifestation; it is usually represented by sev
eral or more varieties which together show
the foll range of attributes. The type is a flex
ible concept because it is a unit that can be
added to (discovery of new varieties), sub
tracted from (new data concerning a variety
shows it to be actually related to a different
type), and even done away with (false recog
nition or double recognition) according to
newly discovered information without dis
rupting the classification procedure in opera-
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tion during the analysis of a ceramic collec
tion.
Types are often found in several sequent
ceramic complexes; when this happens it sug
gests cultural continuity from one phase to
another. Types that extend from one complex
to another show their continuous distinctive
ness by exhibiting the same paste characteris
tics, vessel form, rim style, colors, and surface
finish with modifications. If minor modifica
tions do occur, the more recent ceramic unit
entities are called varieties. ·when the in-use
popularity of a pottery type is observed to be
extended, the inference is that pottery-making
knowledge of a specific type was passed on
from potter to potter over a long period of
time, perpetuating a series of ideas and tech
niques concerning a single line of pottery.

types that can be shown to be related because
they share certain attributes other than or in
addition to those that link them within a com
mon ware. A ware is always more inclusive of
ceramic units than any one ceramic group. A
ware may include several ceramic groups,
even a different ceramic group for every type
in it.
The utility of the ceramic group as a con
cept lies in the control it permits us over pot
tery that is closely related or very similar in
technological or other attributes. By control I
mean that it provides an organizational scheme
for the segregation of ceramic units larger
than the pottery type for use in comparative
analysis and for statistical purposes. The name
given to the ceramic group is usually the same
geographic name as the first variety of the
group to be recognized and does not include
any descriptive term, thereby removing any
connotation of or confusion with class or ware
(see Gifford 1963: 24-25 for a discussion of
naming of the ceramic group).

The ceramic variety never stands alone,
but is always part of a type. Each variety con
sists of attributes or modes and clusters of
these. \,\There two or more varieties of one
type exist, they share most of the attributes
which characterize the type, but differ with
Ceramic complex is a term that is used ex
regard to one or a few other attributes. The tensively throughout this report. It is used to
several varieties of a type taken together show include all of the wares, types, and varieties,
the range of modal variation, areal distribu and ceramic groups found within an archae
tion, and temporal distribution of that type. ological phase. The ceramic complex then,
The variety name is a combination term includes all of the ceramic modes, attributes,
using the type name prefix and a descriptive and clusters of attributes known to have existed
term along with the word "variety." For ex (in terms of a given prehistoric culture) during
ample, Xicalango Red: Lustrous Variety (geo a phase. The ceramic complex is divisible into
graphic-descriptive-descriptive) is the proper facets that reflect changes in modes or mode
terminology for Lustrous Variety, one of sev frequencies over time; hence, early and late
eral varieties found among the Xicalango Red facets can sometimes be noted. The complex
type. If a type consists of a single variety the is useful in the comparison of ceramic units
name is geographic-descriptive-geographic, within a site or between sites because, if suc
for example, Isla Aguada Plain: Aguada Vari cessfully identified, it represents the full range
ety; the full geographic name is not repeated of ceramics in use by a social unit during one
interval of time. It therefore has potential im
where it consists of more than one vvord.
Ceramic description centers upon the vari plications distinct from those of the ceramic
ety, and requires a careful accounting of the group, type, or variety. Great similarity be
component attribute parts. Attention in this tween ceramic complexes of different sites
report is focused upon the details of indivi would permit interpretation of a cultural unity
dual attributes and their clustering. The think between those sites (particularly if non-ceramic
ing behind this emphasis is that the higher similarities also exist), while accurate assess
abstractions of type and ceramic complex can ment of the degree and nature of any dissimi
not be u n d e r s t o o d p ro p e r l y w i t h o u t a larity would permit interpretation of the de
thorough examination of the basic ingredients gree and nature of historical interrelations, or
lack of them, between social units.
that compose varieties.
Complexes also provide neat statistical
Cercmiic group is meant to include ceramic

ORGANIZATION OF THE CERAMIC CLASSIFICATION

unit vehicles whereby one can arrive at further
evaluations and interpretations. For example,
it may be possible (once we learn to control
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the variables) to infer population density at a
particular site from the number of vessels and
sherds in the complexes represented there.

CRITERIA FOR THE DETERMINATION OF
TYPES AND VARIETIES
The "configuration impressions" an analyst inspectional/configuration process (Appendix
builds up in his mind of the types and varieties B). To attempt was made to establish the cri
in his collection are conditioned by his experi teria for specific varieties until after the inspec
ence in handling ceramics, by other kinds of tional/configuration sort and a further exami
experiences, and by the degree to which he nation of data was completed. The assumption
has had an opportunity to examine other type is that the inspectional/configuration process
collections and to study the descriptions of is a valid step toward the segregation of ceram
ceramic configurations reported in the litera ics into types and varieties. It is recognized
ture. (For an explanation of the processes used that this process is subjective and that many
in ceramic classification in this report, and for variables are involved. It is suggested that re
a definition of "conf1guration impression," see finements can be made. The refinements that
Appendix B.) The analyst searches the litera have been worked out are outlined in Steps
ture to find out all he can about ceramics and 7-10 of Table 64. These need not be repeated
cultural associations with ceramics for the here. Having progressed this far with the
geographic area in which he is working. For Aguacatal collection, the analyst was in a posi
example, in the Peten, attribute clusters in tion to establish the criteria of each taxonomic
volving red paste, polished red or black slip, unit. This involved the assembling and com
wide-everted-rim dishes, simple profile ves parison of attributes and the selection of key
sels, calcite temper, thick walls, rims grooved attributes for each unit. Attribute criteria
on top and, rarely, grooved on the underside, diagnostic for a variety derive from clusters of
recently associated with radiocarbon dates attributes found on a piece of pottery or on a
ranging between 300 B.c. and A.D. 100, and group of pieces that are distinct from all other
other cultural evidences, gave us a model of pieces or groups of pieces. For instance, it was
Late Preclassic pottery manufacture to which noticed that finely textured, red-to-buff paste,
other newly found attribute clusters could be red slip on both surfaces, and fine sand temper
compared and judged. Several other such were key attributes for one of the Preclassic
models involving different time ra1iges and varieties. Thus, any sherd exhibiting the
cultural periods were constructed and were above combination of attributes was potential
used to provide guide lines in selecting attri ly an example of this variety. The exclusive
bute clusters for the Aguacatal collection typ ness of a cluster of attributes such as this be
came the determinant for type and variety
ing procedure.
Recognition of types and varieties without
identifications (see Tables 2-19).
the aid of models was done by practicing the

ORGANIZATION OF THE CERAMIC CLASSIFICATION
Table 1 reflects the organizational
scheme used for the Aguacatal ceramics. The
table is chronologically ordered beginning
with the ceramics that occur in the Late Pre
classic period and proceeding down to those
of the Late Postclassic period. All of the pot
tery noted for a single archaeological phase is
designated a ceramic complex. The name of
the complex is the same as the phase name,

hence the ceramics found in the Pinzon phase
all belong to the Pinzon Ceramic Complex.
Ceramic complexes include, in a hierarchical
order, wares, types, and varieties. Each ware
subsumes a type or types and accompanying
varieties. Ceramic groups, shovvn on the right
in Table 1, include those ceramics of the same
ware, as explained elsewhere.
A single ware is often found in several
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phases and the implication is that types within
the ware are related on a technological basis.
For example, Golfo Shell-tempered ·ware ap
pears (Table 1) in the Penfnsula, Conchada,
and Mangle Ceramic Complexes. \Ve are thus
able to observe that a pottery-making tradi
tion of using shell for temper and making a
particular kind of pottery was maintained over
several centuries.
A ceramic type may also be found in more
than one phase. For example, Ensenada Red:
Early Variety is one type found under Estero
Red ·ware in the Penfnsula phase. A continu
ation of this type was found under the same
ware in the Conchada phase but in a different
variety (Late Variety).
Table 2 presents comparative data that
show similarities and differences between
types and varieties placed within the same
ware. This table is a master guide to all Agua
catal types and varieties; it includes what are
thought to be the most important attributes.
It is, in a sense, a condensation of the many at
tributes studied for each type and variety. For
example, 230 colors, 400 rim forms, 18 kinds
and sizes of temper, etc., were originally re
corded; these have now been reduced to gen
eral categories identified by terms such as
"brown," "T-shape rim," "sand temper," etc.
Types and varieties within ware categories
have been defined by listing attribute clusters
for each ceramic entity in Tables 3-19. These
should be read from left to right, taking note
of the vertically separated sections. The
first section shows those attributes that are
distinctive to only some of the types and vari
eties listed to the left. These attributes are ex
clusive for their types within a given phase.

The second or intermediate section, where
present, sho,vs those attributes that are shared
among t\vo or more types and varieties but not
among all. The third section shows those at
tributes that are common among all of the
types and varieties except where noted. This
section is thought to reflect the "fundamental
attributes" of each type and variety and, col
lectively, of the ware. Each type or variety
can be compared for presence or absence of
any particular attribute or cluster of attributes
with any other type or variety by using Table
2 or Tables 3-19. Each type and variety has
its particular cluster of attributes which is not
duplicated in any other. The greater the num
ber of shared and fundamental attributes be
tween types, the greater the probability that
the types are related and are correctly clas
sified within a ware. Distinctive attributes
listed at the left of the tables do not have to be
manifest in order to set a type or variety apart
from other types or varieties; what is impor
tant is the particular cluster of attributes that
is displayed with each type or variety.
Types and varieties listed under Canales
Composite-white Ware, Porn Composite-black
\Vare, and Punta Gorda Unslipped Ware
(Table 1) are not shown in Tables 3-19 be
cause they are examples of single type-vari
eties and cannot conveniently be compared
with other types. These wares may be checked
on Table 2 or pages 47-48 and 51.
Further details of the composition of all
types and varieties can be checked by reading
the descriptions in the following section.
The Aguacatal phase sequence, compared
with the sequences for other areas of Meso
america, is shown in Chart 1 (p. 20).
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TabJ.. 11. DEFINING ATTRIBUTES FOR TYPES AS ELEMENTS OF
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Table 15. DEFINING ATTRIBUTES FOR TYPES AS ELEMENTS OF
GoLFO SHELL-TEMPERED WARE IN THE CoNCHADA PHASE
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Tablt· 16. DEFINING ATTRIBUTES FOH TYPES AS ELEMENTS OF
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DESCRIPTIONS OF THE AGUACATAL
CERAMIC MATERIALS
The following ceramic descriptions are
presented in a form that hopefully will pro
vide a maximum amount of information for
comparative studies. Some of the descrip
tions are extensive, but this is thought to be
fully justified due to the unique geographical
position of Aguacatal. Other than for Fine
Orange Ware, there has been no report in the
professional literature on ceramics from the
western Campeche coast. The lengthy format
is also justified on the grounds that the experi
mental nature of the type-variety concept
necessitated a new format to satisfy the needs
of the system. This format should and will
change as we gain experience in using the
system. The descriptive format is standard for
the entire ceramic collection with a minor
change for Fine Orange ·ware, where Vessel
Forming Techniques is substituted for Temper.
The ceramic collection is organized into cer
amic complexes, wares, groups, types, and
varieties as explained in the preceding sec
tion. Ceramic unit description follows the
above organization, beginning with the oldest
ceramic complex and progressing to the most
recent material.

and labial flanges (approximate positions for
all flanges).
Vessel form applies to specific classifica
tion of vessels as dishes, bowls, jars, vases, and
other forms. A dish is a shallow, unrestricted
vessel whose height (considered as a unit of
measurement) is not more than one fourth the
body diameter. A jar is a vessel whose height
is equal to, or is greater than, the body diam
eter, and whose orifice diameter is one half or
less than the body diameter. A vase is an un
restricted vessel whose height is equal to, or
is greater than, the body diameter. Other ves
sel forms are described as fully as possible
when they are encountered and special defi
nitions are not placed upon them.

All measurements are in centimeters and
millimeters, and in most instances were made
by one observer in order to avoid undue varia
tion (see Appendix B). Total vessel height
was taken with the vessel resting in normal
attitude and includes supports when present.
Orifice diameter is measured on the outside
of the lip, taking the maximum dimension.
The sherd is placed on a measuring chart in
the position of the vessel when it is normally
rested. The term rim, diameter is used in the
Definition of Descriptive Terms
text when referring to orifice diameter. Body
I have tried to follow Shepard's (1961, diameter is always measured at the point of
Chap. III) excellent presentation on analysis maximum dimension. Total body height in
and description of ceramics, but for the cludes the body structure, excluding supports,
Aguacatal collection I found it necessary to up to the shoulder of the vessel. Throat diam
modify and add to the terminology suggested eter is measured at the maximum point of re
by her. The following definitions and explana striction on the inside of the throat area. Neck
tions apply only to the present study:
height is measured from the juncture of the
An unrestricted vessel is one whose orifice neck and shoulder to the lip. Vessel wall
diameter is equal to or is greater than the thickness is measured clear of any juncture
body diameter.
whenever possible and in the case of tapered
A restricted vessel is one whose orifice di walls, an average thickness is estimated.
ameter is less than the body diameter.
The J\lunsell color notation is used
The rim is considered to be the upper one throughout the study and is restricted to the
third of the total height of the vessel wall. color samples in the Soil Color Charts (Mun
The rim includes the lip area (terminal part of sell Color Company 1954, with additions).
the rim) in profile; the lip may be described Color matchings were made under florescent
separately.
lights after each sherd was vvashed and
Vessel appendages include suspension thoroughly dried. An attempt was made to
handles and lugs, spouts, and basal, medial, determine all colors under the same condi35
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tions, that is, the same place in the room with
the shades drawn and under the same set of
lights. Also, we restricted color determina
tions to one observer to limit further possible
human variation in readings. Exterior surface
colors were determined on the bare surface
under any slip or decoration that may have
been present. This checking of color is pos
sible because most of the Aguacatal sherds are
weathered and some segment of the bare sur
face is exposed. vVhere the surface was not
exposed, paint and slip were scraped down to
enable the observer to make this determina
tion.
Temper was identified by exam111111g
freshly broken sherds and crushed sherd
samples under a binocular microscope. Cold
hydrochloric acid was used to isolate calcite
crystals and assisted in differentiating other
tempering materials. The vVentworth scale
was the standard used to determine the size
of the temper particles and their distribution
in the paste. It is suspected that limitations in
technical knowledge resulted in a few errors
in the identification of temper particles, but
I feel that the overwhelming majority of the
assessments are correct.

PINZON CERAMIC COMPLEX
The Pinzon Ceramic Complex includes
the following wares, types and varieties:
Laguna Red vVare
Xicalango Red: Xicalango Variety
Xicalango Red: Calcinea Variety
Xicalango Red: Dark-core Variety
Xicalango Red: Coarse-paste Variety
Xicalango Red: Variety Unspecified
Polvoxal Red: Polvoxal Variety
Suspiro Red: Suspiro Variety
Pesca Inci;ed: Pesca Variety
Punta Gorda Unslipped Ware
Isla Aguada Striated: Aguada Variety
Arcil Thin-slipped Ware
Cenote v\1hite-striatecl: Cenote Variety
Zacatal Coarse: Variety Unspecified
LAGUNA RED WARE

(Table 3)

This ware was found in every excavation
at Aguacatal (but not in the trenches in the
mounds of Cuyeros del Puerto Rico). The
ware shows considerable variation in the de
gree of polish, is generally thick (6-10 mm.),
and is made of varied pastes, both tempered

and temperless. Vessel forms are similai: to
those found in the Peten in Chicanel pottery,
particularly in the type Sierra Red (Smith
and Gifford 1965; Smith 1955).
Xicalango Red: Xicalango Variety

This variety was the most popular of the
Xicalango Ceramic Group at Aguacatal (Table
63) and appears in the greatest number of
forms. In addition to the multiplicity of forms,
a lustrous finish on both exterior and interior
surfaces sets this variety apart from others.
Forms:
1. Wide-everted-rim dish with flat base;
vessel walls are outcurving (Fig. 23, a-t). Rim
diameter ranges from 25 to 45 cm., rim widths
from 3 to 4.5 cm., vessel height up to 8 cm.,
and_ vessel wall thickness from 8 to 11 mm.
2. Lateral-flange bowls of medium size
(Fig. 23, u-v). Flange is scalloped, located at
the juncture of the vertical wall, and the bowl
bottom is down-sloping. Vessel walls are ver
tical with flange and lip extending to the out
side of the vessel. Rims are from 24 to 27 cm.
in diameter, flanges are from 27 to 30 cm. in
diameter, flanges project out 2.5 to 2.7 cm.,
and vessel wall thickness ranges from 4 to 5
mm.
3. Labial-flange bowl (Fig. 23, w-x).
Flange and lip appear to be an integral unit,
with the lip the minor feature. On a single
example the rim diameter is 30 cm. and vessel
wall thickness is 7.5 to 12 mm.; the flange is
12 mm. down from the top of the lip and pro
trudes fr om the vessel wall 14 mm. The dis
tance from the bottom of the flange to the
basal break is 2.7 cm.
4. Simple round-side bowl (Fig. 23, kk
nn). Examples are near-hemispherical to wide
mouth; rims are direct. Rim diameters range
from 12 to 15 cm., vessel wall thickness from
5 to 6 mm.
5. Deep basal-flange bowl of unknown
rim (Fig. 23, bb-cc). The flange is a small pro
jection below the basal line. The base appears
to angle slightly downward, but is incom
plete in our examples. Dimensions are un
known.
6. Thickened-rim outcurving-wall bowl
(Fig. 23, ss). The rim has a flat top and is
somewhat triangular. Rim diameter is 27 cm.;
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wall thickness is 7 mm.
7. Cone-shape bowl with tapered vessel
wall and reduced step on the exterior of the
rim (Fig. 23, pp). Rim diameter is 24 cm.;
wall thickness is 10 mm.
8. Cone-shape bowl (Fig. 23, ii-Jj). Di
mensions are unknovvn.
9. Basal-break bowl with an inflected
contour wall above the break (Fig. 23, oo ).

Rim diameter is 17 cm.; wall thickness is 7
mm.
10. Outcurving-rim bowl with exteriorly
thickened rim which appears in several vari
ant rim forms (Fig. 23, dd-hh). Rim diameters
average 45 cm., inside bowl diameter averages
40 cm., and wall thickness is 7 mm.
11. Basal-flange dish with flat bottom (Fig.
23, y-aa). Rim diameters average 46 cm., total
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Figure 23. X1CALA GO RED: X1CALANGO VARIETY
a-t: wide-everted-rim dish ()f scale); 11-v: lateral-flange bowl; w-x: labial-flange bowl; y-aa: basal-flange dish
bb-cc: deep basal-flange bowl; dd-hh: outcurving-rim bowl; ii-Jj: cone-shape bowl; kk-1111: round-side bowl
oo: basal-break bowl; pp: cone-shape bowl with stepped rim; qq-rr: shallow dish; ss: thickened-rim bowl
tt-uv: tecomate; ww: gouged applique bun.
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vessel height is about 3 cm., and wall thick
14. Jar with flaring rim and a variety of
ness averages 6 mm.
rim profiles (Fig. 24, a-r). Rim diameter aver
12. Shallow dish (Fig. 23, qq-rr). Rim di ages 14 cm., throat diameter 11 cm., neck
ameter is 40 cm., vessel height is 4 cm., and height 2 cm., and wall thickness 7 mm. The
total height of one vessel is estimated at 25
wall thickness is 7 mm.
13. Tecomate with both direct and ex cm.; the maximum body diameter is about the
teriorly folded rim (Fig. 23, tt-vv ). Orifice same.
diameters range from 18 to :24 cm.; vessel Base and Supports: Flat-bottom vessels have
walls are 6 to 8 mm. thick.
been mentioned elsewhere and further ex-
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Figure 24. XrCALANGO RED: XrcALANGO VARIETY AND POLVOXAL RED: PoLVOXAL VARIETY
Xicalango Red: Xicalango Variety, a-r: jar; s-w: ring b,1se; x-z: flat base. Polvoxal Red: Polvoxal Variety,
aa-ee: flat-bottom dish;
basal-break bowl; gg-1111: wide-everted-rim dish; oo: lateral-flange tapered-rim
bowl; pp: jar.
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amples are found in Figure 24, x-z. Ring
bases are present, but the vessel form to which
they belong is not known (Fig. 24, s-w).

Decoration: Wide pre-slip grooves are found
on the upper surface of the rims of some of
the wide-everted-rim dishes (Form 1, Fig. 23,
g-h, k, n-p, s), and small grooves are found
on the underside in a few examples (Fig. 23,
a, m). A single example of button applique
with a central slit is found on Form 4 (Fig. 23,
kk). Incised circles are noted on the exterior
surface of a flat-bottom bowl (Fig. 24, y). A
single example of an applique bun with ver
tical gouges is noted (Fig. 23, ww), but the
vessel form to which this was attached is un
known.
Colors: Both interior and exterior surfaces are
very pale brown (lOYR 7/3), weak red (lOR
4/4), gray brown (lOYR 5/2), or light gray
(lOYR 7/1). Paste and core are similarly red
dish brown (5YR 5/4), reddish yellow (5YR
6/6), dark brown (7.5YR 4/2), and gray brown
(l0YR 5/2). One example has a dark gray
(2.5Y 4/0) core. Slip color is red (lOR 4/6;
lOR 4/8, 5/6; 7.5R 4/6), pale red (lOR 4/6),
dark red (lOR 3/6). A single example has
black (2.5Y 2/0) on a portion of the vessel.
Firing: Oxidation was complete, producing a
consistent color on the surfaces, paste, and
core. 1 o fire clouds were noted on any of the
examples.
Paste: Paste is of fine to medium-fine texture
with no large inclusions of any kind. No
pockets of unmixed materials were noted. Ex
clusive of tempering material a few examples
react to cold hydrochloric acid, but most do
not. The paste is strong and dense.
Temper: Tempering material varies between
fine sand to medium-coarse sand in 9-16 per
cent distribution for a few of the examples and
finely crushed calcite in the same distribution
for most of the examples. Two sherds have a
small amount of crushed calcite mixed with
sand for temper.

Swface Finish: Vessel surfaces were smoothed
before application of slip, but not polished. A
thin red slip polished to a lustrous finish is
present on most examples, but a few have a
less finely finished surface. No double-slip
ping techniques were used.
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Comparison: For Form 1 see Chiapilla Pol
ished Red ware from Santa Cruz, Central De
pression, Chiapas (Sanders 1961, Fig. 20, A).
Smith (1955, Fig. 14, a, 11, 13) shows Mamom
monochrome examples with grooving on top
of the rim from UaxactCm. Brainerd (1958,
Fig. 4, o, 8, 13) shows downward-angled rims
with wide grooves on the top surface; also
see another example given by Brainerd (1958,
Fig. 17, h, 24); all examples are from Yucat,111.
Thompson (1939, Fig. 26, b) shows a San Jose
I red ware example from San Jose, British
Honduras, very similar to those of Aguacatal.
For Form 2 see Smith (1955, Fig. 70, a, 44,
47, black bowls; 48-50, red bowls) for Chican
e! examples. Peterson (1963, Fig. 44) shows a
similar vessel with scallops in polished dark
variegated brown from Mirador, Chiapas, of
tvlirador V times; a second example is given by
Peterson (1963, Fig. 15, e). Sanders (1961,
Fig. 21) illustrates Chiapilla Polished Red
ware lateral-flange vessels, but gives no des
cription. Thompson (1939, Fig. 27, e-j) shows
red ware lateral-flange vessels of San Jose I,
but provides no description.
For Form 3 see a Sierra Red vessel (Chi
cane] phase) from Uaxactun (Smith 1955, Fig.
16, e, 3). Brainerd (1958, Fig. 5, d, 5) shows a
Formative red monochrome vessel from
Yaxuna, Yucatan. Peterson (1963, Fig. 39, i)
illustrates a vessel from Mirador, Chiapas.
For Form 4 see bowls from Yaxuna, Yuca
tan (Brainerd 1958, Fig. 4), similar in profile
to those of Aguacatal. Thompson (1939, Fig.
43, j) shows San Jose black ware with an
applique very similar to one at Aguacatal.
Forms 5, 7, 11, and 13 are not compared.
Form 6 is comparable to examples shown
by Brainerd (1958, Figs. 4, o, 5; and 5, f, 2) of
Flaky Redware from the Formative period at
Chichen Itza. Dixon (1959, Fig. 25, a-b)
shows vVhite Monochrome from Pit 38, Chi
apa de Corzo, too early to be contemporary
with Aguacatal (900-700 B. C.), but the profile
is approximately the same.
For Form 8 see a Uaxact(m Chicane] ves
sel in red monochrome (Smith 1955, Fig. 16,
e, -!).
Form 10 is comparable to a Late Forma
tive monochrome sherd from �Iani, Yucatan
(Brainerd 1958, Fig. 31, c, 44). This example
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exhibits incising and punctate designs which
do not occur on the Aguacatal examples.
For Form 12 see a Chicane! vessel (Smith
1955, Fig. 70, a, 61) similar to those of Agua
catal. This vessel form seems to have been
much more popular in the Classic period, but
there is ample evidence to show that it began
during the Late Preclassic period.
Xicalango Red: Calcined Variety

This variety is similar to other mono
chrome red varieties found in the Late Pre
classic period except that its paste is weak; the
vessels are obviously technologically inferior
to others that look the same by external cri
teria. The serviceability of the Calcined Vari
ety was surely less than that of other pottery,
and perhaps it was even less highly valued by
its users. Such "potter-user" feelings may
never be known, but the division of the cal
cined pottery into a separate variety is
thought justified on the basis of a major dif
ference in the paste and vessel form.

Forms:
1. Wide-everted-rim dish (Fig. 25, e-g).
This form is identical to Form 1 of Xicalango
Red: Xicalango Variety.
2. Cone-shape bowl (Fig. 25, h-n). The
rims are direct to slightly tapering. Rim di
ameters range from 12 to 27 cm., total vessel
height up to 5.5 cm., and wall thickness from
5 to 7 mm.
3. Lateral-flange bowl (Fig. 25, o-q).
Rim diameters average 11 cm. and wall thick
ness ranges from .5 to 7 mm. Flanges protrude
from the vessel wall 5 mm. and are found on
two examples 2 cm. below the lip.
4. Basal-flange bowl (Fig. 25, r). A single
measurable vessel has a rim diameter of 15
cm., total vessel height of 3 cm., and wall
thickness of 7 mm. The basal flange is barely
discernible.
5. Outcurving-rim bowl (Fig. 25, u-y).
Rim diameters range from 19 to 25 cm. and
wall thickness from 6 to 7 mm.
6. Jar with varied rims (Fig. 25, z-hh).
Dimensions are unknown.
7. Deep bowl with various rim forms
(Fig. 25, ii-jj). Dimensions are unknown.
Base and Supports: All examples of vessel

bases are flat.
Decoration: None.
Colors: Both exterior and interior surfaces are
light gray (lOYR 7/2, 7/1), or very pale brown
(lOYR 7/3). Paste and core are the same pink
ish gray (7.5YR 7/2), gray (lOYR 5/1), grayish
brown (lOYR 5/2), or light gray (lOYR 7/1).
Slip is red (lOR 4/8, 4/6), or dark reddish
brown (2.5YR 3/4).
Firing: The vessels are completely oxidized
except for a trace of gray in the core of a few
vessels; this suggests that partial oxidation
took place in at least these vessels. Firing
temperatures must have exceeded 650 ° C. and
must have been sustained for a considerable
period (see Shepard 1961: 30). The high
temperatures caused the temper to be altered
from its normal state.
Paste: The paste, although well mixed, is
coarse and very weak.
Temper: The temper is crushed calcite, but
due to the firing technique it has been decom
posed and turned to a cryptocrystalline form.
The temper is in excess of 16 percent of the
total paste composition. The vessels are weak,
which is a characteristic of cryptocrystalline
calcite tempered pottery; the decomposed
particles absorb moisture and expansion of
this material weakens the paste.
SU1face Finish: Many of the examples are
badly eroded, leaving a powdery surface with
patches of slip. Slipped surfaces are highly
polished to lightly polished, with some ex
amples showing a lustrous finish. Erosion
may have destroyed the luster on many
examples, leaving a surface that appears dull.
Comparison: Form 1 comparative data for
this variety of Xicalango Red are identical to
those given for other varieties. Form 2 is com
parable to Flaky Redware from Yucatan of
the Formative period (Brainerd 1958, Figs. 4,
i, k, 2; 16, cl, 9). Form 3 appears similar to San
Jose Redware lateral-flange bowls (Thomp
son 1939, Fig. 27). These examples all have
larger lateral flanges than the Aguacatal
examples, but at least show the general form.
For Form 4 see a San Jose II red ware basal
flange bowl (Thompson 1939, Fig. 38, i).
This example has less taper to the rim than the
Aguacatal sherds. There are no comparative
data for Forms 5-7.
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Xicalango Red: Dark-core Variety

This variety appears in a number of ves
sel forms, the wide-everted-rim dish being the
most frequent. The variety is easily distin
guished by its dark core, finely prepared
paste, and non-lustrous surface finish.

Forms:
l. Wide-everted-rim dish with a possible
flat bottom; vessel walls are outcurving (Fig.
26, c-x). Most of the rims have wide pre-slip
grooves on the upper surface, but a few are
plain. Rim diameters range from 23 to 50 cm.
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Figure 25. PoLvOXAL RED: PoLvOXAL VARIETY, X1CALANGO RED:
CALCINED VARIETY, PESCA INCISED: PESCA VARIETY, AND SuSPIRO RED: SuSPIRO VARIETY
Polvoxal Red: Polvoxal Variety, a-b: jar; c: incurving-rim bowl; d: bowl. Xicalango Red: Calcined Variety,
e-g: wide-everted-rim dish; h-n: cone-shape bowl; o-q: lateral-flange bowl; r: basal-flange bowl; s-t: flat base;
u-y: outcurving-rim bowl; z-hh: jar; ii-jj: deep bowl. Pesca Incised: Pesca Variety, kk-1111: deep bowl with
slightly outcurving walls. Suspiro Red: Suspiro Variety, oo-qq: stepped-rim bowl.
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.

Interior vessel diameters range from 19 to 43
cm., and wall thickness from 7 to 12 mm.
2. Deep thickened-rim bowl with a small
basal flange (Fig. 27, f-g). Rim diameters on
two examples are 22 and 27 cm., total esti
mated vessel height is 6 cm., and wall thick
ness is from 5 to 10111111.
3. Simple round-side bowl (Fig. 26, dcl-ii).
Rim diameters range from 11 to 28 cm. and
wall thickness ranges from 5 to 9 mm.

4. Basal-break bowl with exterior-grooved
rims (Fig. 26, JJ-mm). Rim diameters range
from 19 to 30 cm., total vessel height is esti
mated at 5 to 6 cm., and vessel wall thickness
is 7 to 8 mm.
5. Outcurving-rim dish with several rim
forms (Fig. 26, nn-oo ). Rim diameters range
from 21 to 33 cm., and vessel wall thickness is
8 to 10mm.
6. Basal-break bowl with an inflected-
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Figure 26. Susrrno RED: Susrrno VARJETY AND X1cALANGO RED: DARK-CORE VARIETY
Suspiro Red: Suspiro Variety, a: cone-shape bowl; b: flat base. Xicalango Red: Dark-core Variety, c-x: wide
everted-rim dish; y-z: jar; aa-cc: jar with exterior-grooved rim; dd-ii: round-side bowl; jj: basal-break bowl;
kk-111111: bowl with exterior-grooved rim; nn-uo: outcurving-rim dish; pp: cone-shape bowl; qq-tt: incurvingrim bowl; 1tu: tapered-rim dish with small lateral flange.
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contour wall (Fig. 27, h). A single vessel has
a rim diameter of 19 cm. and a wall thickness
of 8 mm.
7. Incurving-rim bowl (Fig. 26, qq-tt).
Inside rim diameter ranges from 23 to 52 cm.,
outside from 25 to 54 cm. Vessel walls are 6
to 10 mm. thick.
8. Tapered-rim dish with small lateral
flange (Fig. 26, uu). This is a single example
that may be aberrant. Rim diameter is 26 cm.,
total vessel height is 3 cm., and wall thickness
is extremely variable but averages 12 mm.
9. Jar with exterior-grooved rim (Fig. 26,
aa-cc). Rim diameters range from 14 to 21
cm., throat diameter is 2 to 3 cm. less, and
wall thickness is 5 to 10 mm.
10. Jar with various rim forms (Fig. 26, y
z). Rim diameters are variable according to
the flare of the rim; the smallest is 13 cm. and
the largest is 22 cm. Wall thickness is 6 to 10
mm.
11. Cone-shape bowl with flat bottom (Fig.
26, pp). Dimensions are unknown.
Base ancl Supports: Vessel bottoms of Form 1,
wide-everted-rim dishes, are unknown, but it
is highly probable that the flat bases shown in
Figure 27, a-e, belong to the wide-everted
rim vessels. Base form of basal-break bowls
(Figs. 26,jj-mm; 27, h) is not known.
Decoration: Grooves on rim and neck.
Colors: Both surfaces are light gray (lOYR
7/2), pale brown (lOYR 6/3), reddish yellow
(5YR 6/6), red (2.5YR 5/6), or reddish brown
(5YR 5/3). Paste color is usually the same as
surface color, but the core is very dark gray
(l0YR 3/1, 2.5Y 3/0) to gray (2.5Y 5/0). Slip
is dark red (7.5R 3/8), red (7.5R 4/6), weak
red (5YR 5/6), and shows slight variation
from red (lOR 6/4).
Firing: Firing conditions produced an oxi
dized surface and paste but an unoxidized
core. This condition appears to be consistent
with rare examples showing full oxidation.

Paste: The paste is medium fine in texture

and appears to have been well prepared. No
large foreign inclusions of any kind are noted.
The paste is dense and strong.
Temper: Fine sand was used as a tempering
material in 9-16 percent distribution in all
but two examples, which have finely crushed
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calcite mixed with fine sand.
Swface Finish: All examples were smoothed
prior ·to the application of slip. Slip is lightly
polished and none of the examples is lustrous.
Comparison: See comparative material given
for Form 1 under Xicalango Red: Xicalango
Variety. For Form 2 see San Jose I-II early
red ware basal-flange bowls illustrated by
Thompson (1939, Fig. 29, a-c). These are not
exactly representative of the Aguacatal mate
rial, but generally convey the form. For Form
3 see Coba fine ware of the Formative period
pictured by Brainerd (1958, Fig. 4, m, 2, 33-34);
Figure 17,J, 2, 5, shows Flaky Redware. Form
4 is not easily found in the literature, but
Smith (1955, Fig. 14, b, 4) shows a horizontally
grooved-incised, red Mamon (Guitara Incised)
vessel from U axactun. This piece angles at
the base too sharply in comparison with the
Aguacatal example, but the practice of exter
i1al grooving was very popular in Mesoamer
ica at an early time. No comparative material
is given for Forms 5 and 6. For Form 7 see
Thompson's (1939, Fig. 49) San Jose III-V red
(mottled) ware. Lowe (1962, Figs. 22, k; 32,
n) illustrates � brown-slipped incurving-rim
bowl from the Chiapa de Corzo Guanacaste
phase, and a similar bowl from the Horcones
phase. Perhaps the better comparable mate
rial comes f rom Santa Cruz, Chiapas, re
ported by Sanders (1961, Fig. 20, c), who illus
trates Chiapilla Polished Red "beaked" bowls.
No comparative material is given for Form 8.
Form 9 is best illustrated by Brainerd (1958,
Fig. 31, cl, 19-20), who shows exterior grooved
neck jars from Mani. Navarrete (1959, Fig. 5,
x-z) shows Polished Red ware from San Agus
tin, Chiapas. Peterson (1963, Fig. 90) illus
trates grooved-neck ollas from Mirador, Chi
apas. There are no comparative data for
Forms 10-11.
Xicalango Red: Coarse-paste Variety

This variety is found in small quantities all
over the site and occurs primarily in jar form.
It is most easily distinguished by its coarse
textured paste but fine surface finish.

Forms:

1. Wide-everted-rim dish (Fig. 27, i-k).
Rim diameters range f rom 18 to 45 cm., rim
width from 4.5 to 5.5 cm.; wall thickness is 9
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to 10 mm.
2. Sublabial-flange incurving-rim bowl
(Fig. 27, l). A single example has a rim diam
eter of 34 cm., an outside flange diameter of
37 cm., and a wall thickness of 10 mm.

3. Deep flat-bottom bowl with outcurving
vessel walls (Fig. 27, m-n). The examples lack
rims but clearly are distinctive. Base diameter
ranges from 17 to 38 cm., base thickness is 4
to 11 mm., and vessel walls taper from the
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Figure 27. X!CALANGO furn: DARK-CORE VARIETY, XrcALANGO RED: COARSE-PASTE VARIETY, XICALANGO RED:
VARIETY UNSPECIFIED, ISLA AGUADA STRIATED: AGUADA VARIETY, AND
CENOTE WHITE-STRIATED: CENOTE VARIETY
Xicalango Red: Dark-core Variety, a-e: flat base;f-g: deep thickened-rim bowl; h: basal-break bowl. Xicalango
Red: Coarse-paste Variety, i-k: wide-everted-rim dish; l: sub-labial flange incurving-rim bowl; m-11: deep
flat-bottom bowl; o: tecomate; p-t: jar; u.: round-side bowl; o: grooved-rim dish. Xicalango Red: Variety
Unspecified; w: wide-everted-rim dish; x: outcurving-wall bowl; y-z: flat base; aa: jar with flaring rim. Isla
Aguada Striated: Aguada Variety, bb-ee: jar with flaring rim; ff-hh: rimless jar; 'ii-ll: tall-necked jar; mm-1111:
short-necked jar. Cenote White-striated: Cenote Variety, oo-qq: jar with flaring rim.
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juncture of the base to 6 to 7 mm. in thickness.
4. Round-side bowl (Fig. 27, u). Rim di
ameter of a single example is 20 cm. and the
wall thickness is 10 mm.
5. Inflected-contour bowl with interioi·
grooved rim (Fig. 27, v). Rim diameter of a
single example is 29 cm. and wall thickness
is 10 mm.
6. Tecomate (Fig. 27, o). Rim diameter of
one measurable example is 22 cm. and wall
thickness is 7 mm.
7. Jar (Fig. 27, p-t). Rim diameters range
from 17 to 35 cm., throat diameter is approxi
mately 2 cm. less, neck height is about 4 cm.,
and wall thickness is 6 to 11 mm.
Base and Supports: The only bases observed
were the flat bottoms on Form 3 (Fig. 27,
m-n).
Decoration: one.
Colors: Surfaces are the same red (2.5YR 5/6),
weak red (2.5YR 4/2), light yellowish brown
(l0YR 6/4), or very pale brown (lOYR 7/3).
Paste and core are the same reddish brown
(2.5YR 5/4), yellowish red (5YR 4/6), gray
(l0YR 5/1), or dark gray (2.5Y 4/0). Slip color
is weak red (2.5YR 4/2, lOR 4/4), and red
(l0R 4/6).
Firing: Full oxidation was attained in a few
examples, but most are oxidized on the sur
face only. The paste and core show a gray
color produced by partial oxidation.
Paste: Paste is medium-coarse in texture and
found with no large inclusions. The paste has
a coarse appearance, and where an unslipped
surface is exposed, it feels rough to the touch.
The paste is less dense than other Xicalango
varieties, but appears to be just as strong.
Temper: Medium-coarse quartz sand was
used for temper in 9-16 percent distribution
throughout the paste.
Swface Finish: The vessels were polished be
fore application of slip, probably in an attempt
to "work out" roughness of the surface due to
the nature of the paste. A thin slip was pol
ished to a lustrous finish.
Comparison: Form 1 comparative data are
the same as previously noted for other vari
eties. Form 2 is similar to a Chicanel-like ves
sel from Yucatan with a thicker flange than
those found at Aguacatal (Brainerd 1958, Fig.
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5, b, 6). Brainerd (1958, Fig. 31, c, 43-44) also
shows examples of Late Formative mono
chrome sherds from Mani; the silhouette of
number 44 is nearly identical to that of sherds
from Aguacatal. Smith (1955, Fig. 70, a, 52)
shows a Chicane! (Sierra Red) example from
Uaxactun .. Thompson (1939, Fig. 27, d) shows
a San Jose I red ware vessel with the sub
labial flange. Peterson (1963, Fig. 43, b)
shows a Mirador V bowl from Chiapas with
the same feature.
Xicalango Red: Variety Unspecified

The variety is unspecified because no pat
tern of vessel form or other distinguishing fea
ture could be discerned.

Forms:
1. Wide-everted-rim dish (Fig. 27, w).
Dimensions are unknown.
2. Outcurving-wall bowl (Fig. 27, x). A
single example has a rim diameter of 24 cm.
and wall thickness of 8 mm.
3. Flaring-rim jar (Fig. 27, aa). A single
example has a rim diameter of 13 cm., a neck
height of 5 cm., and is 10 mm. thick.
Base and Supports: Two base sherds are flat
but the vessel form is unknown.
Decoration: None.
Colors: Both exterior and interior surfaces
are the same light gray (l0YR 7/1), but there
is some unevenness and the color blends to a
reddish hue. The paste and core are red (2.5
YR 5/6), and the slip is red (l0R 4/6).
Firing: Complete oxidation was attained, pro
ducing a red core.
Paste: Paste texture is fine, with occasional
nodules of iron oxide up to 2 mm. in diameter
and rounded gravel up to 4 mm. in diameter.
The paste is dense and strong.
Temper: Most examples are temperless but a
few examples show sparse amounts of fine
sand.
Swface Finish: The surface is generally
smooth, but is rough in places. Clay has been
added to the exterior surface to fill in rough
areas, but it is now flaking off. The slip is not
highly polished and may be badly weathered.
Comparison: Comparative data for Form 1
are the same as previously noted for this type.
Form 2 may be compared to Flaky Redware
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from Yucatc'm (Brainerd 1958, Fig. 17, f, 21)
and Chiapilla Polished Red examples fr om
Santa Cruz, Chiapas (Sanders 1961, Fig. 21,
E). The Aguacatal rim is tilted farther to
ward the horizontal axis than on the Chiapi
lla example.
Form 3 may be compared to a Mamon Jo
ventud Red jar without the upper thickening
of those from Aguacatal (Smith 1955, Fig. 15,
b, 2). Brainerd (1958, Fig. 5, c, 24) shows a
Formative red-slip example from Yaxuna.
Polvoxal Red: Polvoxal Variety

This variety exhibits polished red exterior
and interior surfaces. It is found in forms
generally similar to Chicane] vessels from
Uaxact{m (Smith 1955: 21).
Forms:
1. Wide-everted-rim dish (Fig. 24, gg-nn).
This form is identical to others already de
scribed with wide grooves on top of the rim.
One example has grooves on the underside of
the rim (Fig. 24, ll). Rim diameters range from
17 to 50 cm.; inside diameter, minus rim, is 2
to 3 cm. less; total vessel height is up to 5 cm.;
and vessel wall thickness is 6 to 12 mm.
2. Basal-break bowl (Fig. 24, jj), which is
also noted in another variety (Fig. 27, h). Rim
diameter of a single example is 40 cm. and
wall thickness is 7 mm.
3. Tapered-rim bowl with a small lateral
flange (Fig. 24, oo). Rim diameter of a single
example is 19 cm., inside diameter is 15 cm.,
and wall thickness averages 7 mm.
4. Simple round-side bowl with exterior
ly grooved rim (Fig. 25, cl). Rim diameter of
a single example is 44 cm. and wall thickness
is 10 mm.
5. Incurving-rim bowl (Fig. 25, c). Rim
diameter (outside) is 41 cm., inside diameter
is 38 cm., and wall thickness is 10 mm.
6. Flat-bottom dish (Fig. 24, aa-ee). Rim
diameter ranges from 23 to 34 cm., total vessel
height is 5 to 7 cm., and wall thickness is 7 to
10 mm.
7. Flaring-rim jar (Figs. 24, pp; 25, a-b).
Rim diameters range from 15 to 20 cm., throat
diameters are approximately 5 cm. less, and
wall thickness is 8 to 10 mm.
Base a.ncl Supports: All base sherds are flat,

but it is possible that other kinds of bases may
be found.
Decoration: Grooving on the top of wide
everted rims and on -the exterior surface of
vertical rims is the only decoration noted.
Colors: Both exterior and interior surfaces are
pale brown (lOYR 6/3), very pale brown (10
YR 7/3), light brown (7.5YR 6/4), light gray
(lOYR 7/1), and gray (5YR 6/1), to reddish
yellow (5YR 6/6). Paste is the same color as
the surfaces in most examples. The core is
very dark gray (2.5Y 3/0), light gray (lOYR
7/1), or grayish brown (7.5YR 6/4, l0YR
5/2). Slip color is red (lOR 4/6, 7.5R 4/6),
dark reddish brown (5YR 3/3), dark red (7.5
YR 3/8), and light red (2.5YR 6/6).
Firing: Oxidation was incomplete in most
examples and vessels show a gray core with
oxidized surface and paste. Some iron oxide
nodules of a low magnetic state are present in
most examples. No firing clouds are present.
Paste: The paste is finely textured with an oc
casional piece of white quartz that is thought
to be of natural occurrence in the clay. These
quartz pieces are large, up to 1 mm. in di
ameter, and are rounded, probably by water
action. The clays are non-carbonaceous, pos
sibly indicating importation of the clay as a
raw material or of the finished pottery pro
duct.
Iron oxide, noted above, is present in the
clay as a natural inclusion; this may be partly
responsible for the brown color of the finished
product which is usually attributable to an
oxidizing atmosphere during firing.
Temper: Tone.
Swface Finish: All examples have a smoothed
bare surface which has been slipped with a
thick to thin coating of clay pigmented with a
red mineral, possibly cinnabar. The slip has
been polished, leaving an extremely smooth
surface that has a "slippery" feel. Some ves
sels are more highly polished than others, and
there is differential weathering of sherds, even
on the same vessel.
Comparison: For Form 1 see comparative
references given for other varieties of the type.
Form 2 is comparable to Form 6 of the Dark
core Variety (Fig. 27, h), but not to examples
found in the literature. Form 3 is comparable
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to San Jose I-II early red ware basal-flange
bowls (Thompson 1939, Fig. 29, a-c). Forms 4
and 5 are similar to other Aguacatal examples
referenced under the Dark-core Variety.
Form 6 is comparable to a Regional Redware
vessel from Chichen Itza (Brainerd 1958, Fig.
4, o, 18), a Flaky Redware piece with all-over
red slip from Yaxuna Cenote (Brainerd 1958,
Fig. 6, b, 12), and Formative red wares (Figs.
8, i, 10, and 15, d, 2).
o comparative data
were found for Form 7.

Suspiro Red: Suspiro Variety
This type is set apart by an unslipped ex
terior and a red-slipped interior. It is closely
related to the Polvoxal type in vessel form,
colors, and paste composition.

Forms:

1. Stepped-rim bowl (Fig. 25, oo-qq).
Rim diameter ranges from 17 to 27 cm. and
wall thickness is 7 to 8 mm.
2. Cone-shape bowl (Fig. 26, a). The rim
is missing from the single example, but the
base diameter is 24 cm. and wall thickness is
7111111 .
Base and Supports: A single example of a
base is flat and the vessel form it represents
may go with Form 1 (Fig. 26, b).
Decoration: None.
Colors: Exterior surface is light brownish
gray (lOYR 6/2), light yellowish brown (l0YR
6/4), or pale brown (l0YR 6/3). Interior sur
face is very dark gray (2.5Y 3/0) or light gray
(lOYR 7/1, 7/2). Paste and core are the same
very dark gray (2.5Y 3/0) and dark �ray (2.5Y
4/0). Slip is red (lOR 4/6, 2.5YR 5/8) or dark
brown (5YR 3/2).
Firing.: Most of the vessels show a high de
gree of oxidation ·with a tendency toward non
oxidation of the interior surface, paste, and
core.
Paste: Paste is very finely textured with occa
sional inclusions of pebbles and organic mate
rials. The latter have burned out and have
left pockets that show through on the surface.
The paste is also very porous, with small gas
pockets throughout; despite this the paste is
dense and strong.
Temper: None.
Swface Finish: The interior surface was

smoothed before application of slip. Slipped
surface is lightly polished. Exterior surface is
rough and slightly powdery and is only par
tially smoothed, leaving many "rough" spots.
No slip was applied to the exterior surface ex
cept on the uppei· rim area.
Comparison: Smith (1955, Fig. 14, a, 2-6)
shows Marnom red monochrome (Joventud
Red) vessels labelled cuspidors; the Aguacatal
examples lack the horizontal-groove-incising
and more closely resemble numbers 5 and 6.
Brainerd (1958, Fig. 5, e, 1) shows a Forma
tive Orangeware vessel very similar in profile
to those of Aguacatal.

Pesca Incised: Pesca Variety
This type is identical to the Suspiro type
except for incising and vessel form. An abbre
viated description follows:
Form: Deep bowl with slightly outcurving
walls (Fig. 25, kk-nn). Rim diameters range
from 41 to 43 cm., vessel walls are at least 10
cm. high, and wall thickness is 9 to 11 mm.
Base and Supports: Unknown.
Decoration: Double-line incised squares are
noted on the exterior surface. The incising is
deep (1 + mm.), broad (2 mm.), and was done
when the vessel was still soft. The area of
decoration extends from the upper rim down
to the base of the vessel.
Colors-Comparison: Same as for Suspiro Red:
Suspiro Variety.
PUNTA GORDA UNSLIPPED

VYARE

This is heavy, thick ware found only in jar
form. Vessels were probably water containers.
A single ceramic type comprises the ware.

Isla Aguada Striated: Aguada Variety
This type is characterized by its rough ap
pearance and raked exterior surface. It is
found only in Trench E-3 and the lowest
levels of Pit A-8, which are Late Preclassic
�on texts.

Forms:

1. Flaring-rim jar (Fig. 27, bb-ee, ii-nn).
Rim diameters range from 12 to 18 cm., throat
diameters are 2 to 5 cm. less, neck height is 2
to 4 cm., and wall thickness is betvveen 8 and
10 mm.
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2. Short-neck rimless jar (Fig. 27, jf-hh).
The neck was trimmed off before the rim
was formed. Throat diameter is 14 cm., neck
height is 3 cm., and wall thickness is between
7 and 10 mm.
Base and Supports: ot observed.
Decoration: The flaring-rim and short-neck
vessels are plain, but the rimless and tall-neck
vessels exhibit diagonal raking on the exterior
surface from the shoulder of the vessel down
the body.
Colors: Both interior and exterior surfaces are
gray (lOYR 5/1), very dark gray (lOYR 3/1),
or dark gray (lOYR 4/1). Paste and core are
the same as the surface, but several examples
show brown (7.5YR 5/4) and pale brown (10
YR 6/3).
Firing: The original firing completely oxi
dized the vessels, and subsequent firing, acci
dental or intentional, has caused the surfaces
to be smudged.
Paste: Paste is coarse to medium-coarse in
texture and consists of well-mixed materials.
The paste is weak and breaks easily under
hand pressure.
Temper: Crushed calcite of coarse to
medium-coarse size is used as a tempering
material. Temper represents 9-16 percent of
the paste.
Swface Finish: Surfaces have been smoothed
but feel rough when handled. Calcite par
ticles are clearly visible on the surface. No
slip treatment is noted.
Comparison: No comparative data were found
for Forms 1, 2, and 4. For Form 3, Brainerd
(1958, Fig. 14, c, 12-13) shows Mamom vessels
of the same profile.
ARCIL THIN -SLIPPED WARE

(Table 9)

This is another utilitarian ware exhibiting
thick walls, coarse paste, rough surfaces, and
thin slip. It is found only in Trench E-3, a
Late Preclassic context.
Cenote White-striated:
Cenote Variety

This variety occurs only in jar and teco
mate forms and may be considered utilitarian
pottery. The distinguishing features are its
white slip and exterior raking.

Forms:
1. Flaring-rim jar (Figs. 27, oo-qq; 28, a
b). Rim diameters range from 18 to 34 cm.,
throat diameter is 4 to 6 cm. less, neck height
is 2 to 6 cm., and wall thickness is 7 to 14 mm.
2. Rimless jar (Fig. 28, c-f). Orifice di
ameter ranges from 14 to 19 cm., and wall
thickness is 8 to 11 mm.
3. Tecomate (no illustration). A single
example has an orifice diameter of 15 cm. and
wall thickness of 10 mm.
Base and Supports: ot observed.
Decoration: The vessel is raked below the
neck, beginning at the shoulder and continuing
down over the body. A comb-like instrument
made the rake marks in random sweeps which
overlap.
Colors: Both surfaces are essentially the same
reddish brown (2.5YR 5/4), weak reel (l0R
5/4), light gray (l0YR 7/2), very pale brown
(l0YR 7/4), pale brown (lOYR 6/3), or gray
(lOYR 5/1). The paste and core are the same
color as the surfaces. Some fire-clouding is
present. The slip color is white (lOYR 8/1) or
pink (7.5YR 8/4).
Firing: The vessels are completely oxidized
except for fire-cloud areas.
Paste: The medium-coarse evenly mixed paste
is strong and does not break under hand pres
s u re. N u m e ro u s g a s p o c k e t s are n o t ecl
throughout.
Temper: Medium-coarse quartz sand in 9-16
percent distribution was used.
Swface Finish: The surfaces are smooth, es
pecially where the white slip is present. On
eroded sherds the surface feels rough to the
touch. The slip is thin and is found on both
sides of the vessel wall.
Comparison: Form I is comparable to Flaky
Redware from Yaxuna, Yucatan (Brainerd
1958, Fig. 4, b, 9-10) and a Formative Mono
chrome vessel from the same site (Brainerd
1958, Fig. 5, c, 23). No comparative data were
found for Forms 2 and 3.
Zacatal Coarse: Variety Unspecified

This variety is not well defined and must
remain tentatively classified until more mate
rial is available. It is closely related to Cenote
White.

PINZO
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Fann: Flaring-rim jar (not illustrated). Rim
diameter ranges from 19 to 24 cm., throat di
ameter is 3 cm. less, and wall thickness is 9 to
10 mm.
Base and Supports: A single example has a

concave base with a diameter of6.5 cm.
Decoration: None.
Colors: The surfaces, paste, and core are very
dark gray (2.5Y 5/0). Rim sherds may shovv a
gray (lOYR 5/1) slip or wash on the exterior
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Figure 28. CENOTE WHITE-STRIATED: CENOTE VARIETY, PIMENTAL COMPOSITE-BLACK:
PIMENTAL VARIETY, ROMPIDA COMPOSITE-WHITE: RoMPIDA.VARJETY, CARMEN
ORANGE-POLYCHROME: CARMEN VARIETY, CHACAH BLACK-ON-RED: VARIETY UNSPECIFIED, Al D
}!LON PLAI •: EARLY VARIETY
Cenote White-striated: Cenote Variety, a-b: jar with flaring rim; c-J: rimless jar. Pimental Composite-black:
Pimental Variety, g: hemispherical bowl. Rompida Composite-white: Rompida Variety, h: deep straight-wall
bowl. Carmen Orange-polychrome: Carmen Variety, i: basal-flange bowl with possible mammiform support;
J-1: hollow supports. Chacah Black-on-red: Variety Unspecified, m: basal-flange bowl with possible mammiform support. Jil6n Plain: Early Variety, 11-JJ: thickened-rim bowl.
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surface, but this is not readily detectable.
Firing: The entire vessel was fired in a reduc
ing atmosphere, producing the dark colors
noted above.
Paste: Paste is medium coarse in texture and
unevenly mixed. The paste is strong but not
as strong as that of Cenote White.
Temper: Medium-coarse quartz sand in vary
ing amounts up to 16 percent of the total paste
was used.
Swface Finish: The surfaces are rough and
appear unfinished. A thin gray slip is noted
on some examples.
Coniparison: No c o m p a r a t ive d a t a w e r e
found.

TARPON CERAMIC COMPLEX
The Tarpon Ceramic Complex is tenta
tively given here because only eleven sherds
have been found that may fit into this Proto
classic phase. The complex consists of the
following wares, types and varieties:
Estero Red Ware
Zapotal Red: Variety Unspecified
Chacah Black-on-red: Variety Unspecified
Carmen Orange-polychrome: Carmen Variety
Porn Composite-black Ware
Pimental Composite-black: Pimental Variety
Canales Composite-white Ware
Rompida Composite-white: Rompida Variety
EsTERO R.Eo WARE
(Table 4)

Due to the sparsity of this material no gen
eralizations can be made.
Zapotal Red: Zapotal Variety
Fann: Bowl or dish (?) with large rounded
supports (not illustrated). Vessel form is in
complete, but from the fragments and from
comparisons with examples in the literature,
a bowl or dish is suggested.
Base and Supports: Fragments suggest a hol
low bulbous support, probably mammiform,
attached to a flat-bottom vessel.
Decoration: Tone.
Colors: B0th surfaces are light gray (7.5YR
7/1), paste and core are light reddish brown
(5YR 6/4), and slip color is red (l0R 4/6).
Firing: Vessel was completely oxidized dur
ing firing and subsequent re-firing may have

caused the gray surface colors.
Paste:
Paste is medium fine and well prepared.
Temper: Fine quartz sand in 9-16 percent
distribution was used as a tempering mate
rial.
Su1face Finish: Prior to the application of
slip, surfaces were smoothed with a pebble
or other smooth object which has left stroke
marks on the vessel. Slip is thin and unpol
ished.
Comparison: See Gifford (in Willey, Bullard,
Glass, and Gifford 1965, Fig. 204) for mam
miform supports of the kind probably original
ly present on this Aguacatal piece; the ex
amples are from the Floral Park Ceramic
Complex at Barton Ramie. Adams (1963,
Chart 4) shows mammiform supports from
Altar de Sacrificios, Salinas Ceramic Com
plex.
Chacah Black-on-red: Variety Unspecified
Form: Basal-flange footed bowl (Fig. 28, m).
This vessel is incomplete, with the rim and
full base missing.
Base and Supports: Although the examples
are fragmentary, it can be suggested that hol
low mammiform supports were originally
present.
Decoration: A thin black band is found on the
basal flange over a red slip. No design ele
ments were noted.
Colors: Both surfaces are brown (7.5YR 5/4)
and paste and core are yellowish brown (l0YR
5/4). Slip is red (lOR 4/6). The painted band
is black (2.5Y 2/0).
Firing: The entire vessel was completely oxi
dized, producing almost the same colors
throughout.
Paste: Paste is finely textured with an occa
sional iron oxide nodule of low magnetic qual
ity. Paste is dense and strong.
Temper: Temper is fine quartz sand found in
9-16 percent distribution.
Swface Finish: The surfaces were well
smoothed and the background slip was pol
ished to a near lustrous finish.
Comparison: Comparative material is the
same as for Zapotal Red: Zapotal Variety.
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Carmen Orange-polychrome:
Carmen Variety
This variety is identical to Chacah Black
on-red except for decoration. The decorative
features utilize three colors. The slip and
paint are applied in stepped designs in panels
and ticking (Fig. 28, i). All other features are
the same.
Comparison: See Merwin and Vaillant (1932,
Pl. 18, d) for similar usage of stepped designs
and ticking along with mammiform supports
at Holmul.
PoM CoMPOSITE-BLACK WARE

(Tentative Category)
Pimental Composite-black:
Pimental Variety
Fann: Hemispherical bowl (Fig. 28, g). Rim
diameters of two examples are 19 and 29 cm.
and wall thickness is 6 mm.
Base ancl Supports: Not observed.
Decoration: Incised triangles are found in a
continuous band about 1 cm. below the lip
on the exterior surface. ·within the triangles
are four or five incised straight lines. The
combination of black and red exterior surface
color may also be considered a decorative
motif.
Colors: The lovver two thirds of the exterior
surface are reddish brown (5YR 5/4), the up
per one third of the exterior surface and the en
tire interior surface are dark gray (2.5Y 4/0).
Slip over the same portions of the exterior and
interior is black (2.5Y 2/0). Slip over the
lower two thirds of the exterior is yellowish
red (5YR 5/6). Paste and core are the same
as the lower exterior surface, except that the
upper one third of the vessel paste is dark
gray; the core is the same except for the up
per area. Perhaps the bowls were turned up
side down during the firing process and the
upper one third of the vessel was smothered
in ash, which would have kept oxygen from
reaching the interior and upper rim.
Paste: Paste is medium fine in texture, dense,
and strong.
Te,nper: Temper is finely crushed calcite in
9-16 percent to sparse distribution.
Siuface Finish: The interior slip surface is
polished to a "waxy" state, but the exterior

slip surface is less finely finished.
Comparison: Comparable material is the pol
ished black ware from Remojaclas with incised
triangles with five straight lines within each
(Medellin 1960, Pis. 2-3).
CA ALES COMPOSITE-WHITE

\IVARE

(Tentative Category)
Rompida Composite-white:
Rompida Variety

This variety probably has some relation
ship with the type described above. The de
sign element and surface treatment have some
of the same features as may be seen on the
Pimental Composite-black vessels.
Form: Deep straight-wall bowl (Fig. 28, h).
Rim diameter of a single example is 20 cm.
and wall thickness is 7 mm.
Base ancl Supports: Not observed.
Decoration: The vessel has three grooves en
circling it on the exterior just below the lip
and a pattern of incised diagonal lines below
the grooves.
Colors: The exterior surface is white (2.5Y
8/2), and the interior surface is black (2.5Y
2/0). Paste and core are black.
Firing: Carefully controlled firing produced
an unoxidized interior and a less oxidized ex
terior surface. The firing technique is not
understood.
Paste: The paste is finely textured, dense, and
strong. Numerous gas pockets are found
throughout.
Temper: None.
Swface Finish: The surfaces are unslipped
but have been lightly polished.
Comparison: No comparative data.

PENINSULA CERAMIC COMPLEX
The Peninsula Ceramic Complex consists
of the following wares, types and varieties:
Golfo Shell-tempered Ware
Jil6n Plain: Early Variety
Jil611 Plain: Crude Variety
Playazo Red: Varieties Unspecified
Coyocol Incised: Coyocol Variety
Pantano Unslipped \Vare
Ciudadela Unslipped: Coarse-pastt- Variety
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Punzo Red \\'are
Calax Red-polychrome: Calax
Variety Barra Brown-on-red: Barra
Variety Pargo Hed: Pargo Variety
Estero Red Ware
Puerto Orange-polychrome: Puerto Variety
Ensenada Red: Early Variety
GOLFO SHELL-TEMPERED WARE

(Table 14)

There is little question as to the validity
of Golfo as a ware unit based primarily on
technological attributes having to do with
shell-tempering. Nevertheless, clear cut type
variety categories within Golfo Shell-tem
pered \Vare based on surface treab11ent are
difficult to determine. Exterior slipping was
common, but the slip is thin, often leaving
only a trace of pigment. Slip, when present,
is always red, producing a monochrome
class of pottery. A problem exists in not
being able to tell whether a given sherd
has been weathered to the point that no pig
mented slip is left, or whether it was ever
slipped in the first place. Other harder, bet
ter-made wares have slips that are well pre
sen·ed and this problem does not exist, but
the shell-tempered types tended to deterior
ate in the damp soil. In classifying within
Golfo Shell-tempered \Vare, I cannot attempt
to describe separate types on the basis of
slipped or unslipped sherds, but we know
with certainty that they (red-slipped vessels)
existed, so I have named these ceramic type
units accordingly. At the same time, for de
scriptive purposes, a broader approach has
been maintained, taking into consideration
manv other attributes. The nuiPtV of forms
pres�nt in Golfo Shell-tempered \Vare units
of the Peninsula Ceramic Complex is sur
prising, probably indicating that this pottery
was utilitarian.
Jilon Plain: Early Variety
(Playazo Red: Varieties Unspecified)0
•T his kind of arrangement, as to both listing and
nomenclature, indicates that the description which
follows is basically for Jil6n Plain: Early Variety, but
that within it are induded pieces of Playazo Red
(type). Our knowledge is not sufficient to dis
tinguish varieties within Playazo Red. If we could
distinguish varieties, we could name and describe
each of them.

This variety was one of the more popular
kinds of pottery during the Early Classic per
iod at Aguacatal, occurring in eighteen dif
ferent vessel forms. The forms suggest the
utilitarian nature of this pottery, as does the
coarse appearance and feel of the vessels.
These forms, established during the Early
Classic, persist through the Late Classic
period.
Forms:
l. Thickened-rim bowl (Fig. 28, n-jj).
Rim diameters range from 28 to ,52 cm. and
wall thickness fr om ,5 to 9 mm. The thickened
portion of the rim is up to two times the thick
ness of the vessel wall.
2. Exterior-beaded-rim bowl (Fig. 29,
al). The rims are 28 to 44 cm. in diameter
and vessel walls are 7 to 8 mm. thick. The
rims show a decided beading on the exterior
surface immediately below the lip area. On
huger vessels this beading may be 1.7 cm.
below the lip. The beading is sometimes
gently triangular or sharply triangular,
and rarely, rounded, with little triangular
shape.
3. Flat-angled-rim bowl (Fig. 29, g-1).
Rims are 24 to 37 cm. in diameter, vessel
height for two examples is 7 cm., and wall
r

thickness ranges f om 6 to 8 mm. The rims
r
were
formed by redirecting the vessel wall
from a vertical to a horizontal position. The
interior surface of the rim is flat and the exterior surface is gently rounded.
--1. Deep composite-contour bowl (Fig. 29,
m). Rim diameters average about --11 cm.,
body height is about 14 cm., estimated total
vessel height is 17-18 cm., and wall thickness
is 9 mm. The rim is direct and squared off at
the lip. The Yessel wall sweeps gently out
ward.
5. Cone-shape bowl (Fig. 29, n-q). Rim
diameters are from 17 to 37 cm. and vessel
wall thickness is from 6 to 8 mm. The rims are
slightly thickened with a decided bevel on the
interior of the vessel.
6. T-shape-rim bowl (Fig. 29, ,-w, y-ee).
Both restricted and unrestricted forms occur
with little difference between the two. Both
categories of restriction/unrestriction are
placed together here because the differences
are in degree, not in kind. Rim diameters
r

range f om 20 to 40 cm., and vessel wall thick-
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ness is from 4 to 6 mm. The rims were made
by adding clay to the vessel wall to form a
a near horizontal tee which extends beyond
the wall on both the interior and exterior'.
7. Psuedo-T-shape-rim bowl (Fig. 29, jf
oo). Rim diameters range from 22 to 46 cm.
and wall thickness ranges from .s to 8 mm.
The rim is almost T-shape with only a short
part of the tee on the interior.

8. Folded-rim tecomate (Figs. 29, pp-ww;
30, a-o). Rim diameters range from 22 to .SO
cm. and wall thickness ranges from 5 to 8 111111.
The rims were made by folding over clay from
the vessel wall and joining this fold to the ex
terior surface of the wall. The fold takes a
variety of forms, but is generally two times or
more as thick as the vessel wall.
9. Basal-break dish (Fig. 30, p-q). Rim
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Figure 29. J1L6N PLAIN: EARLY VARIETY AND CoYOCOL INCISED: CoYOCOL VARIETY
]il6n Plain: Early Variety, a-f: exterior-beaded-rim bowl; g-/: flat-angled-rim bowl; 111: deep c:ompositt•-c:ontour
bowl; 11-q: <:one-shape bowl; r-w, y-ee: T-shape-rim bowl; Jf-oo: pseudo T-shapt>-rim bmd; pp-1c1c: folded
rim tecomate. Coyocal Incised: C:oyocol Variety, x: T-shape-rim bowl.
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diameters range from 17 to '27 cm. and wall
thickness ranges from 5 to 7 mm. The forma
tion of the step or "basal-overlap," as Thomp
son (1939, Fig. 69) calls it, marks a slight
thickening of the rim over the vessel wall.
The lip is round to flat.
10. Comal (Fig. 30, r-y). Maximum diam
eter ranges from 21 to 43 cm. and wall thick
ness from 6 to 8 mm. The outer edges of the
vessel, or what might be termed a rim, are
somewhat variable: direct with a slight round-

ness on the bottom side, notched with a shal
low groove on the outer edge, or slightly up
turned.
11. Rimless jar (Fig. 30, z-jj). Rims are 13
to 17 cm. in diameter, rim height is 0.5 to 3
cm., throat diameter is about 2 cm. smaller
than rim diameter, and vessel wall thickness
is 6 to 8 mm. The rim is a termination of the
vessel wall forming a short neck that is
rounded off at the lip.
12. Exterior-beaded-rim jar (Figs. 30, gg-
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kk; 31, a-y). Rim diameters range from 18 to

35 cm., with most of the examples at 27-29
cm., throat diameters range from 16 to 33 cm.,
neck height is from 3 to 7 cm., and wall thick
ness is 6 to 9 mm. The rims shovv a decided
beading on the exterior surface immediately
below the lip area.
13. Bulbous-rim jar (Figs. 32, f-h, k-w; 33,
a-b). Rim diameters range from 11 to 29 cm.,
throat diameters are about 2 cm. smaller,

neck height ranges from 3 to 6 cm., and wall
thickness is from 4 to 15 mm.
14. Jar with various rims (Fig. 33, c-n).
Rim diameters range from 14 to 30 cm., throat
diameter ranges from 12 to 28 cm., neck
height is from 2 to 6 cm., and wall thickness
is from 6 to 10 mm.
15. Interior-bevelled-rim bowl (Fig. 33, a
s). Dimensions are unknown.
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Figure 31. J1L6 'PLAIN: EARLY VARIETY AND CoYOCOL INCISED: CoYOCOL VARIETY
Jil6n Plain: Early Variety, a-y: exterior-beaded-rim jar. Coyocol Incised: Coyocol Variety, ;:;-gg: exterior
beaded-rim jar.
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16. Folded-rim bowl (Fig. 33, t-y). Dimen
sions are unknown. The bowls occur in both
restricted and unrestricted forms.
17. Incense burner (Fig. 33, �). Dimen
sions are unknown.
18. Folded-rim jar (Fig. .33, cw). Dimen
sions are unknown.
Bases and Supports: Bases were not observed
on vessel Forms 1-3, 5-8, and 11-18. Form
--1 was not fully observed, but what there is of

r
I

a base suggests it was concave. Forms 9 and
10 have flat bases.
Decoration: Vessels do not have any decora
tive features other than slip, which is dis
cussed below. Form 8 has a single example
(Fig. 30, j) of a poorly preserved applique de
sign.
Colors: B oth surfaces are the same yellowish
red (5YR 5/6), light brown (7.5YR 6/4), light
yellowish brown (lOYR 6/--1), light reddish
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F igure 32. CoYOCOL INCISED: CoyocoL VARIETY AND J1L6N PLAIN: EARLY VARIETY
Coyocol Incised: Coyocol Va1-it'ty, a-e: incised-beaded-rim jar. Jil6n Plain: Early Variety, J-w: bulbous-rim jar.
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brown (5YR 6/--l), dark brown (lOYR 3/3), or
grayish brown (2.5Y 5/2). Paste and core are
the same very dark gray (2.5Y .3/0), dark gray
(2.5Y 4/0), or black (2.5Y 2/0), with a few
sherds showing dark brown (7.5YR 3/2), and
light yellowish brown (2..SY 6/--l). Slip colors
are red (7.5R 4/6, lOR 4/6), weak red (7.5R
4/4), or dark red (7.5R 3/8).
Firing: Both the interior and exterior sur-

faces of the vessels were oxidized, but paste
and core were unoxidized, suggesting a con
trolled firing situation.
Paste: Paste is medium-fine to coarse in tex
ture with occasional large inclusions of shell.
The paste is weak and breaks easily under
hand pressure.
Temper: Temper is finely prepared shell and
quartz sand in varying amounts, sometimes
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Figure 33. J1L0N PLAIN: EARLY VARIETY AND J1L0N PLAIN: CRUDE VARIETY
Jilun Plain: Early Variety, a-b: bulbous-rim jar, c-11: jar; o-s: interior-bevelled-rim bowl; t-y: folded-rim bowl;
;:;: incense burner; <W: folded-rim jar. Jilun Plain: Crude Variety, bb-/1: jar; 111111: appliqut'.· bun; 1111: T-shape
rim bowl.
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less than 9 percent of the total paste volume but the general vessel form is close. For Form
and sometimes more than 9 percent, but al 2 there are no comparative data. For Form 3
ways less than 16 percent. A very small per see Tzakol bowls from Uaxactu.n (Smith 1955,
centage of the examples have crushed shell Fig. 19, b, 3-4). For Form 4 see a San Jose
temper or partially prepared shell.
III Black ·ware vessel of similar form (Thomp
The prepared shell has been treated by son 1939, Fig. 52, e). Form 5 has no compara
heating, which tends to separate the laminae tive data.
of the shell, after which it can be pounded
For Form 6 see Regional pottery from
down into particles. Untreated shell remains Coba, Yucat,1n (restricted vessels which are
hard and cannot be reduced to small pieces not frequently encountered at Aguacatal;
as readily. Any shell, however, can be re Brainerd 1958, Fig. 1, f, 2-5); see also Holac
duced to powder by the use of stone grinding tu.n Slateware (Brainerd 1958, Fig. 53, c, 2tools, but this is not desirable when making 21). Sanders (1960, Fig. 9, b, 20) shows a Tan
pottery. It is supposed that a wooden mortar cah Red vessel with a T-shape rim. For Form
and pestle were used to prepare shell in re 7 see Regional Unslipped Ware from Yucatan
ducing it for temper. A few laboratory experi (Brainerd 1958, Fig. 37, b, 52-54). For Form
ments with shell permit me to make these 8 see Regional Coarse Red ware from Coba,
statements. The degree to which the shell Yucatan (Brainerd 1958, Fig. 2, c, 33) and
was prepared varies between samples, with Coarse Redware from Yucatan (Brainerd
an occasional example containing medium 1958, Fig. 27,j, 14-15, 18-21). Form 9 is best
coarse particles.
compared with San Jose IV Reel Ware from
San Jose, British Honduras (Thompson 1939,
The amount of sand varies also, even with
in a single vessel. For example, one sherd Fig. 69). Form 10 is comparable to examples
has the bottom of the vessel tempered almost shown by Brainerd (1958, Fig. 40, d, 26-27)
r
exclusively with sand and the upper portion f om Kabah, Yucatan. Form 11 is also com
parable
to Florescent unslipped vessels from
with crushed shell and little sand.
Chanpuuc,
Yucatan (Brainerd 1958, Fig. 15,
Swface Finish: Surfaces are rough and have
3-4).
a coarse appearance. Even the most finely f,
Form 12 has no comparative material.
finished sherd has a rough feeling when
Form
13 is best compared with Florescent un
handled. Shell particles show through the
slipped
jars from Yucatan (Brainerd 1958,
surface.
Fig.
37,
b, 14, 18). Forms 14-16 and 18 have
Slipping occurs on both surfaces of most
no
comparable
material. For Form 17 there is
of the vessel forms. Unslipped portions of ves
r
agment
of
a Candelario Appliqued in
a
f
sels are rough to the touch. The exterior sur
faces of some tecomates do not have a slip cense burner (Smith 1955, Fig. 15, cl, 32) that
coating but the interior surface does. Since it may be comparable to the one found at Agua
would be difficult to see this slip on the inside catal.
of a tecomate we may postulate a purely func
Jil6n Plain: Crude Variety
tional aspect for this kind of treatment, pos
sibly to make the interior of the vessels more
This variety stands by itself because of its
impervious to liquids. Nearly half of the teco distinctively crude appearance in comparison
mates are slipped red on the exterior.
to all other Golfo Shell-tempered \iVare vari
One example of the jars (Form 14) is eties in the Aguacatal collection. Large pieces
double-slipped with a reddish yellow (5YR of crushed shell were used for temper; the
6/6) underslip and red (7.5R 5/6) overslip.
shell was unprepared, i. e., not subjected to
CO'lnparison: For Form 1 see Archaic Bur heat prior to crushing. The vessels are thick
nished ware from Copan (Longyear 1952, walled and stronger than most shell-temp
Fig. 51, g). Smith (1955, Fig. 18, a, 1, 3-9) ered examples.
Crude Variety occurs in jar, thickened-rim
shows Tzakol (Aguila Orange) "roundecl-Z
angle bowls" in orange. All of the above are bowl, hemispherical bowl, and basal-flange
considerably thinner than those at Aguacatal, bowl forms which are identical to those of
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Jil6n Plain: Early Variety. Only the jar will deep (1-1.5 mm.) pre-firing incised line ap
proximately 2 cm. below the lip on the exter
be described here.
Form: Jar with various rims (Fig. 33, bb-ll). ior surface. Form 12 shows pre-firing incising
Rim diameters range from 17 to 29 cm., throat 1 to 2 mm. in width and 1 mm. in depth which
diameters are about 6 cm. less, neck height is is restricted to the neck of the vessel. The in
from 2.5 to 3.7 cm., and wall thickness ranges cised designs are mostly geometric, with
from 6 to 11 mm. Most of the vessels are 9 to crosshatching and chevrons; a few have circles
and straight lines, and two examples have
10 mm. thick.
parallel curvilinear lines. Form 13 has large
Base and Supports: Not observed.
pre-firing incised crosshatching on the exter
Decoration: None.
ior surface (not illustrated).
Colors: Exterior and interior surfaces are
Colors-Comparison: Same as for Jil6n Plain:
light brownish gray (l0YR 6/2) and pale
Early Variety.
brown (l0YR 6/3). Paste and core are the
same as the surfaces or gray (2.5Y 5/0) to dark
PANTANO UNSLIPPED WARE
gray (2.5Y 4/0).
(Table 11)
Firing: Firing was not carefully controlled
This ware is distinctive for its unslipped
and produced completely oxidized to partially brown surfaces, rough feel, and exclusive jar
oxidized vessels.
form. This ware is found throughout the
Paste: Paste is coarse with large pieces of Early and Late Classic periods at Aguacatal.
shell throughout. The paste is strong and does
Ciudadela Unslipped: Coarse-paste Variety
not break easily under hand pressure. Vessel
This variety occurs only in a jar form which
wall thickness is probably the main feature
was probably a utilitarian water storage ves
of strength rather than the clay.
sel. It is well represented in Levels V and IV
Temper: Temper is crushed shell with pieces of Pit A-8, good Early Classic period contexts,
up to 7 mm. in length, but the majority of the
but was not found in other excavations with
pieces are much smaller.
the same association.
Suiface Treatment: The surfaces are rough Form: Flaring-rim jar (Fig. 34, a-e). Rim di
and unslipped. The interior is more finely fin ameters range from 18 to 35 cm., throat diam
ished than the exterior and large pieces of eter is from 3 to 8 cm. less, and wall thickness
shell show through on both surfaces.
is from 7 to 11 mm.
Comparison: Comparative data for Jil6n Base and Supports: Not observed.
Plain: Early Variety are applicable to all of Decoration: None.
the forms of this variety.
Colors: Both surfaces are the same light yel
lowish brown (lOYR 6/4), light brownish gray
Playazo Red: Varieties Unspecified
(lOYR 6/2), brown (7.5YR 5/4), and gray
See Jil6n Plain: Early Variety ( p. 52).
(lOYR 6/1). Paste is very dark gray (2.5Y
3/0), as is the core, but dark gray (lOYR 4/1),
Coyocol Incised: Coyocol Variety
and very dark gray (lOYR 6/1) are recorded
Form: Vessel forms are identical to the fol for some of the examples.
lowing forms recorded for Jil6n Plain: Early Firing: Surfaces were oxidized, but the paste
Variety: Form 5 (cone-shape bm,vl), Form 6 and core were not.
(T-shape-rim bowl), Form 12 (exterior-bead Paste: Paste is coarse in texture, has large in
ed-rim jar), and Form 13 (bulbous-rim jar). clusions of calcite, and contains an occasional
See Figure 29, x, for Form 6, Figures 31, z nodule of iron oxide. The paste is also fairly
gg, and 32, a-e, for Fo1m 12; Form 13 is not strong but will break under hand pressure.
illustrated.
Temper: Temper is crushed calcite in 9-16
Base and Supports: Not observed.
percent distribution. The calcite particles are
Decorat-ion: Form 5 has vertical incised lines large (some are 2 x 2 mm.) and evenly mixed
on the exterior surface. Form 6 shows a single in the paste.
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Swface Finish: Surfaces are unslipped and
rough to the touch. Calcite particles show
through the surfaces, giving the vessels an
unfinished appearance.
Comparison: No comparative data.
PUNZO RED

tured light brown paste, sand temper, oxi
dized firing, and polished red slip. It is noted
in Early Classic period contexts only.
Calax Red-polychrome: Calax Variety
This variety is distinctive because of its
vessel form, use of three colors, nvo of
which comprise the designs, and sand
temper. The vessels are made in the
Classic Maya poly-

wARE

(Table 7)

This ware is distinctive for its finely tex-
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Figure 34. CIUDADELA UNSLIPPED: COAHSE-PASTE VAHIETY AND
PUERTO ORANGE-POLYCHH0ll-1E: PUERTO VARIETY
Ciudadela Unslipped: Coarse-paste Variety, a-e: flaring-rim jar. Puerto Orange-polychrome: Puerto Variety,
f-q: basal-flange bowl; r-u, w: basal-break dish; u: basal-break bowl.
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4/6), or red (lOR 5/6); the decorative painted
stripe is black (5YR 2/1) or dark reddish
Forms:
1. Basal-break dish (Fig. 35, s-u). Rim di brown (2.5YR 3/5); and the lip is painted reel
ameters range from 23 to 32 cm., body height (lOR 4/6), dark red (7.5R 3/8), or weak red
is between 3 and 4 cm., and wall thickness is (lOR 4/4).
The red on the lip is often very close to the
between 6 and 8 mm.
a
2. Basal-break bmvl (Fig. 36, a-e, j). Rim overslip color and can only be detected as
r
slightly
darker
hue.
This
situation
varies
f
om
r
diameters range f om 21 to 48 cm. and wall
example to example and depends on such
thickness ranges from 6 to 12 mm.
variables as firing temperature, firing dura
3. Basal-flange bowl (Fig. 36, f-i). Rim
tion, and pigment preparation. The color pat
, diameters range from 25 to 35 cm., basal di
tern however, is the important thing to keep
ameters range from 25 to 27 cm., and \vall
under observation; the ancient potters at
thickness is from 6 to 9 mm.
tempted to produce a simple red-and-brown
4. Jar (Fig. 36, k). Rim diameter of � on-lighter-red decorative pattern on the same
single example is 14 cm., throat diamet�r 1s 13 vessel form.
cm., neck height is 3.8 cm., and wall thickness
Firing: A controlled situation prevailed
is 5 mm.
wherein the vessels were fired in an oxidizing
Base and Supports: Form 1 is flat-bottom, atmosphere to produce browns and reds on the
with hollow tripod supports. The entire sup surfaces. At the same time this firing was con
port was not observed but fragments suggest trolled so that oxidation did not penetrate into
that it was cone-shape. Form 2 also has a hol the paste and core.
low tripod support but the base is concave.
Paste: Paste is finely textured with no large
Decoration: The vessels are decorated with inclusions of any kind. Numerous gas pockets
three ·colors, a red background which is a slip, are noted throughout the paste, which is
painted stripes of brown, and a dark red band strong and does not break under hand pres
_
painted on the lip. The red slip was applied sure.
evenly over the entire surface of the vessel. Temper: Fine quartz sand in 9-16 percent
The brown stripes are found on the interior at distribution.
the junction of the vessel wall and base and
Swface Finish: The surfaces are finely finished
presumably were continuous. These stnpes
with a double slip. The underslip filled rough
are also found at the top of the rim, a thin one
spots and was probably worked into a fine
(2 mm. wide) followed by a gap and then a
finish. The overslip was applied directly over
wider stripe (7-8 mm. wide). Angular designs
the underslip and contains the red pigment.
of an unknown motif are also painted in
Comparison:
For comparison with Form 1
brown.
see a Tepeu 1 red-and-black-on-orange (Saxche
The darker red stripe is found only on top
Orange-polychrome) shallow dish (Smith
of the rim, sometimes touching the wide
1955, Fig. 36, a, 5) and a Palmar Orange-poly
brown stripe, and sometimes a small gap is
chrome vessel (Smith 1955, Fig. 54, m). For
left between them, exposing the red back
Form 2 see· a Tzakol 3 (Dos Arroyos Orange
ground slip.
polychrome) basal-angle dish with a ring base
Colors: Both exterior and interior surfaces are in red-and-black-on-orange from Uaxactun
the same light brown (7.5YR 6/4), light red (Smith 1955, Fig. 30, a, 2). The Aguacatal
dish brown (5YR 6/3), light red (2.5YR 6/6), examples do not have ring bases, but the pro
or light gray (lOYR 7/2). The paste and core file in Smith's illustration is very similar to
are very dark gray (2.5Y 3/0) to black (2.5Y theirs. For Form 3 see examples published by
2/0). An occasional vessel shows a brown to
Brainerd (1958, Figs. 9, f, l; 10; 30, a, 18, 27red paste and core.
28). There are no comparative data for Form 4.
The underslip is a pale gray (7.5YR 7/2),
Barra Brown-on-red: Barra Variety
pink (7.5YR 8/4), or pale white (7.5YR 8/2);
the overslip is light red (2.5YR 6/8), red (lOR Form: This variety appears in both a footed
chrome tradition of the Peten.
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and basal-flange vessel form. o vessel was
complete enough to permit an adequate description.
Base and Supports: A ring base was noted as
well as a tapered-leg support. Bases are from
13 to 27 cm. in diameter.
Decomtion: Black or brown design elements
are not clear, but a geometric pattern is pres
ent. Lines or bands of black to dark brown
paint are found on the body exterior and on
the interior of the juncture of the base and
vessel wall.
Colors: Both interior and exterior surfaces are
light reddish brown (5YR 6/4, 6/3), light yel
lowish brown (l0YR 6/4), or very pale brown
(l0YR 7/3). Paste and core are typically very
dark gray (2.5Y 3/0). Underslip is pink (7.5YR
7/4) and reddish yellow (7.5YR 7/6); overslip
is dark red (7.5R 3/6) and red (7.5R 4/6). The
striping is black (2.5Y 2/0) or brown (7.5YR
5/2).
Firing: Firing ,vas carefully controlled to
maintain the oxidized surfaces and unoxidized
paste and core.
Paste: Paste is finely textured and strong, but
can be broken by hand pressure.
Temper: Fine quartz sand in 9-16 percent
distribution.
Su1face Finish: Surfaces were well finished
before the application of slip. The underslip
is thin, but adds to the smoothness of the sur
face. The overslip does not appear to have
been polished.
Comparison: No comparative data.
Pargo Red: Pargo Variety

time of breakage, would all differ from Jil6n
Plain vessels. Consumers would, in all prob
ability, be aware of these differences and
place different values on these two types of
pottery.
Form: This variety appears in several forms,
all of which are duplicated in Jil6n Plain:
Early Variety. The cone-shape bowl is noted
here. Rim diameters are 20 to 29 cm., body
height is 3 to 3.5 cm., and wall thickness is 5
to 9 mm.
Base and Supports: one observed.
Decoration: None.
Colors: Both surfaces are light brown (7.5YR
6/4) or very pale brown (lOYR 7/3). Paste
and core are usually the same color but range
to a dark gray (2.5Y 4/0). Slip is red (7.5R
4/6, 4/8).
Firing: Firing was not well controlled, pro
ducing some vessels which are completely
oxidized and others with the core area un
oxidized.
Paste: Paste is finely textured, dense, but not
strong; it is easily broken by hand pressure.
Temper: Fine quartz sand in 9-16 percent
distribution.
Swface Finish: Surfaces are well finished,
providing a smoothed vessel for the applica
tion of slip. The slip is thin, equally applied
to both surfaces, and lightly polished.
Comparison: Comparative information given
for Jil6n Plain: Early Variety applies to this
variety.

w

ESTERO RED ARE
(Table 5)

This ware, of the Penfnsula phase, is noted
This variety and the preceding Barra
Brown-on-red are similar in form, and con for its reddish-brown, finely textured, strong
temporary with, Jil6n Plain: Early Variety paste, polished red slip, and variation in ves
vessels. Pargo Red sherds are thin, sho,v many sel form. This ware first appears in the Tar
of the same forms, and show some of the same pon phase, is well developed in the Penfnsula
colors found on the Jil6n vessels; indeed phase, and continues as a single type in the
they look very similar to the latter in outward Conchada phase (Table 63).
appearance. However, Pargo Red vessels
Puerto Orange-polychrome: Puerto Variety
have an entirely different paste composition,
as fine quartz sand was used for temper in
This type represents an Early Classic poly
place of shell. Consequently, vessel weights chrome with red paste that is reminiscent of
(for a given form and size), the texture of the Classic Maya polychrome pottery made in the
finished product, sound (when tapped or set Peten. Polychrome designs are mostly black
down), serviceability, and appearance at the and-red on a lighter red background, with
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both geometric and curvilinear elements.
Puerto Orange-polychrome appears strong
ly in Pits A-8 and JA-1, Levels V and IV,
which are good Early Classic contexts
(Tables 52, 59).

rim. Body height is from 6 to 8.5 cm. and wall
thickness is from 6 to 9 mm.
2. Basal-break dish (Fig. 34, r-u, w). Rims
vary from 24 to 42 cm. in diameter, body
height is between 3 and 4.5 cm., and wall
thickness ranges from 6 to 12 mm.
3. Basal-break bowl (Figs. 34, v; 35, a-j).
Rim diameters range from 21 to 34 cm., body
height is from 4 to 5.5 cm., and wall thickness

Forms:

1. Basal-flange bowl (Fig. 34, J-q). Rim
diameters range from 22 to 28 cm. and basal
flange diameters are 6 to 8.5 cm. less than the

7 7.

·7
-,

7
�
�
m

7
Figure 35. PuERTO ORANGE-POLYCHROJ'-IE: PuERTO VARIETY AND
CALAX RED-POLYCHROME: CALAX VARIETY
Puerto Orange-polychrome: Puerto Variety, a-f: basal-break bowl; g: hemispherical bowl; h-k: outcurving-sidt•
bowl; /: wide-mouthed jar; 111-q: painted body sherds; r: lid. Calax Red-polychrome: Calax Variety, s-11:
basal-break dish; v: dish(?).
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light reddish brown (.SYR 6/4), or light gray
is from 6 to 9 mm.
--1. Outcun·ing-side bowl (Fig. 35, h-k). (lOYR 7/1). The paste and core are corres
Rim diameters range from 11 to 16 cm., and pondingly similar, in some cases a little
r
darker. The underslip, when found, is very
wall thickness is f om 4 to 6 mm.
pale brown or reddish yellow (7.5YR 6/6). The
5
, . Hemispherical bowl (Fig. 3.5, g). Rim stripes and design panel elements are dark
diameters range from 15 to 21 cm., and wall reddish brown (2.5YR 2/4) or black (5YR 2/1)
thickness is 6 mm.
and dark red (7.5R 3/8) and red (lOR 4/6,
6. \Viele-mouth globular-body jar (Fig. 5/6). The overslip is mostly light red (2.5YR
3.5, /). The rim has been damaged in a single 6/8), and rarely, pink (7.5YR 7/4). The light
example and the diameter is unknown. The red referred to here appears "orange," but is
neck diameter is 10 cm., body height is 5.5 designated a red according to the �lunsell
color notation. Comparable vessels are known
cm., and wall thickness is 4 mm.
in the literature as red-and-black-on-orange.
Base and Supports: Bases were not observed
on Forms 1, 3, 4, and 5. Form 2 shows hollow Firing: The vessels are entirely oxidized; this
supports and one example (Fig. 34, w) sug was a controlled situation which produced the
gests a tetrapod support arrangement. Form 6 consistent reddish colors of surfaces, paste,
has a ring base support that is typical of this and core.
type as found in the Peten.
Paste: The paste is finely textured with an
Decoration: The interior is slipped reel, over occasional inclusion of iron oxide. Numerous
which brown and reel stripes are painted. gas pockets are also noted throughout the
The lip has a red painted cap which extends paste. It is strong and difficult to break with
down 4-5 mm. on both the interior and ex hand pressure.

terior. Over a red slip on the exterior surface
of the basal flange are brown stripes or alter
nating segments of red and brown. Design
panels consisting of wide red and brown hori
zontally and vertically arranged lines, dots
encircling unknown design elements, a step
motif, and open panels of background color
are found on the body exterior. Few of the
design elements are clear, and they are only
known superficially. The curvilinear design
rendered by the artist for Figure 34, 111, is not
clear and may be questioned.
A single jar (Fig. :35, l) is slipped on the
exterior down to the bottom of the ring base,
but no slip was noted on the bottom of the
vessel inside the ring base support. The ves
sel is slipped completely on the interior. The
exterior body had reel and brown stripes with
a large solid, rectangular block of brown bor
dered by parallel brown lines. This is fol
lowed by a red stripe sandwiched between
two brown stripes that extend up the neck.
Wavy lines (Fig. 3.5, 111), a checkerboard
pattern (Fig. 35, o), a figure eight (Fig. 3.5, p),
and curvilinear designs (Fig. 35, q) also occur.
Colors: The surfaces are the same pale red
(2.5YR 6/2), light reddish brown (2.5YR 6/4),
light red (2.5YR 6/6), pinkish gray (5YR 6/2),

Temper: Temper is finely crushed calcite in
sparse to 9-16 percent distribution.

Swface Finish: The surfaces were well
smoothed before the application of slip and
have a smooth feel even now. A double slip
was used on three of the examples and all
other pieces have a single slip and paint
application. The overslip or single slip is
usually polished to a lustrous finish similar
to the "waxy" surface noted in the
Preclassic reelslipped ware.
Compmison: No comparative data were found
for Forms 2 and 6. For Form 1 sec an example
given by Smith (195.5, Fig. 13, c) which shows
the use of dots in the design of a
recl-anclblack-on-orange
(Dos
Arroyos
Orange-polychrome) yessel from Uaxactt'.111
of Tzakol 3 times. For Form 3 see a
Tzakol 3 red-andblack-on-orange
(Dos
Arroyos Orange-poly
r

chrome) vessel f om Uaxactun (Smitl1 1955,
Fig. 30, a, 2) similar to tl1ose of
Aguacatal. For Form 4 Smith (1955, Fig. 3,
i,) shows the
right-angle hook design element present on
Tzakol 3 (Yaloche Cream-polychrome) vessels.
Form 5 is comparable to a Tepeu 2 (Chinos
Black-on-cream) vessel with painted checker
board design (Smith 1955, Fig. 39, a, 13).
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Forms:

Ensenada Red: Early Variety
This variety appears to have its roots in
the Late Preclassic and continues a mono
chrome reel tradition into the Peninsula phase.
The type is noted for its finely slipped surface
which bas been finished to a "waxy" state.
!\!any examples have been eroded 'and the
original surface is dulled.
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l. Deep stepped-rim bowl (Fig. 36, l).
The form is so named because of a change in
the body from a larger to a smaller diameter.
The vessel wall is stepped in and then con
tinued, flaring slightly outward. A single
example has a rim diameter o[ 63 cm. and a
stepped body diameter of 61 cm.; the stepped
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Figure 36. CALAX RED-POLYCHROME: CALAX VARIETY AND ENSENADA RED: EAI\LY VARIETY
Calax Rt'd-polyc:hrome: Calax Varil'ly, 11-e, j: basal-break bowl; J-i: basal-flange bowl; ;: basal-break bowl;
k: jar. Ensenada Red: Early Variety, /-m: stepped-rim bowl; 11-/: flat-angled-rim bowl; 11-v: c:omal; w-x:
c:one-shapc bowl; y-z: incu1ving-rim jar; 110: foldccl-rim tecomate; /J/J-ee: jar; ff: lwvellecl-rim jar.
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wall is 7 cm. clown from the lip and wall thick
ness is 10 mm.
2. Stepped-rim bowl (Fig. 36, m). This
form contrasts with Form l in that the rim is
stepped outward from the vessel wall. Rim
diameter of a single example is 36 cm., total
vessel height is estimated at 7 cm., and wall
thickness is 10 mm.
3. Flat-angled-rim bowl (Fig. 36, n-t).
The bowl has a thickened rim with the inter
ior surface flattened. Rim diameters range
from 20 to 30 cm. and wall thickness ranges
from 4 to 9 mm.
4. Comal (Fig. 36, u-v). Maximum diam
eter ranges from 25 to 35 cm. and vessel thick
ness is from 5 to 6 mm.
5. Cone-shape bowl (Fig. 36, w-x). Di
mensions are unknown.
6. Incurving-rim jar (Fig. 36, y-z). Rim
diameters range from 29 to 35 cm. and wall
thickness is from 4 to 6 mm.
7. Exterior-beaded-rim jar (Fig. 36, bb
ee). Rim diameters range from 10 to 19 cm.,
throat diameter is about 2 cm. less, neck
height is from 2 to 11 cm., and wall thickness
is from 4 to 9 mm.
8. Bevelled-rim jar (Fig. 36, jf). Rim di
ameters range from 17 to 20 cm., throat diam
eters are approximately 2 cm. less, neck
height is 4 to 5 cm., and wall thickness is 7
mm.
9. Flaring-rim jar (no illustration). Rim
diameters range from 11 to 17 cm., throat di
ameters are approximately 3 cm. less, neck
height is 3 to 4.2 cm., and wall thickness is 7
to 8 mm.
10. Pseudo T-shape-rim bowl (no illustra
tion). Rim diameters range from 27 to 55 cm.
and vessel wall thickness is from 2 to 4 mm.
Base and Supports: Bases for Forms 4 and 5
are flat. Bases of other forms were not ob
served.
Decoration: None.
Colors:
Both surfaces are the same light reel (2.5YR
6/6), light reddish brown (5YR 6/3, 6/4), pale
white (7.5YR 8/2), light gray (lOYR 7/1), and
light yellowish brown (lOYR 6/4). Paste and
core are correspondingly light, and the slip is
light reel (2.5YR 6/8), reel (2.5YR 5/6), reddish

brown (5YR 4/3), and weak reel (lOR 4/4).
F-iring: The entire vessel was oxidized during
the firing operation.
Paste: Paste is finely textured with no large
inclusions and is dense and strong. Sherds
can be broken with hand pressure.
Temper: Finely crushed calcite in sparse
distribution.
Suiface Finish: Bare surfaces were smoothed
but not highly finished. Slipped surface was
polished to produce a "waxy" feel.
Comparison: No comparative data are given
for Forms 1, 4-6, and 8-10. For Form 2 see
Dzibilchaltun Regional-Florescent and Flor
escent vessels (Brainerd 1958, Fig. 37, a, 4, 21)
similar to those of Aguacatal. For Form 3 see
Coarse Regional Redware from Yaxuna, Yuca
tan (Brainerd 1958, Fig. 8, l, 11, 14, 16-17).
For Form 7 see Regional potte1y from Coba,
Yucatan (Brainerd 1958, Fig. 1, c, 4-10, 14-16).

CONCHADA CERAMIC COMPLEX
The Conchada Ceramic Complex marks
the Late Classic period at Aguacatal. The
wares, types, and varieties that comprise this
complex are the following:
Pantano Unslipped \.Yare
Ciudadela Unslipped: Fine-paste Variety
Ciudadela Unslipped: Calcined Variety
Ciudadela Unslipped: Variety Unspecified
Piiiuela Incised: Piiiuela Variety
Corcho Unslipped Ware
Homos Smoothed: Fine-paste Variety
Homos Smoothed: Flaky Variety
Homos Smoothed: Variety Unspecified
Panlac Pumice-tempered vVare
Punta Unslipped: Punta Variety
Balchacah Smoothed: Balchacah Variety
Molon Red: Molon Variety
Golfo Shell-tempered Ware
Jilon Plain: Late Variety
Jilon Plain: Rough Variety
Jilon Plain: Variety Unslipped
Tiestal Orange: Tiestal Variety
Arrozal Orange-polychrome: Arrozal Variety
Mariscal Incised: Variety Unspecified
Manantel Red: Variety Unspecified
(Smoothed Variety?)
Manantel Red: Variety Unspecified
(Rough Variety)
Veleta Black Ware
Coyoc Black: Coyoc Variety
Pilas Incised: Pilas Variety
Cuyeros Black-and-red: Cuyeros Variety
Punzo Red Ware
Calzada Red: Calzada Variety
Mojinas Red: Mojinas Variety
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Costa Red-and-buff: Costa Variety
Estero Red Ware
Ensenada Red: Late Variety
Cuyo Orange-polychrome: Cuyo Variety
Cerrillos Orange-polychrome: Cerrillos Variety
Mapachfn Brown-bichrome: Mapachfn Variety
Fine Orange Ware
Balandn Orange: Balancan Variety

PANTANO UNSLIPPED WARE

(Table 11)

This ware is distinctive for its unslipped
rough surfaces, brown color, calcite temper,
and predominant jar form. It is restricted to
the Late Classic period at Aguacatal.
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Figure 37. CruDADELA UNSLIPPED: FINE-PASTE VARIETY, CruDADELA UNSLIPPED: CALCINED VARIETY,
PJ!s'UELA INCISED: P!l\'UELA VARIETY, AND CruDADELA UNSLJPPED: VARIETY UNSPECIFIED
Ciudadela Unslipped: Fine-paste Variety, a-h: jar. Ciudadela Unslipped: Calcined Variety, i-p: jar; q: pottery
stand ()1 scale). Pinuela Incised: Pinuela Variety, r-v, y: incised body sherds. Ciudadela Unslipped: Variety
Unspecified, w-x, z: jar; aa-hh: ring base; cc-ee: flat-top outcurving-rim bowl.
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Ciudadela Unslipped: Fine-paste Variety

1 otwithstanding the small number of
sherds found, a variety is indicated by the dis
tinctive features involved in the finely tex
tured but weak paste.
Form: Jar with varied rims (Fig. 37, a-h).
Rim diameters range from 13 to 25 cm.,
throat diameters are 5 to 6 cm. less, and wall
thickness is 7 to 10 mm.
Base and Supports: Not observed.
Decoration: None.
Colors: Surfaces are light gray (l0YR 7/2),
very pale brown (lOYR 8/4), and light brown
(7.5YR 6/4). Paste and core colors vary with
the sample, some being the same as the sur
faces; others are darker, with gray (2.5Y 5/0)
the dominant color.
Firing: A slight oxidizing atmosphere is in
dicated by the brown surface colors. The paste
and core were completely unoxidized.
Paste: Paste is medium fine in texture with
an occasional inclusion of calcite. The paste is
weak and breaks under hand pressure. It also
appears dense, but has a few gas pockets.
Temper: Finely crushed calcite was used for
temper in 9-16 percent distribution.
Swface Finish: Surfaces have been smoothed,
but feel rough to the touch. No slip is noted.
Comparison: Brainerd (1958, Fig. 1, c, 9)
shows Regional pottery from Yucatan that ap
pears similar to the Aguacatal examples.
Ciudadela Unslipped: Calcined Variety

This variety is distinguished from others
by the special treatment it received during
the firing process.
Fonns:
1. Jar vvith varied rim forms (Fig. 37, i-p).
Rim diameters range from 17 to 27 cm., throat
diameter is 3 to 5 cm. less than the rim, neck
height is 4 to 4.5 cm., and wall thickness is
from 6 to 14 mm.
2. Pottery stand (Fig. 37, q). A single
example is 24 cm. in diameter, the base is 14
cm. in diameter, total vessel height is 7 cm.,
and wall thickness is 7 mm.
Base and Supports: No bases were observed
for Form 1. Form 2 is an inverted jar rim and
shoulder assembly that may have been a re
jected jar. The rim now serves as a base.
Decoration: Ione.

Colors: Surfaces are light reddish brown (2.5
YR 6/4 and 5YR 6/4); paste and core are gray
(7.5R 6/0).
Firing: Surfaces are oxidized and the paste
and core are partially oxidized. The vessels
were fired at a high temperature and heat was
sustained at this temperature for a consider
able time in order to produce the calcined
condition of the temper. More calcination of
the calcite particles has taken place on the
surface than in the core area. It is believed
that this firing was controlled to produce a
distinct kind of pottery and was not accident
al.
Paste: Paste is coarse, with numerous small
gas pockets throughout. The paste is weak
and breaks under hand pressure.
Temper: Temper is crushed calcite in excess
of 16 percent of the total paste constituents.
Swface Finish: Surfaces are rough to the
touch. The calcined temper is visible on the
surfaces, and, in fact, protrudes beyond the
clay. What one feels as roughness is the tem
pering material.
Comparison: For Form 1 see Brainerd 1958,
Figure 66, b, 53, a vessel from Chichen Itz{t
with a rim similar to the Aguacatal example.
No comparative data are given for Form 2.
Ciudadela U nslipped: Variety Unspecified

This variety is not well understood, but
differs only in minor ways from other Cuidad
ela Unslipped varieties.
Forms:
1. Jar with varied rim forms (Fig. 37, w,
x, z). Rim diameters range from 17 to 21 cm.,
throat diameters are 1 to 2 cm. less, neck
height is 3 to 3.5 cm., and wall thickness is
from 6 to 8 mm.
2. Flat-top outcurving-rim bowl (Fig. 37,
cc-ee). Dimensions are unknown.
3. Basal-break bowl (Fig. 38, c). Dimen
sions are unknown.
4. Stepped-rim bowl (Fig. 38, a-b). Di
mensions are unknown.
Base and Supports: Two basal sherds have
ring bases but the vessel form to which they
were attached is unknown (Fig. 37, aa-bb).
Decorations: None.
Colors: Surfaces are brown (7.5YR 5/4) to
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dark gray (lOYR 4/1). Surface paste and core
are the same color.
Firing: The vessels were oxidized to varying
degrees or left in an unoxidized state, indicat
ing a lack of consistency in firing.

Paste: Paste is medium-coarse with an occa

sional large inclusion of calc:ite. The paste is
"veak and breaks easily under hand pressure.
Temper: Temper is crushed calcite of
medium-coarse size in sparse distribution.
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Figure 38. CruDADELA UNSLIPPED: VARIETY UNSPECIFIED, HORNOS SMOOTHED: FINE-PASTE VARIETY,
HORNOS SMOOTHED: VARIETY UNSPECIFIED, TO!u'-10 INCISED: VARIETY UNSPECIFIED, FARO ROUGH:
FARO VARIETY' AND J!LON PLAIN: LATE VARJETY
Ciudadela Unslipped: Variety Unspecified, a-/J: stepped-rim bowl; c: basal-break bowl; cl: p1111ctate design.
Homos Smoothed: Fine-paste Variety, e: outcurving-rim dish. Homos Smoothed: Variety Unspecified, f-i:
folded-rim bowl; j: cone-shape bowl; k: deep tripod bowl; 1-o: hollow support; p-1: ring base; x: incist·d lug;
y-z: spout. Torno Incised: Variety Unspecified, u-w: incised body sherds. Faro Rough: Faro Variety, 1w:
incense burner. Ji16n Plain: Late Variety, bb-kk: folded-rim tecomate.
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Swface Finish: Surfaces are smooth and un
slipped but feel rough to the touch. Some of
the temper protrudes through the surface and
is readily visible.
Comparison: For Form 1 see a Regional ves
sel (Brainerd 1958, Fig. 14, e, 5) com1:arable
_
to those from Aguacatal. 1o other form 1s
compared.
Pifiuela Incised: Pifiuela Variety
Forty body sherds with incised designs but
without attached rims or bases were found,
indicating a class of pottery of unknown ves
sel form.
Form: Body sherds are found without identi
fication as to vessel form.
Base and Supports: Not observed.
Decoration: Deep pre-firing incision is found
in straight and curvilinear lines on the exter
ior surface. One example shows crosshatch
ing; others have diagonal lines interrup�ed �y
what appear to be horizontal Imes (Fig. 07,
r-v, y). Two examples show abstract ele
ments.
Colors: Surfaces are pale brown (lOYR 6/3)
and yellowish red (5YR 5/6). Paste and core
are about the same colors as the surfaces.
Firing: Full oxidation was attained in all
examples.
Paste: Paste is medium coarse in texture and
weak; it breaks easily under hand pressure.
Temper: Temper is crushed calcite of medium
coarse size in 9-16 percent distribution.
Su,face Finish: The exterior and int�rior sur
faces are rough and have an unfoushed ap
pearance. A wash of unpigmented clay is
noted on a few examples.
Comparison: No comparative data.
CORCHO UNSLIPPED WARE
(Table 12)

This ware is characterized by unslipped
rough brown surfaces, weak paste, sand tem
per, and oxidized firing. It is restricted to the
Late Classic period at Aguacatal.
Homos Smoothed: Fine-paste Variety
Form: Outcurving-rim dish (Fig. 38, e). Di
ameters range from 25 to 31 cm., body height
is approximately 3.5 cm., and vessel wall

thickness is fr om 5 to 8 mm.
Base and Supports: A single example suggests
that the base is concave.
Decoration: None.
Colors: Both surfaces are reddish brown (5YR
5/4), light brown (7.5YR 6/4), or very pale
brown (l0YR 7/3). The paste and core are,
almost without exception, dark gray (2.5Y
4/0) or very dark gray (2.5Y 3/0).
Firing: A controlled firing process produced
oxidized surfaces and unoxidized paste and
core.
Paste: Paste is finely textured with an occa
sional medium coarse inclusion.
Temper: Fine quartz sand in 9-16 percent
distribution was used as a tempering agent.
An occasional sherd has medium-coarse sand
for temper.
Swface Finish: Surfaces are smooth but feel
.
somewhat rough to the touch, a condit10n
_
probably due to erosion. The surfaces of this
variety are better finished than others, and
probably were worked until puddled :lay
was formed or compacted, helping to obliter
ate the rough surface.
Comparison: l o comparative data.
Homos Smoothed: Flaky Variety
This variety appears in several vessel
forms which largely duplicate those found
associated with Jil6n Plain: Late Variety.
Form: See Jil6n Plain: Late Variety.
Decoration: None.
Colors: Both surfaces are reddish brown (2.5
YR 4/4, 5/4), and both paste and core are
black (2.5Y 2/0).
Firing: Firing was controlled to produc� an
_
oxidized surface and an incompletely oxidized
paste and core.
Paste: Paste is finely textured and dense, but
weak, and it breaks easily under hand pres
sure. In fact, the sherds flake apart if not
handled carefully.
Temper: Fine quartz sand in sparse amounts
was used for temper.
Swface Finish: Surfaces are smooth until the
sherd is broken, when it easily flakes off.
Flaking does not stop at the surface, but is a
. characteristic of the paste. No slip is noted.
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Comparison: No comparative data.
Homos Smoothed: Variety Unspecified
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from unknown vessel forms.
Colors: Both surfaces are grayish brown (10
YR 5/2), light gray (l0YR 7/2), or brown
(7.5YR 5/4). The paste and core are about the
same colors as th<;! surfaces.
Firing: Firing took place in a semi-reducing
atmosphere, producing vessels of nearly the
same color throughout.
Paste: Paste is coarse to medium coarse,
loosely compacted, and weak; it breaks under
hand or even finger pressure.
Temper: Medium coarse to fine quartz sand
was used as temper in 9-16 percent or in ex
cess of 16 percent distribution.
Swface Finish: Surfaces are rough to the
touch with some better finishing noted on the
interior. No slip was observed.
Comparison: No comparative data.

This variety is uncertain in many respects,
but is separable from others mainly because of
its very weak paste and excessive amount of
temper.
Fonns:
1. Folded-outcurving-rim bowl (Fig. 38,
J-i). Rim diameters range from 19 to 29 cm.
and wall thickness is about 6 mm.
2. Cone-shape bowl (Fig. 38, j). Dimen
sions are unknown.
3. Deep tripod bowl (Fig. 38, k). Dimen
sions are unknown.
Base and Supports: Form 3 has a solid conical
foot; hollow feet also occur (Fig. 38, l-o). The
ring base is present (Fig. 38, p-t) . .
A single example of an incised lug is noted
(Fig. 38, x). Spouts (Fig. 38, y-z) are noted
Faro Rough: Faro Variety
but the associated vessel form is unknown.
(Fig. 38, aa). Rim di
Colors: Both surfaces are grayish brown (10 Fol"ln: Incense burner
r
YR 5/2), light gray (lOYR 7/2), or brown ameters range f om 23 to 33 cm., body diam
(7.5YR 5/4). The paste and core are about eters are from 21 to 27 cm., and vvall thickness
is from 6 to 8 mm.
the same colors as the surfaces.
Firing: Firing took place in a semi-reducing Base and Supports: Not observed.
atmosphere, producing vessels of nearly the Decoration: "Spikes," along with a ring of
finger impressions below the rim on the ex
same color throughout.
terior
surface, constitute the decorative fea
Paste: Paste is coarse to medium coarse,
loosely compacted, and weak, breaking under tures. The finger marks were made by im
pressing the thumb into clay added to the ex
hand or even finger pressure.
terior; the impressions connect in a chain
Temper: Medium coarse to fine quartz sand
effect.
was used as temper, in 9-16 percent distribu
r
Colors: The censers have been subjected to
tion and f equently in excess of 16 percent.
SU1face Finish: Surfaces are rough to the intense secondary heat, altering the original
colors. The upper vessel surfaces are now
touch with some better finishing noted on the
reel (lOR 5/6), while the lower surfaces are
interior. No slip was observed.
light reel (l0YR 6/6). The paste and core are
Comparison: No comparative data.
very dark gray (2.5Y 3/0).
Firing: The surfaces were oxidized, although
Torno Incised: Variety Unspecified
the paste and cores were not.
This type is closely related to the Homos Paste: Paste is medium-coarse and includes
Smoothed type and shares attributes with an occasional large piece of shell. The paste
that type except for decoration noted below. is weak.
Fonns: Unknown for certain, but probably Temper: Medium coarse quartz sand in 9all examples are from jar bodies (Fig. 38, u 16 percent distribution was used as temper.
w).
Swface Finish: Surfaces are rough and have
Base and Supports: Not observed.
an unfinished appearance.
Decoration: Deeply incised horizontal or Comparison: Brainerd (1958, Fig. 69, l) shows
crosshatch lines are noted on body sherds a Florescent incense burner that is compar-
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able. He also shows a ring of finger impres
sions (Brainerd 1958, Fig. 70, g) similar to
those that appear on the Aguacatal example
and which he calls "Classic or Early Mexican."
PANLAC PUMICE-TEMPERED WARE

(Table 17)

This ware is easily recognized by the
presence of crushed pumice temper. It is
rough, very thick, gray in color, and the ves
sels occur only in jar form. It is restricted to
the Late Classic period at Aguacatal.
Punta Unslipped: Punta Variety
This variety in jar form is found in associa
tion with the "chultuns" vvhich have been
made with a fired clay inner liner (cf Figs. 14,
22). Apparently this jar was used to store
water, not to carry water. It is heavy, strong,
and very porous, all requirements of a good
water storage jar. The porous condition
would allow water to seep through the vessel
and evaporate on the exterior surface, pro
viding a cooling effect.
Form: Jar with a large, squat body (Figs. 42,
cc-ll; 43, a). Rim diameters range from 23 to
32 cm., throat diameters from 2 to 10 cm. less;
neck height is 3 to 6 cm. and vessel wall thick
ness is from 6 to 15 mm. There is a dominance
of wide-flaring rims which reduce the throat
diameter considerably fr om that of the rim.
Most of the vessels are about 10 mm. thick. A
single whole vessel from the site is 38 cm.
high, has a rim diameter of 25 cm., a neck
height of 5 cm., and vessel wall thickness of
8 mm.
Base and Supports: Bases are flat. The flat
area is small, 15 cm. in diameter, and would
not provide a stable resting platform.
Decoration: None.
Colors: Usually both surfaces are the same
reddish brown (2.5YR 5/4), but occasionally
the interior surface will be very pale brown
(lOYR 7/3), light yellowish brown (lOYR
6/4), or dark grayish brown (l0YR 4/2). The
paste and core are the same yellowish red
(5YR 5/6), light brown (7.5YR 6/4), yellowish
brown (lOYR 6/3), or grayish brown (2.5YR
5/2). A rare dark gray (2.5Y 4/0) is found.
Firing: The vessels are usually oxidized

throughout. Many of them have been refired
and show signs of burning, which may have
changed any unoxidized area.
Paste: Paste is very coarse with large inclu
sions of pumice or pieces of unmixed clay and
an occasional nodule of iron oxide.
Temper: Crushed pumice stone and quartz
sand were used. Many of the examples have
more pumice than sand. The pumice is
ground into particles usually less than 1 mm.
in diameter, but pieces 5-6 mm. long are also
found. The distribution of temper varies from
sparse to 9-16 percent.
Swface Finish: The surfaces are rough to
smooth. Some examples show a layer of clay
about 1 mm. thick on the interior surface.
This clay seems to be the same clay used to
make the vessel. One example has a thin coat
ing of lime plaster on the exterior surface
which may have been an attempt to retard
water seepage.
Comparison: See Yucatan Formative jars
(Brainerd 1958, Fig. 5, c, 20-23) that appear
similar in form to those of Aguacatal; Brainerd
(1958, Fig. 8, a-b, cl, 1-3) also shows Coarse
Regional Redware in basically the same form,
which suggests that this form is one found
throughout a long period of history in Yuca
tan.
Balchacah Smoothed: Balchacah Variety
This variety is very similar to Punta Un
slipped: Punta Variety except for surface fin
ish and it appears in about the same vessel
form.
Paste: Paste appears to be finely prepared,
but it is coarse in comparison with other types
outside the Panlac Pumice-tempered vVare,
and shows a marked degree of refinement
over Punta Unslipped paste.
Swface Finish: Surfaces are smooth but un
slipped, giving the vessels a finely finished
exterior surface.
Molon Red: Molon Variety
Again this variety is very similar to Punta
Unslipped: Punta Variety except for surface
treatment; the forms are the same (Fig. 43, b).
Decoration: Two body sherds have a raised
curvilinear design shaped something like an
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inverted S (Fig. 43, c). These are raised 5
mm. above the surface and were made by
pinching extra clay from the body.
Colors: Slip is red (l0R 4/6).
Swface Finish: The vessels were smoothed
and then slipped on the exterior surface and
on the inside rim area. Slip is unpolished.
Comparison: Same as for Punta Unslipped:
Punta Variety.
GOLFO SHELL-TEMPERED WARE

(Table 15)

This ware, present in the Late Classic
period, is a continuation of a pottery tradition
that began in the Early Classic period. The
pottery is essentially the same, but it exhibits
elaborations in surface treatment and minor
modifications of vessel forms.
Jil6n Plain: Late Variety
(Manantel Red: Variety Unspecified
[Smoothed Variety'?])
This Late Variety, as the name implies, is
a later version of Jil6n Plain: Early Variety.
Sherds of this Late Variety were found in
good sequential contexts, succeeding the
Early Variety in most of the excavations
throughout Aguacatal. Because of the eroded
state of this type (Jil6n Plain) it is not known
whether it was slipped or not. Therefore, a
separate slipped type (Manantel Red) has
been named, but it is described here under
Jil6n Plain: Late Variety.
Forms:
1. Folded-rim tecomate (Figs. 38, bb-kk;
39, b-k). The rim was made by folding clay
from the vessel wall over onto the exterior of
the vessel. In contrast to Jil6n Plain: Early
Variety folded-rim tecomates, the Late Vari
ety rims are thin and angular. Rim diameters
range from 24 to 48 cm. and wall thickness
ranges from 3 to 6 mm.
2. Folded-rim bowl (Fig. 39, l-u). The
rim was formed by turning clay over onto the
exterior of the vessel wall. The rims are usual
ly rounded, but some show a degree of flatten
ing. Rim diameters range from 20 to 44 cm.
and wall thickness ranges from 6 to 8 mm.
3. Thickened-rim bowl (Fig. 39, w-aa).
The rims or approximately the upper third part
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of the vessel wall is appreciably thickened.
The Late Variety of this form is generally
thinner at the thickened portion than the
Early Variety. Rim diameters vary between
32 and 46 cm. and wall thickness ranges fr om
5 to 7 mm. The thickness of the upper portion
of the rim is slightly less than twice the thick
ness of the wall.
4. Cone-shape bowl (Fig. 39, bb-hh).
Rim diameters range from 20 to 30 cm., esti
mated vessel height is 5 to 7 cm., and wall
thickness is 6 to 8 mm.
5. Basal-flange bowl (Fig. 39, ii-nim).
Rim diameters range from 19 to 51 cm., total
vessel height for three examples is 5 cm., and
wall thickness is fr om 4 to 10 mm.
6. Basal-break bowl (Fig. 40, a-c). Di
mensions are unknown.
7. Deep outcurving-rim bowl (Fig. 40, cl
h). Dimensions are unknown.
8. Pseudo T-shape-rim bowl (Fig. 40, i
j). Dimensions are unknovvn.
9. Jar (Fig. 40, k-m).
10. Exterior-beaded-rim jar (Fig. 40, n-o,

q).

11. Flat-angled-rim bowl (Fig. 40, r-s).
12. Flat-bottom bowl (Fig. 40, t).
13. Round-side bowl (Fig. 40, u-v).
14. Jar with varied rims (Fig. 40, w-fj).
15. Incense burner (Fig. 40, gg).
Dimensions are unknown for Forms 9-15.

Base and Supports: Bases for Forms 5, 6, and
12 are flat. Other vessel forms have unknown
base shapes. Solid effigy, cone, and slab feet
occur (Fig. 41, a-c).
Decoration: None.
Colors: Both surfaces are brown (7.5YR 5/4)
and light brown (7.5YR 6/4), paste and core
are dark gray (2.5Y 4/0) and very dark gray
(2.5Y 2/0), and the slip is reel (lOR 4/6).
Firing: Surfaces were oxidized during the
firing process; the paste and core were not
oxidized.
Paste: The paste is medium-fine in a few
examples and coarse in most of the examples.
It contains an occasional large piece of shell.
Weakness is a characteristic of this paste.
Temper: Finely crushed to medium coarse
shell was used as a tempering material. The
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distribution of temper is 9-16 percent of the
total paste composition.
Almost every
example has quartz sand in the paste, but how
much of this was intentional admixture is not
known.
Swface Finish: Surfaces are rough to the
touch. The slipped vessels are thinly slipped
on both surfaces.
Comparison: For Form 2 see Regional Coarse
ware from Cob,i (Brainerd 1958, Fig. 2, c, 21).
,

These are slightly restricted vessels and the
Aguacatal examples are unrestricted. For
Form 4 see Regional Coarse Redware from
Coba (Brainerd 1958, Fig. 2, b, 3, 11, 13-15);
unslipped ware from Oxkintok of Regional
age (Brainerd 1958, Fig. 12, c, 5--6) should also
be observed. For Form 5 see Regional Coarse
Redware from Yucatan (Brainerd 1958, Fig.
8, g, 23-24).
Comparative data for other vessel forms are
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Figure 39. J1L6N PLAIN: LATE VARIETY
a-k: folded-rim tec:omate; l-11: folded-rim bowl; w-aa: thickened-rim bowl; h/J-hh: cone-shape bowl; ii-mm:
basal-flange bowl.
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listed under the similar forms of Jil6n Plain:
Early Variety.
J il6n Plain: Rough Variety
(Manantel Red: Variety Unspecified
[Rough Variety?])
Fann: Inflected-contour bowl (Fig. 41, d-f).
Rim diameters range from 22 to 30 cm. and
wall thickness is 7 to 8 mm.

Base and Supports: Not observed.
Decoration: None.
Colors: Both surfaces are light brown (7.5YR
6/4) to brown (7.5YR 5/4), paste and core are
dark gray (2.5Y 4/0), and the slip is red (lOR
5/6).
Firing:
Surfaces
were
oxidized,
although the paste and core were not.
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Figure 40. J1LON PLAIN: LATE VARIETY AND 1'-IARISCAL INCISED: VARIETY UNSPECIFIED
Jil6n Plain: Late Variety, a-c: basal-break bowl; d-h: deep outcurving-rim bowl; i-J: pseudo T-shape-rim
bowl; k-m: jar; 11-0, q: exterior-beaded-rim jar; r-s: flat-angled-rim bowl; t: flat-bottom bowl; u-v: round
side bowl; w-JJ: jar; gg: incense burner; hh-Jj: flat base. Mariscal Incised: Variety Unspecified, kk-oo: incised
sherd.
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Paste: Paste is very coarse with little strength;
slight finger pressure will fracture a sherd.
There are large inclusions of shell throughout
the paste.
Temper: Coarse crushed shell was used for
temper in 9-16 percent distribution.

Swface Finish: The surface is rough to the
touch, giving one the feeling that the vessel
is unfinished. The surface shows large tem
per particles which make the sherds look
speckled. The slip is very thin and barely
discernible; it is found on the exterior surface
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Figure 41. J1L6N PLAIN: LATE VARJETY, J1L0N PLAIN: RouGH VARIETY, TJESTAL ORANGE: TrnSTAL VARIETY,
ARROZAL ORANGE-POLYCHROME: ARROZAL VARIETY, MARISCAL INCISED: VARIETY UNSPECIFIED, AND
JIL0N PLAI : VARIETY UNSPECIFIED
Jil6n Plain: Late Variety, a: solid effigy support; b: solid cone-shape support; c: broken slab support. Jil6n
Plain: Rough Variety, cl-J: inflected-contour bowl. Tiestal Orange: Tiestal Variety, g-k: inflected-contour
bowl; I: thickened-rim bowl; m-p: folded-rim bowl; q: cone-shape bowl; r: bevelled-rim bowl; s: ring base.
Arrozal Orange-polychrome: Arrozal Variety, /: shallow outcurving-rim dish; u-v: basal-break bowl. Mariscal
Incised: Variety_ Unspecified, w: modelled feline face; y: incised lug; z-dd: incised sherds. Jil6n Plain: Variety
Unspecified, x: modelled design element; ee: solid support;Jf: shallow dish; gg: basal-flange bowl.
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only.

Comparison: No comparative data.
Jil6n Plain: Variety Unspecified

Forms-SU1face Finish: Similar to the descrip
tions previously given for Jil6n Plain: Late
Variety with the exception that the Variety
Unspecified sherds are generally thicker and
darker. It is not known whether this small
group actually represents a separate variety
or not. Examples are illustrated in Figures 41,
jf-gg, and 42, a-i.
Tiestal Orange: Tiestal Variety

This variety appears in many of the same
forms as Jil6n Plain: Late Variety but differs
in its important feature of double-slipping.
This technique was designed, I believe, to
create vessels in imitation of Peten Gloss
Ware. The underslip is a light color, the over
slip is a light red, and the superposition of the
latter color over the former produces an imi
tation orange pottery with a surface that ap
pears relatively smooth.

Forms:
1. Inflected-contour bowl (Fig. 41, g-k).
Rim diameters range from 20 to 50 cm., total
vessel height of a single example is 5 cm., and
wall thickness ranges from 5 to 8 mm.
2. Folded-rim tecomate (see illustrations
for this form under Late Variety). Rim diam
eter ranges from 33 to 37 cm. and wall thick
ness is between 5 and 6 mm.
3. Thickened-rim bowl (Fig. 41, l). A
single example has a rim diameter of 47 cm.
. and a wall thickness of 8 mm.
4. Exterior-folded-rim bowl (Fig. 41, m
p). Rim diameter ranges between 31 and 47
cm. and wall thickness is between 7 and 10
mm.
5. Bevelled-rim bowl (Fig. 41, r). Rim
diameter of a single example is 30 cm. and the
wall thickness is 6 mm.
6. Cone-shape bowl (Fig. 41, q). Dimen
sions are unknown.
Base and Supports: Form 1 is flat-bottom but
the base of other vessel forms is unknown. A
ring base is present but it is not attached to a
recognizable vessel form.
Decoration: None.
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Colors: Both surfaces are light reddish brown
(5YR 6/4), reddish yellow (5YR 6/6), light
brown (7.5YR 6/4), and light gray (lOYR
7/1). Paste and core are gray (2.5Y 5/0), dark
gray (2.5Y 4/0), very dark gray (2.5Y 3/0), and
black (2.5YR 7/4). The underslip is very pale
brown (lOYR 7/3) or white (l0YR 8/2). Over
slip is light red (l0R 6/8) or red (7.5R 4/6,
lOR 4/6).
Firing: Firing conditions produced an oxi
dized surface and an unoxidized paste and
core.
�aste:. The paste is medium-fine with large
mclus10ns of crushed shell. This is the same
paste found in Jil6n Plain: Late Variety. It is
weak and breaks under hand pressure.
Temper: Temper is fine to medium-coarse
crushed shell in 9-16 percent distribution;
usually some sand is included along with the
shell.
SU1face Finish: Both surfaces were smoothed
and then double-slipped with an underslip of
light-colored clay and then an overslip of
pigmented clay. The final slip was polished,
producing an almost waxy surface. The sur
faces are eroded; both slips are found only in
patches on the remaining surfaces. The bare
surfaces have the familiar rough feel noted in
other type-varieties of Golfo Shell-tempered
Ware.
Comparison: For Form 1 see Yuhactal Black
on-red (Smith 1955, Fig. 33, b, 10), which is
a good example of one of the profiles at Agua
catal; Smith's example is a Tepeu 2 sherd from
Uaxact(m. Other Tepeu 2 vessels (Smith 1955,
Fig. 53) have a similar profile. Brainerd (1958,
Fig. 52, m, 4) shows a redware vessel from the
Puuc region that is comparable to those of
Aguacatal.
Comparative data for other vessel forms
are the same as for similar forms of Jil6n Plain:
Late Variety.
Arrozal Orange-polychrome:
Arrozal Variety

This variety is very similar to Tiestal
Orange but differs in color scheme and vessel
form. Again it is thought that the double
slipping technique employed to produce an
orange color, the use of three colors, and the
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dish form are all efforts on the part of Agua
catal potters to make vessels in imitation of
Peten Gloss Ware.

Forms:

1. Shallow outcurving-rim
t). Rim diameters range from
body height is from 4.5 to 5.5
thickness is from 7 to 10 mm.
2. Basal-break bowl (Fig.
mensions are unknown.

dish (Fig. 41,
22 to 41 cm.,
cm., and vvall
41, u.-v). Di

Base and Supports: A single example is a

tetrapod, but the feet are missing. Other
examples show a slightly concave base which
may have been from a tripod or tetrapod.

Decoration: All sherds are decorated in tri

chrome with a light red slip on the entire
vessel, two brown painted stripes on the rim
interior, and red paint covering the lip and ex
tending a few millimeters down the exterior
surface.

Colors: Both surfaces are light reddish brown

(5YR 6/4), light brown (7.5YR 6/4), and pale
brown (l0YR 6/3). Paste and core are the
same gray (2.5Y 5/0), dark gray (2.5Y 4/0),
and very dark gray (2.5Y 3/0). The underslip
is pinkish white (7.5YR 8/2), pink (7.5YR 8/4),
and pink (7.5YR 7/4). The overslip is light
red (2.5YR 6/8). The stripes on the rim are
black (5YR 2/1), a very dark gray (5YR 3/1),
and dark reddish brown (5YR 3/2). Common
ly this color scheme has been called red-and
brown-on-orange. To the unaided eye the
overslip appears a brilliant orange and the
black stripes appear dark brown. The Mun
sell color values give us different names: "red
and-black-on-light-red."

Firing-Temper: Same as found in Jil6n Plain:
Late Variety and in Tiestal Orange.

Swface Finish: Surfaces were well smoothed
prior to the application of slip. The underslip
is thin and unpolished. The overslip is slight
ly thicker and shows some evidence of polish.
The surfaces are badly eroded and are rough
to the touch, but less so than other varieties of
Golfo Shell-tempered \,Vare.
Comparison: For Form 1 see a Palmar
Orange-polychrome vessel (Smith 1955, Fig.
54, e) similar to these from Aguacatal. For
Form 2 there are no comparative data.

Mariscal Incised: Variety Unspecified
This type is identical to Jil6n Plain: Late
Variety except for decoration.

Forms:

1. Basal-break bowl (not illustrated). Di
mensions are unknown.
2. Deep outcurving-rim bowl (not illus
trated). Dimensions are unknown.
Base and Supports: ot observed.
Decoration: Forms 1 and 2 have straight
vertical lines incised on the exterior surface.
Other incised decoration consists of geometric
designs (Fig. 40, p, kk-oo), an animal face,
and straight and curved lines (Fig. 41, w, y

dd).
Colors-Comparison: Same as for Jil6n Plain:
Late Variety.

VELETA BLACK WARE
(Table 10)

This ware is characterized by black slip,
strong fine paste, and unique vessel forms.
Little comparative material was found in the
archaeological literature. There is some affin
ity between Veleta Black Ware and the Black
Ware of the Upper Tres Zapotes phase at Tres
Zapotes, Veracruz. However, there is not yet
any established connection between Agua
catal and Tres Zapotes.

Forms:

Coyoc Black: Coyoc Variety

1. Basal-flange bowl (Fig. 42, q). Rim
diameters range from 23 to 25 cm. and vessel
wall thickness ranges from 5 to 8 mm.
2. Round-side bowl (Fig. 42, k-m, o). Rim
diameters range from 19 to 23 cm. and vessel
wall thickness ranges from 5 to 7 mm.
3. Interior-bevelled-rim bowl (Fig. 42,
w). Rim diameter of a single example is 36
cm. and vessel wall thickness is 8 mm.
4. Incurving-rim bowl (Fig. 42, s). Rim
diameter ranges from 17 to 22 cm. and vessel
wall thickness ranges from 4 to 6 mm.
5. Flaring-rim jar (Fig. 42, aa). Rim di
ameters are from 15 to 21 cm., neck height is
from 2 to 4 cm., and vessel wall thickness is
from 6 to 8.5 mm.
6. Small-mouth jar (Fig. 42, x). Rim di-
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ameters are from 13 to 19 cm., neck height is
from 1.5 to 2 cm., and vessel wall thickness is
from 5 to 6 mm.
7. Basal-break bowl (Fig. 42, r). Dimen
sions are unknown.
Base and Supports: None of the above vessel
forms were observed with a base attached. A
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ring base, several flat bases, and a hollow sup
port (Fig. 42, bb) are noted.
Decoration: A single example of Form 2 has
an appliqued bun on the exterior surface 2.5
cm. below the lip.
Colors: Both surfaces are dark gray (2.5Y
4/0, lOYR 4/1), yellowish-reel (5YR 5/6),
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Figure 42. J1L0N PLAL'I: VARIETY UNSPECIFIED, P1LAS I CISED: P1LAS VARIETY, CoYoc BLACK: CoYoc
VARIETY, CuYEROS BLACK-AND-RED: CuYEROS VARIETY, AND PUNTA UNSLIPPED: PuNTA VARIETY
Jil6n Plain: Variety Unspecified, {l-c: rimless jar; cl: jar; e-i: thickened-rim bowl. Pilas Incised: Pilas Variety,
j, I, 11: round-side bowl; 11: cup or vase; v: exterior-bevelled-rim bowl; y: small-mouth jar. Coyoc Black: Coyoc
Variety, k-m, o: round-side bowl; q: basal-flange bowl; r: basal-break bowl; s-t: incurving-rim bowl; w:
interior-bevelled-rim bowl; x: small-mouth jar; (l{I; flaring-rim jar; bb: hollow support. Cuyeros Black-and
red: Cuyeros Variety, p: basal-flange bowl; z: small-mouth jar. Punta Unslipped: Punta Variety, cc-II: jar.
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gray (lOYR 6/1), or very dark gray (2.5Y
3/0). Paste and core are about the same color
as the surface. Slip is black (2.5Y 2/0, 5YR
2/1).
Firing: Firing is variable; some examples
show considerable oxidation and others show
that they were fired in a reducing atmosphere.
Until more examples are obtained and a pat
tern for firing techniques is established the
vessels must be described as being both oxi
dized and reduced.
Paste: Paste is fine, with no large inclusions of
any kind. It is strong and does not break
easily under hand pressure.
Temper: Temper consists of fine quartz sand
found in 9-16 percent distribution.
Suiface Finish: On examples that are not
eroded, black-slipped surfaces are polished,
but they are not lustrous. All vessels except
jars are slipped on both surfaces. Jars are
slipped on the exterior surface and inside rim
and neck area.
Comparison: For Form l see Black Incised
ware from surface burials at Tres Zapotes,
Veracruz (Weiant 1943, Fig. 22, a); Weiant
(1943, Fig. 32, 12) shows a similar vessel form.
For Forms 4 and 6 see comparable vessels
from Tres Zapotes (Weiant 1943, Figs. 32, 2631, and 34 respectively). There are no com
parative data for other forms.
Pilas Incised: Pilas Variety

This type is similar to Coyoc Black except
for decoration. The suggestion is made that
the two types are closely related.

Forms:
l. Round-side bowl (Fig. 42, j, l, n). Rim
diameter ranges from 15 to 25 cm., vessel
height is in excess of 7 cm., and vessel wall
thickness is between 6 and 7 mm.
2. Cup or small vase (?) (Fig. 42, u). A
single example has a rim diameter of 10 cm.,
and a wall thickness of 5 mm.
3. Exterior bevelled-rim bowl (Fig. 42, v).
A single example has a rim diameter of 21 cm.
and a vessel wall thickness of 7 mm.
4. Small-mouth jar (?) (Fig. 42, y). Di
mensions are unknown.
Base and Supports: ot observed.
Decoration: External prefiring incision and

button applique are combined to simulate a
squash in one example (Fig. 42, j) of Form l.
Button applique combined with unknown in
cised motif was used on another example (Fig.
42, n) of Form l. For Form 2, broad (5 mm.
wide) prefiring incision of unknown curvi
linear design was used. For Form 3, straight
incised vertical lines are noted. Form 4 has
an incised panel showing inverted (?) chev
rons of an unknown design.
Colors-Comparison: Same as for Coyoc Black
type.
Cuyeros Black-and-red: Cuyeros Variety

This type is also similar to the Coyoc Black
type and is probably related to it.

Forms:
l. Shallo,v dish (not illustrated). Rim di
ameters range from 35 to 39 cm., vessel height
is from 2 to 4 cm., and vessel wall thickness is
from 7 to 8 mm.
2. Basal-flange bowl (Fig. 42, p). Rim di
ameter of a single example is 21 cm. and ves
sel wall thickness is 5 mm.
3. Incurving-rim bowl (not illustrated).
Rim diameter of a single example is 17 cm.
and vessel wall thickness is 6 mm.
4. Round-side bowl (not illustrated). Rim
diameter of a single example is 28 cm. and
vessel wall thickness is 8 mm.
5. Small-mouth jar (Fig. 42, z). Rim di
ameter of a single example is 5 cm., neck
height is 1.5 cm., and vessel wall thickness is
10 mm.
Base and Supports: Several examples of flat
bases separated from bodies are noted. A
solid leg support scar (2.2 cm. in diameter) is
noted on one flat base.
Decoration: Form 5 has a pseudo-modelled
exterior that may qualify it as a separate type,
but because of its incomplete form it is incor
porated into Cuyeros Type.
Colors: Exterior surface color is reddish
yellow (5YR 6/6), light brown (7.5YR 6/4),
and light reddish brown (5YR 6/4). Interior
surface is very dark gray (2.5Y 3/0). Paste and
core are dark brown (7.5YR 4/4), dark gray
(5YR 4/1), or light reddish brown (5YR 6/4).
Exterior slip is light red (2.5YR 6/6), dark red
dish brown (5YR 3/3), and red (lOR 4/6).
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Interior slip is black (2.5Y 2/0).
Paste-Comparison: Same as for Coyoc Black.

vv

PuNzo REo
ARE
(Table 8)

This ware is distinctive for its unpolished
red-slipped surfaces, and finely textured, gray

paste. It occurs only in the Late Classic
period at Aguacatal.
Calzada Red: Calzada Variety
Form: Inflected-contour dish (Fig. 43, i).
Rim diameter of a single measurable example
is 23 cm., body height is 4 cm., and wall thick
ness is 5 mm.
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Figure 43. PuNTA U 'SLIPPED: PUNTA VARIETY, MOLON RED: l\loLON VARIETY, ENSENADA RED: LATE
VARIETY, CALZADA RED: CALZADA VARIETY, l\lOJINAS RED: MOJINAS VARIETY,
COSTA RED-AND-BUFF: COSTA VARIETY
Punta Unslipped: Punta Variety, a: jar ()� scale). Molon Red: Molon Variety, /1: jar; c: raised inverted "S",
jar body sherd. Ensenada Red: Late Variety, cl: jar; e: bulbous-rim bowl; J: outcurving-rim bowl; g: wide
everted-rim dish; h: urn ()� scale). Calzada Red: Calzada Variety, i: inflected-contour dish. Mojinas Red:
Mojinas Variety,): hemispherical bowl. Costa Red-and-buff: Costa Variety, k: inflected-contour dish.
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Base and Supports: The base is flat.
Decoration: one.
Colors: The exterior and interior surfaces are
grayish brown (l0YR 5/2), the paste is very
dark gray (2.5Y 3/0), as is the core, and the
slip is dark red (7.5R 3/8).
Firing: Surfaces were oxidized but firing was
so controlled that the paste and core were not.
Paste: Paste is fine textured but weak, and it
breaks easily under hand pressure.
Temper: Very fine sand in sparse amounts.
Swface Finish: The vessel is smoothed and
slipped on the exterior surface, but slipped on
the interior only 5 mm. down from the lip.
Comparison: 1 o comparative data.
Mojinas Red: Mojinas Variety

This type is rare but is clearly set apart by
· the presence of a distinctive double slip.
Forms:
1. Hemispherical bowl (Fig. 43, j). Rim
diameters are from 23 to 25 cm. and wall
thickness is 4 mm.
2. Basal-flange bowl (no illustration). Di
mensions are unknown.
Base and Supports: A single example of a
base is convex, 9 cm. in diameter.
Decoration: The vessel has four appliqued
round buttons which are found 1.5 cm. below
the lip on the exterior surface. The applique
is 1.4 by 2 cm., protruding out 6 mm. from the
surface.
Colors: Both surfaces are approximately the
same light reddish brown (5YR 6/4), the
paste and core are the same very dark gray
(2.5Y 3/0), the underslip is pinkish white (7.5
YR 8/2), and the overslip is light red (2.5YR
6/8) and red (2.5YR 5/8).
Firing: Vessels were fired in an oxidizing at
mosphere but controlled so that the paste and
core were unoxidized.
Paste: Paste is fine textured and strong, vvith
an occasional small iron oxide nodule.
Temper: Temper is fine quartz sand in 9-16
percent distribution.
Swface Finish: A double slip was applied and
has left the vessel with a well finished ap
pearance. The slip is not polished.
Comparison: No comparative data.

Costa Red-and-buff: Costa Variety

Form: Inflected-contour tripod dish (Fig. 43,
k). A single example has a rim diameter of
28 cm., a body height of 4 cm., and wall thick
ness of 8 mm.
Base and Supports: Bases are flat and have
hollow tripod supports. The support is cone
shape, but the bottom part of the example is
missing.
Decoration: The vessel is slipped on both sur
faces with a light red; this is decorated with
two broad (8 mm. wide) darker red stripes
running across the middle. A negative-resist
technique was used on the interior of the rim
just below the lip to produce one narrow (2
mm. wide) and one wide (8 mm. wide) band
which show the unslipped and unpainted bare
surface of the vessel. A reel band caps the lip
and extends 9 mm. down the exterior.
Colors: Surfaces are light gray (l0YR 7/2),
paste and core are very dark gray (lOYR 3/1),
underslip is light gray, overslip is red (2.5YR
4/8), and the stripes and band are weak red
(l0YR 4/4).
Firing: Surfaces were oxidized, but the paste
and core were not..
Paste: Paste is fine textured and strong.
Temper: Temper is finely crushed calcite in
9-16 percent distribution.
Swface Finish: Both surfaces were complete
ly slipped with a non-pigmented clay mixture
similar to the paste but without inclusions and
without pigment. A pigmented overslip cov
ering the entire vessel was put on over the
non-pigmented
slip. The underslip is peeling
f
of the vessel surface in some areas, but the
overslip is securely cemented to the underslip.
The underslip has produced a fine textured
surface, giving one the impression that he is
handling a well prepared vessel.
Comparison: No comparative data.
EsTERO

REo WARE

(Table 6)

Previously described on page 50.
Ensenada Red: Late Variety

This variety is a red monochrome that is
fairly finely finished but is rare at Aguacatal.
Forms:
1. Globular-body jar (Fig. 43, cl). Whole
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or reconstructable vessels are not available,
but the number of body sherds found with the
rims indicates that the vessels had a globular
body. Rim diameters range from 7 to 17 cm.
with the greatest number of occurrences at
10 to 11 cm.; throat diameter is approximately
2 cm. less, neck height is between 3.5 and 6
cm., and wall thickness is 6 to 8 mm. Pro
jected body diameter (dimension projected
from curvature of sherd) of one example is 33
cm.
2. Deep bulbous-rim bowl (Fig. 43, e).
Rim diameters range from 28 to 35 cm. and
wall thickness is from 8 to 10 mm.
3. Urn (Fig. 43, h). The rim of this vessel
has been removed and trimmed down to a
small ridge at the shoulder. Orifice diameter
is 21 cm., body diameter is 44 cm., total vessel
height is 48 cm., and vessel wall thickness is
10 mm.
4. Outcurving-rim bowl (Fig. 43, j). Di
mensions are unknown.
5. Wicle-everted-rim dish (Fig. 43, g).
Rim diameter of a single example is 38 cm.
and wall thickness is 10 mm.
Base and Supports: The base of the urn ap
parently was rounded to cone-shape. Bases
of other vessel forms were not observed.
Decoration: None.
Colors: Both surfaces are pink (5YR 7/3, 7.5
YR 7/4) or light brown (7.5YR 6/4). The
paste and core are the same color as the sur
faces. Slip is reel (lOR 4/6, 5/6).
Firing: The entire vessel was fully oxidized
and the color of surfaces, paste, and core is
consistent.
Paste: Paste is fine to medium-fine, dense but
not strong.
Temper: Temper is finely crushed calcite
with a small amount of sand found in 9-16
percent distribution.
Swface Finish: The surfaces are smooth but
have occasional small pockets which occur
more often on the interior than the exterior.
Some vessels exhibit cracked surfaces. Slips
are applied to the inside neck and exterior
surface. These surfaces are lightly polished.
Comparison: No comparative data were
found for Forms l and 3. For Form 2 see
Florescent Slate,vare vessels from Yucatan
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(Brainerd 1958, Fig. 10, g, 24-27).
Cuyo Orange-polychrome:
Cuyo Variety

This variety is distinct because of its paste
composition, the use of three colors plus a
negative technique in decoration, and the
temporal association in which it is found.

Forms:

l. Jar (Fig. 44, b). Dimensions are un
known.
2. Basal-flange bowl (Fig. 44, c). A single
example has a rim diameter of 42 cm., flange
diameter of 33 cm., body height of 13 cm.,
and wall thickness of 10 mm.
Base and Supports: Base type of Form l is
unknown. That of Form 2 is concave with
tripod supports. The exact shape of the sup
ports is unknown, but fragments suggest that
it was truncated.
Decoration: On Form 1, in addition to the
conventional dark-brown-and-red-on-lighter
red background, a white stripe borders the
negative-resist element. \,Viele crosshatches in
red are found on the neck.
Form 2 has a light red slip upon which
dark brown to black-and-red and negative
resist line design elements are found. The in
terior is done in light red slip, which has a
dark stripe (2 mm. wide) near the top of the
rim, follm.ved by a band of slip, and then a
wide (14 mm. wide) capping of red which ex
tends over the top or lip area and down the
exterior about 2 mm. The exterior has design
panels of a step motif which are outlined by
the negative technique. On the basal flanges
are design panels of solid dark units boxing in
U-shape elements flanked by red clots. Flank
ing the boxed elements a pair of reel wavy
lines circumscribes the flange and each is
divided by a negative-technique line.
Colors: Both surfaces are light gray (l0YR
7/1), paste and core are the same color, and
the slip is light red (2.5YR 6/8). The dark
stripe is black (5YR 2/1) or dark reddish
brown (5YR 3/2), and the red capping on the
lip and design element is red (lOR 4/8).
Firing: The light gray clay may be indicative
of a reducing atmosphere or of an iron oxide
free clay.
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Paste: The paste is fine but weak, and the ves
sels fracture easily under hand pressure.
Temper: Finely crushed calcite in sparse
amounts was used as a temper. The calcite is
gray in color, not clear as it is in most of the
calcite tempered ware encountered in Agua
catal ceramics.
S·wface Finish: Surfaces were well smoothed

prior to the application of slip. The slip was
lightly polished with a stone or other smooth
instrument and smoothing marks in horizontal
lines are clearly visible. The slipped surface
is not lustrous. Where the negative-resist
technique was used the bare surface is ex
posed.
Comparison: For Form 1 there are no corn-
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Figure 44. 1VIAPACHiN BROW '-B1c1-moJ>.,rn: MAPACHIN VARIETY, CuYO ORA GE-POLYCHROME: CuYO VARIETY,
CERRILLOS ORANGE-POLYCHROME: CERRILLOS VARIETY, AND
BALANCAN ORANGE: BALANCAN VARIETY
Mapachin Brown-bichrome: Mapachin Variety, a: basal-flange bowl. Cuyo Orange-polychrome: Cuyo Variety,
h: pr; c: basal-flange bowl ()f scale). Cerrillos Orange-polychrome: Cerrillos Variety, d: basal-break bowl; e:
comal;J-g: jar. Balancan Orange: Balancan Variety, h-r: simple bowl; s: high ring base.
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parative data. For Form 2 see examples of
wavy line elements fround on Regional poly
chrome from Mani Cenote, Yucatan (Brainerd
1958, Fig. 30, a, 7, 24-25, 33).
Cerrillos Orange-polychrome:
Cerrillos Variety

This type is rare at Aguacatal but is set
apart by its vessel form, use of polychrome
decoration, design elements, and paste com
position.

Forms:
1. Basal-break bowl (Fig. 44, d). Rim di
ameter of a single measurable example is 30
cm., total vessel height is 11.5 cm., body
height is 7 cm., and wall thickness is 10 mm.
2. Comal (Fig. 44, e). Maximum diameter
is 31 cm. and wall thickness is 6 mm.
3. Jar with unknown body and rim form
(Fig. 44,f-g). Dimensions are unknown.
Base and Supports: Form 1 is a tetrapod ves
sel with hollow supports which are bulbous at
the point of attachment and then assume a
truncated shape. Form 2 has a flat base.
Decoration: The exterior of Form 1 has two
parallel black painted stripes on the mid-body
which are joined by wavy lines. The lip is
capped with red paint which extends over
both the interior and exterior a few milli
meters. On the interior a black band joins the
red lip paint. At the juncture of the vessel
wall and base is another black band.
Form 2 has panels of rectilinear designs
not clearly preserved. Form 3 has rectilinear
design panels and one example (Fig. 44, j)
shows wavy lines.
Colors: Both interior and exterior are the
same light reddish brown (2.5YR 6/4), but
one example is dark gray (l0YR 4/1). Paste
and core are the same as the surfaces. Slip is
red (2.SYR 5/8); paint is black (5YR 2/1) and
red (lOR 4/6).
Firing: All vessels except one show full oxida
tion.
Paste: Paste is medium-fine, dense, and
strong with an occasional small nodule of iron
oxide.
Temper: tvledium-coarse quartz sand in 9-16
percent distribution was used as temper.
SU:Jjace Finish: Surfaces are slipped and light-

ly polished but are not lustrous.
Comparison: lo comparative data.
Mapach{n Brown-bichrome:
Mapachin Variety

This type is rare at the site but is clearly
distinctive in color scheme and design ele
ments.
Form: Basal-flange bowl (Fig. 44, a). Rim di
ameter of a single example is 36 cm., esti
mated total vessel height is 9 cm., and wall
thickness is 10 mm.
Base and Supports: The base was not fully
observed, but there is a suggestion of a ring
base.
Decoration: Brown stripes which appear on
the basal flange and up to the lip decorate the
exterior surface. A wavy line is found on the
flange running around the circumference of
the vessel.
Colors: Both surfaces are light brown (7.5YR
6/4); paste and core are the same. The slip on
the exterior, which is an underslip on the in
terior, is brown (7.5YR 5/4); the overslip on
the interior is dark reddish brovvn (5YR 3/2).
Firing: The vessel is completely oxidized.
Paste: Paste is medium-coarse, dense, and
strong.
Temper: Temper is medium-coarse quartz
sand and crushed calcite in 9-16 percent dis
tribution.
SU:Jjace Finish: Double slipping on the inter
ior surface has made it more finely finished
than the exterior surface which has a single
slip. The interior is polished and has a waxy
feel. The exterior is eroded, leaving approxi
mately 10 percent of the surface without slip.
Comparison: Smith (1955, Fig. 18, b, 4;
Aguila Orange) shows a comparable example.
FINE ORANGE

wARE

(Table 18)

This ware is set apart from all others by
fine, temperless, strong paste, orange-colored
surfaces, and unique decoration. It first ap
pears in the Late Classic period and continues
as a Maya lowland pottery making tradition
through the Early and Late Postclassic per
iods.
The following descriptions are for ceramic
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groups rather than specified Fine Orange
Ware types (except types listed under Agua
catal Ceramic Group), even though specific
names are used. The reason for this deviation
from the normal presentation is that although
many Fine Orange Ware types have been
named (Gifford 1961: 7-25; Smith and Gifford
1965: 173), descriptions have not been pub
lished. It would be presumptuous to associate
Fine Orange ·ware types found at Aguacatal
with named but unpublished descriptions;
therefore, description of Fine Orange vVare
types in this report applies to ceramic groups
rather than types (a note in Gifford 1961: 24,
implies that Robert E. Smith will be complet
ing his study of Chichen Itza-Mayapan ceram
ics soon; this study presumably will include
descriptions of newly named Fine Orange
Ware types).
Balancan Orange: Balancan Variety

Balancan Orange refers to sherds that are
smoothed and lustrous in some cases, chalky
in most instances, made with a temperless
paste of fine texture, have surfaces and paste
that are roughly the same color, and are
limited to the forms described by Brainerd
(1941: 175-B), Berlin (1956: 114-17), and
Smith (1958: 151). This pottery was called
"Z" Fine Orange by Brainerd in 1941 and it
continued to be so designated until Smith (in
Gifford 1961) gave it its present name (see
also Smith and Gifford 1965: 173).
Only a few sherds of Balandm Orange
were found in the excavations and only one
whole vessel was obtained from local inhabi
tants who had dug it out of an unspecified
mound at the site.

Forms:
1. Simple bowl (Fig. 44, h-r). Rims have
a tapered form which is reduced equally from
the interior and exterior surfaces from about
the mid-point of the vessel toward the lip.
Rim diameters range from 9 to 26 cm., but the
average is 16 cm. Body height averages 5.8
cm. and ranges from 4 to 8 cm. Wall thickness
averages 5.1 mm. and ranges from 3 to 8 mm.
2. Jar (Fig. 45, a-b). Rim diameters aver
age 16.8 cm., throat diameter 11 cm., neck
height 2.5 cm., body height 9 cm., and thick
ness 6 mm.

3. Gaclroonecl jar (Fig. 45, c). This vessel
is made in the Balandm tradition but out
wardly it appears similar to Plumbate. The
rim has been trimmed off and in its final state
it was a resuecl vessel. Orifice diameter is 11
cm., body diameter is 15 cm., body height is 9
cm., and wall thickness is 5 mm.
Base and Supports: Base type of Form 1 is
flat in a few instc. 7Ces, but for most of the
examples it is unknown. Base type for Form
2 is unknown. Base type for Form .3 is convex
and small and does provide a stable rest.
Decoration: Incised lines encircling the vessel
on the exterior surface are common, singly or
in pairs. A single incised line appears on the
interior surface of some of those vessels that
exhibit exterior incising. Incising is mostly
post-slip. One example (Fig. 44, i) has a pair
of incised lines in a coil motif; three pairs of
small loops are attached to the coil.
Gadrooning on vessels of Form 3 may be
considered a decorative feature.

Colors: Both exterior and interior .surfaces,
paste, and core are the same reddish yellow
(5YR 6/6). A non-pigmented slip is the same
color as the paste. An interior slip is white
(2.5Y 8/2).
Firing: Firing was clone in an oxidizing at
mosphere which produced the consistent
colors mentioned above.
Paste: Paste is composed of fint: textured
and temperless clay and is dense and strong.
Vessel Forming Techniques: The single
example of a (Canizc'in Gaclrooned?) jar offers
the only real clue to how Balancan Ceramic
Group jars were constructed. Inside the neck
area spiral coils are clearly visible. The coils
are about 2 cm. in width and lie on top of one
another in spiral fashion. No evidence of
coiling is found on the body of the vessel it
self. It is conjectured in the case of the gad
roonecl vessel that the neck was added to the
body after the gadrooning had been effected.
This procedure was probably necessary be
cause the gadrooning required reaching in
side the vessel with a round-edged object
and pressing outward against the hand. This
technique produced deep gaclrooning on the
shoulder; below this a less pronounced effect
was produced, but on the whole, an appear-
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ance of full gadrooning over the whole body
was achieved.
SU1face Finish: Vessels were smoothed and
slipped on both surfaces or interior only. Ero
sion has left a powdery surface on some
examples. A few sherds are slightly polished

on the exterior surface only.
Comparison: Comparable examples are given
by Smith (1958, Fig. 1, a-e), Brainerd (1941,
Pl. III, 9, i-k, m-o, r-v), and Berlin (1956,
Fig. 3, a-cl, p ).
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Figure 45. BALANCAN ORANGE: BALANCAN VARIETY, CHuLTUN PLAIN: CHULTU , VARJETY, Foso FINE: Foso
VARIETY, CARACOL MODELLED: CARACOL VARIETY, Pozos FINE: Pozos VARIETY,
ESTRECHO COMPOSITE-DARK: ESTRECHO VARIETY,AND AGUACATAL ORANGE: AGUACATAL VARIETY
Balancan Orange: Balancan Variety, a-b: jar; c: gadrooned jar. Chultun Plain: Chultun Variety, d-e: round
side bowl; J-g: outcurvin g-rim bowl; h-m: jar. Foso Fine: Foso Variety, 11: legged dish; o: legged coma!.
Carneal Modelled: Caracof Variety, p: patojo. Pozos Fine: Pozos Variety, q-s: outcurving-rim bowl. Estrecho
Composite-dark: Estrecho Variety,/, w: unrestricted bowl; u: restricted bowl; aa: ring base. Aguacatal Orange:
Aguacatal Variety, v, x-z: unrestricted bowl.
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The Mangle Ceramic Complex marks the
Early Postclassic period at Aguacatal. The
wares, types and varieties that make up this
complex are the following:
Golfo Shell-tempered Ware
Chultun Plain: Chultun Variety
Garrapatal Red: Variety Unspecified
Chacal Fine-unslipped Ware
Foso Fine: Foso Variety
Carneal Modelled: Caracol Variety
Pozos Fine: Pozos Variety
Fine Orange VVare
Aguacatal Orange: Aguacatal Variety
Boca Nueva Incised: Boca Nueva Variety
Estrecho Composite-dark: Estrecho Variety
Silha Orange: Silha Variety
GOLFO SHELL-TEMPERED

wARE

(Table 16)
Previously described on page 52.

Chultt."m Plain: Chultun Variety
(Garrapatal Red: Variety Unspecified)
This type carries on the tradition of shell
tempering, but comparison with earlier types
shows its inferior manufacture. Again, this
is a case of not knowing whether all of the
vessels were originally slipped or unslipped
because of the erosion factor; Garrapatal Red
is included in the description of Chultt."m
Plain.

Forms:
1. Round-side bowl (Fig. 45, d-e). Rim
diameter ranges f rom 24 to 30 cm. and wall
thickness f rom 8 to 9 mm.
2. Outcurving-rim b0vvl (Fig. 45, f-g).
Rim diameter ranges from 17 to 19 cm. and
wall thickness from 7 to 8 mm.
3. Jar with varied rim forms (Fig. 45, h-m).
Rim diameter ranges from 20 to 26 cm. and
wall thickness from 8 to 9 mm.
Base and Supports: No bases were found at
tached to rim sherds but there are several
examples of convex vessel bottoms.
Decoration: None.
Colors: Both surfaces are very pale brovvn
(lOYR 7/3) or light brown (7.5YR 6/6). Paste
and core are dark gray (l0YR 4/1). Slip is
weak red (7.5R 4/4).

Firing: The surfaces are oxidized and the
paste and core are partially oxidized.
Paste: The paste is very coarse, crumbly, and
weak; the sherds break under finger pressure.
There are large inclusions of shell; one sherd
contains a whole shell measuring 3.3 x 1.4 cm.
Temper: Temper is coarsely crushed shell
found in 9-16 percent distribution or in excess
of 16 percent of the total paste composition.
Swface Finish: Surfaces are very rough and
feel unfinished. Large pieces of shell show
through the surface, but a few examples show
that some attempt was made to cover them up
with an application of clay. The surfaces are
badly eroded and powdery.
Comparison: No comparative data.
CHACAL FrNE-UNSLIPPED WARE

(Table 13)
This ware is recognizable by its fine tex
tured gray paste and its unslipped, rough, un
finished-appearing and brown-colored sur
faces. It occurs only in the Early Postclassic
period at Aguacatal.
Foso Fine: Foso Variety

This type is distinguished by its weak
paste, lack of slip, and unique vessel forms.

Forms:

1. Legged comal (Fig. 45, o). This form is
the only one of its kind found at the site.
Maximum diameter is 23 cm., thickness at the
edge is 23 mm., and thickness near the center
is 8 mm.
2. Legged dish (Fig. 45, n). A leg attach
ment is found on the side of the vessel, angling
downward. It is supposed that at least three
such attachmP,nts would be found on the
whole vessel. Rim diameter is 20 cm., body
height is 4 cm., and vessel wall thickness is 4
mm.
Base and Supports: The actual support for
Form 1 was not observed, but f rom the at
tachment scar on the bottom of the vessel it
can be said that at least the top part was solid.
The base is flat. Form 2 has hollow legs but
the complete support has not been observed.
Form 3 has a round bottom.
Decoration: one.
Colors: Exterior and interior surfaces are the
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same light brown (7.5YR 6/4), and the paste
and core are the same very dark gray (2.5Y
3/0).
Firing: Surfaces were oxidized but the paste
and core were not.
Paste: Paste is medium-fine with an occasion
al large inclusion of shell. It is vveak and
breaks easily under hand pressure.
Temper: Medium-coarse quartz sand and a
small amount of finely crushed shell are used
as temper. Temper distribution is 9-16 per
cent.
SU1face Finish: The surfaces are rough and
feel unfinished. No slip is noted.
Comparison: o comparative data.
Caracol Modelled: Caracol Variety

This type is similar to Faso Fine except for
modelling and incising.
Form: Patajo or shoe-shape vessel (Fig. 45,
p), the only one found at the site. Rim diam
eter is 7.8 cm. and neck height is 1.5 cm. The
body is elongated to 14 cm.; it is 10 cm. wide,
and 8.5 cm. high. Vessel wall thickness is un
known.
Base and Supports: The vessel has a round
bottom.
Decoration: The vessel has a feline face at the
pointed end which shows eyes, nose, and
snout in raised clay pinched from the vessel
wall. Feline whiskers are represented by in
cising. Details of the mouth are broken away.
Colors: Exterior and interior surfaces are the
same light brown (7.5YR 6/4) and the paste
and core are the same very dark gray (2.5Y
3/0).
Firing: Surfaces were oxidhed, but the paste
and core were not.
Paste: Paste is medium-fine with an occasion
al large inclusion of shell. It is weak and
breaks easily under hand pressure.
Temper: Medium-coarse quartz sand and a
small amount of finely crushed shell were
used as temper. Temper distribution is 9-16
percent.
SU?face F-in-ish: The surfaces are rough and
feel unfinished. No slip is noted.
Comparison: See Dixon (1963), who presents
the major New \,Vorld occurrences of the shoe
pot.

Pozos Fine: Pozos Variety

This type is rare at Aguacatal but distinc
tive because of its white surface, hard, dense
paste, and grooved bands on the rim.
Form: Outcurving-wall bowl (Fig. 45, q-s).
Rim diameter ranges from 18 to 27 cm. and
wall thickness from 7 to 9 mm.
Base and Supports: Not observed.
Decoration: The vessels have horizontal
striation marks on the exterior surface as if a
rough comb-like object was dragged across
the surface.
Colors: Both surfaces are light gray (lOYR
8/2); the paste is the same color, but the core
is black (2.5Y 2/0).
Firing: Oxidation took place only on the sur
face and penetrated 2 to 3 mm. into the paste.
The vessel core is completely unaffected by
oxidation.
Paste: The paste is very fine with no foreign
inclusions of any kind. There are numerous
gas pockets throughout, but otherwise the
paste is very dense and strong.
Temper: None.
Swface Finish: The surfaces are smooth but
feel slightly rough, probably because of ero
sion. The sherds in this sample are not
slipped.
Comparison: No comparative data.
FINE ORANGE

wARE

(Table 18)

In addition to other members of this ware
that have already been described (pp. 85-86),
Aguacatal Orange, Boca Nueva Incised, and
Estrecho Composite-dark are newly recog
nized type members. All of these types com
prise the Aguacatal Ceramic Group and are
being descriptively introduced for the first
time. Thus far, the Aguacatal Ceramic Group
has only been recognized at the site of Agua
catal, but it is suspected that its types will be
found at least at other nearby sites.
Aguacatal Orange: Aguacatal Variety

This type is set apart by its orange exterior
surface, reddish gray interior surface, and
vessel forms.

Forms:

l. Restricted bowl (Fig. 46, g, l, n, q).
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Rim diameter ranges from 16 to 38 cm. and
vessel wall thickness ranges from 3 to 7 mm.
Average wall thickness is between 3 and 5
mm.
2. Tecomate (Fig. 46,f, m). Rim diameter
ranges from 30 to 44 cm. and vessel wall thick
ness ranges from 4 to 8 mm.
3. Unrestricted bowl (Figs. 45, v, x-z; 46,

o, r). Rim diameter ranges from 13 to 23 cm.
and vessel wall thickness from 3 to 6 mm.
Usual wall thickness is 3-4 mm.
Base and Supports: Not observed.
Decoration: None.
Colors: The interior surface is gray (lOY 6/1,
2.5Y 5/0, lOYR 5/1) or pinkish gray (5YR
6/2). Distribution of both colors is nearly
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Figure 46. ESTRECHO COMPOSITE-DARK: EsTRECHO VARIETY, BOCA NuEVA INCISED: BOCA VARIETY,
AGUACATAL ORANGE: AGUACATAL VARIETY, AND SJLHO ORANGE: S1LHO VARIETY
Estrecho Composite-dark: Estrecho Variety, 11-b, p: unrestricted bowl; cl: restricted bowl. Boca Nueva
Incised: Boca Variety, c: ring base; e: restricted bowl; h-k: unrestricted bowl; u: jar. Aguacatal Orange:
Aguacatal Variety, g, l, 11, q: restricted bowl; J, m.: tecomate; o, r: unrestricted bowl; s, t, u: jar. Silha Orange:
Silha Variety, w: round-side bowl; x: round-side trumpet-foot bowl; y: deep tripod bowl.
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equal. The exterior surface is consistently red
dish yellow (5YR 6/6), light red (2.5YR 6/8,
6/6), and light reddish brown (2.5YR 6/4).
An overwhelming majority of bowl sherds
vvere found to have the reddish yellow color.
Paste and core are the same very dark gray
(2.5Y 4/0, 3/0). Slip color is red (7.5R 5/6,
4/4, 4/6; lOR 4/4, 5/4, 5/6).
Firing: The exterior surface is fully oxidized,
but the interior surface is unoxidized. The
vessel did not undergo two separate firings
but was subjected to two conditions of firing
at the same time. Bowls may have been
turned upside down or filled with ash in right
side-up position during the firing process.
This would permit the exterior surface to be
oxidized and at the same time reduce the
amount of oxygen reaching the interior sur
face.
Paste: The paste is temperless, dense and
strong, made of fine clay that is virtually lack
ing any inclusion of foreign material.
Vessel Forming Techniques: Unknown.
Swface Finish: Some of the bowl sherds are
chalky due to weathering, but most are not.
The bowls show burnish marks made before
slipping on the exterior surface. Red slip is
found only on the exterior surface and is
lightly polished. An unpigmented slip, which
fires to gray and sometimes pinkish gray, is
found on the interior surface.
Comparison: No comparative data.
Boca Nueva Incised: Boca Variety

This type is the same as Aguacatal Orange
except for surface treatment, presence of the
ring base, and lack of a tecomate form.
Decoration: Exterior surface is pre-firing in
cised in geometric (Fig. 46, e, h-j, u) or curvi
linear (Fig. 46, k) designs. Crosshatching is
the most common design element.
Estrecho Composite-dark: Estrecho Variety

This type is the same as Aguacatal Orange
except for surface treatment, presence of the
ring base, and lack of a tecomate form (Figs.
45, t-u, w, aa; 46, a-b, cl, p).
Decoration and Colors: Over the orange
paste the vessels are slipped red on the ex
terior surface from the lip down· to 3 to 4 cm.
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above the base. Below the red-slipped area
the vessel exterior has been subjected to a re
ducing atmosphere causing the surface to be
dark reddish gray (lOR 3/1) or dark gray
(2.5Y 4/6). Sometimes red slip is found over
the reduced area which gives it a dark reddish
gray or pinkish gray (5YR 6/2) color. Vessel
interior is gray (7.5YR 5/0), pinkish gray, or
light reddish brown (5YR 6/3).
Firing: The vessels were subjected to two
conditions of firing at the same time. The
upper two-thirds of the exterior surface was
fully oxidized while the remainder was re
duced. It is supposed that the vessels were
set upright during firing, had the interior
filled with ash, and had ash heaped up around
the lower one-third of the exterior. The re
sult of this firing was that described above
which constitutes a decorative pattern.
Silho Orange: Silho Variety

Silho Orange is closely related to Balandn
Orange although Brainerd (1941) places it
after the latter in time. This is a temperless
paste type of Fine Orange Ware, fine textured,
with paste, core, and surfaces roughly the
same color; however, it is usually thicker than
Balanc{m Orange. A total of twenty-eight
sherds and four whole or reconstructable ves
sels constitute the entire Silho Orange collec
tion. All of the whole vessels were purchased
from local inhabitants of Aguacatal who could
not furnish a good provenience for any of
them. It is believed, however, that these ves
sels came from the site and represent Silho
Orange as found at Aguacatal and vicinity.
Forms:
1. Deep bowl with tripod supports (Fig.
46, y). Rim diameter of a single example is
17 cm., total vessel height is 9 cm., and wall
thickness is 3 111·111.
2. Round-side bowl (Fig. 46, w). Rim di
ameter ranges from 17 to 24 cm. and wall
thickness is from 3 to 6 mm.
3. Round-side trumpet-foot bowl (Fig.
46, x). Rim diameter of a single example is
15 cm., trumpet-foot base is 11 cm. in diam
eter, and wall thickness is 5 mm.
4. Basal-break bowl (Fig. 47, d-e). Rim
diameter of a single example is 25 cm., body
height is 5 cm., total vessel height is 7.5 cm.,
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and vvall thickness is 6 mm.
5. Vase (Fig. 47, b, j). Rim diameter of a
single measurable example is 9 cm., body
height is 13 cm., total vessel height is 18 cm.,
and wall thickness is 6 mm.
6. Jar (Fig. 47, c). Dimensions are un
known.
Base and Supports: Supports of Forms 1 and
4 are of the cascabel type with rectangular
vents. Round cascabel supports have also
been found (Fig. 47, a). Forms 3 and 5 have a

//

hollow trumpet support which is 4 cm. high
and 10 to 11 cm. in diameter at the base. The
bottom of the support on Form 5 displays four
equally spaced notches which have been cut
after firing.
Decoration: Silho jars show panel painting,
incising, and grooving, and sometimes a com
bination of all three techniques. Nearly all of
the sherds of Form 1 show some decoration by
grooving, panel painting, or incising. 1one of
the examples of Form 1 is complete to an ex-
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Figure 47. S1LHO ORANGE: S1LHO VARIETY AND MATILLAS ORANGE: l\llATILLAS VARIETY
Silho Orange: Silho Variety, a: cascabel support; b, J: pyriform vase; c: jar; d-e: basal-break bowl. Matillas
Orange: Matillas Variety, g-m: outcurving-rim bowl.
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tent that the design elements can be adequate
ly described. Form 4 has concentric incised
lines on the exterior surface which enclose
groups of vertical lines alternating with cur
liques (Fig. 47, e). Form 5 has carved panels
of abstract designs and human figures (Fig.
47, b,f).
Colors: Both exterior and interior surfaces are
reddish yellow (5YR 6/6). The paste and core
are the same color. A minor exception to the
latter is noted, with 11 percent of the sherds
showing a gray (2.5Y 5/0) streak in the core.
Slip is red (7.5R 4/6, 4/8; 2.5YR 5/6) or white
(2.5Y 8/0).
Firing: Firing produced a completely oxi
dized vessel with minor exceptions.
Paste: The paste is fine textured and has no
inclusions of any kind. It is dense and strong.
When tossed onto a sherd pile the sherds
make a distinct ringing sound not duplicated
by any other type of pottery.
Vessel Fanning Techniques: The excellent
symmetry of the vessels suggests the use of a
turning device such as a lwbal (a small round
top table turned by the feet).
Swface Finish: The vessels are smooth and
finely finished even without a slip. The
slipped vessels are slipped on both surfaces
but are not polished. The use of white slip is
not well understood because the slip is thin
and difficult to see; it is only found as a trace
and it may be a wash.
Comparison: For Form 1 see comparable
examples given by Brainerd (1941, Pl. II, c)
and Smith (1958, Fig. 4, b). For Forms 2, 3,
4, and 6 there are no comparative data. For
Form 5 see examples shown by Brainerd
(1941, Pls. I, e; II, d) and Smith (1958, Fig. 3,

d).

PLANT ACI6N CERAMIC COMPLEX
The Plantaci6n Ceramic Complex repre
sents the Late Postclassic period at Aguacatal.
An early facet, represented by Matillas
Orange: Matillas Variety, and a late facet,
represented by Cunduacan Orange: Cundua
can Variety, Fine Orange Ware, are noted
(Table 19).
This ceramic complex has been established
through comparative studies (mainly with
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Berlin 1956) and not by stratigraphic se
quences at the site. The upper 100 cm. of the
site are badly mixed and sequencing by strati
graphy has not been possible. It is known that
several other wares are present in the final
phase at Aguacatal but at present these have
not been clearly discerned. It will be noted
that the high percentage of sherds we were
not able to classify other than by listing them
under unnamed categories (Appendix A), is a
reflection of the doubtful positon of this mate
rial, much of which, it is supposed, would be
contemporary with Matillas and Cunduac{m
Orange. Therefore, the Plantaci6n Ceramic
Complex appears to be sparsely represented,
when in reality this is not the case. It is hoped
that future work will reveal the true nature
of this complex.

Matillas Orange: Matillas Variety
Matillas Orange is that pottery previously
called "V" Fine Orange by Berlin (1956: 135),
and redesignated Matillas Orange by Smith
(in Gifford 1961: 14). It is a "Protohistoric"
Mesoamerican Fine Orange Ware type ac
cording to Berlin (1956: 141) but it is called
Late Postclassic in this report. It is made of
fine, temperless paste. Matillas Orange is
found on the Campeche and Tabasco coasts
and it is also associated with the major occu
pation of Mayapc'in (Smith 1958: 157). It is
found in fair abundance at Aguacatal in the
uppermost levels.
Berlin (1956) established two vessel forms
of Matillas Orange in Tabasco but only one of
•
those is reported here. Several new forms
were found at Aguacatal, however.

Forms:

1. Outcurving-rim bowl (Figs. 47, g-m;
48, a-j). Rim diameter ranges from 15 to 30
cm., average 23.6 cm.; body height ranges
from 5 to 8 cm., total vessel height ranges from
10 to 12.5 cm., and wall thickness ranges from
4 to 8 mm., average 6 mm.
2. Outcurving-rim dish (Fig. 48, g-i).
Rim diameters range from 17 to 27 cm., body
height ranges from 3 to 6 cm., total vessel
height ranges from 5 to 8.2 cm., and wall
thickness is 5.8 mm.
3. Lateral-flange bowl (Fig. 49, a-d). Rim
diameter of a measurable example is 29 cm.,
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body height is 7 cm., total vessel height is 10
cm., and wall thickness is 6 mm.
4. Basal-flange bowl (Fig. 49, e). Rim di
ameter of a single example is 21 cm. and the
wall thickness is 8 mm.
5. Deep bowl (Fig. 49, f-h). Rim diam
eter ranges from 22 to 32 cm., body height
ranges from 5 to 10 cm., total vessel height on
a footed vessel is estimated to be 13 cm., and
wall thickness is 6 to 7 mm.

6. Flat-bottom dish (Fig. 49, i-j). Rim
diameters for two vessels are 20 and 24 cm.,
vessel height is 3 cm., and wall thickness is 5
to 6 mm.
7. Basal-break bowl (Fig. 49, k). Rim
diameter of a single example is. 36 cm. and
wall thickness is 8 mm.
8. Round-side bowl (Fig. 49, l). Rim di
ameter of a single example is 36 cm. and wall
thickness is 8 mm.
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Figure 48. i'VIATILLAS ORANGE: MATILLAS VARIETY

a-J: outcurving-rim bowl; g-i: outcurving-rim dish.
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9. Outcurving-rim bowl with an exterior
folded rim (Fig. 49, m). Rim diameter of a
single example is 23 cm. and wall thickness
is 6 mm.
10. Straight-side bowl (Fig. 49, n). Dimen
sions are unknown.
11. Flaring-rim jar (Figs. 49, o-q; 50, a-j).
Rim diameter ranges from 13 to 27 cm., throat
diameter from 7 to 12 cm., neck height from 11
to 17 cm., total vessel height from 26 to 60 cm.,
body diameter from 22 to 45 cm., body height

from 15 to 43 cm., and wall thickness from 6
to 10 mm.
12. Jar with varied rims (Fig. 50, g-lc).
Dimensions are unknown.
Base and Supports: Supports for Forms 1 and
2 are hollow cascabel of the plain or the effigy
type. Effigies are human faces (Fig. 50, m-n)
or serpent heads (Fig. 51, a-g). A solid sup
port is noted (Fig. 50, l).
Supports for Form 3 are hollow, but it is
not known whether they were plain or
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Figure 49. iVIATILLAS ORANGE: i\lATILLAS VARIETY
a-cl: lateral-flange bowl; e: basal-flange bowl; f-h: deep bowl; i-J: flat-bottom dish; k: b,1sal-break bowl; I:
round-side bowl; m: outcurving-rim bowl with exterior folded-rim; 11: straight-side bowl; o-q: jar.
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effigy. The same may be said for Form 5.
The base and support type for Forms 4, 7-10,
and 12 are unknown. Form 6 has a flat base,
and Form 11 has a conical or flat base. The
conical base on the jar illustrated in Figure
50, e, was designed to rest on dirt or sand that
could be hollowed out to receive it. The ves
sel also has suspension handles, but it seems
that these are too lightly constructed to sup
port the vessel if it were full of water. It is
estimated that the jar could hold 42.2 liters of
water, which would weigh approximately 70

11

kg. The handles would be useful in tilting
the jar to empty it.
The jar illustrated in Figure 50, f, has a
flat base which was designed to support the
vessel in a stable positon. This vessel has
heavy suspension handles and is a small con
tainer. The handles probably could easily
support the vessel when full of water. Also,
this jar is small enough to have been used for
carrying water.
Suspension handles are of two kinds, plain
horizontal and effigy vertical (Fig. 51,j-n).
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Figure 50. MATILLAS ORANGE: MATILLAS VARIETY
a-J: flaring-rim jar (e )\ scale); g-k: jar with varied rims; I: solid support; m-11: human effigy support.
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Decoration: Forms 1-2, 4, and 6-11 do not
have any decorative features. Form 3 has in
cised abstract design panels on the interior
or exterior surfaces but not on both. A scal
loped lateral flange on Form 3 may also be
considered a decorative feature.
Form 5 has an incised abstract design on
the exterior of the vessel in combination with
red slip. Form 12 has a geometric incised de
sign on the exterior rim.
Colors: Both surfaces are the same reddish
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yellow (5YR 6/6) or red (2.5YR 6/6, 6/8).
Paste and core are the same gray (2.5Y 5/0),
dark gray (2.5Y 4/0), or very dark gray (2.5Y
3/0). Slip is red (7.5R 4/6, lOR 4/6) or weak
red (lOR 4/4, 5/4).
Firing: A controlled firing situation prevailed
to produce oxidized surfaces and unoxidized
paste and core.
Paste: Paste is fine textured with no foreign
inclusions. The paste is temperless, has num
erous gas pockets throughout, and is dense
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Figure 51. MATILLAS ORANGE: l\llATILLAS VARIETY
a-g: effigy support; h: exterior-incised body sherd; i: interior-incised body''sherd; J-111: suspension handle;
11: effigy suspension handle on large jar ()f scale); o-p: spout; q-s: figurine.
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and strong. The sherds produce a definite
ring when struck.
Vessel Fanning Techniques: The vessels are
symmetrical and occasionally have horizontal
striations on the surfaces. Foot supports were
made separately and then modelled to the ves
sel much like an applique. The feet are be
lieved to have been mold-made.
Su·,face Finish: Both surfaces are smooth and

well finished. Slipped surfaces are lightly
polished. Slipping shows up on 14 percent of
tl1P sherds and occurs on both surfaces.

Comparison: For Forms 1, 2, and 3 see Berlin
(1956, Fig. 5, nnn). There are no comparative
data for other forms.
Cunduacan Orange: Cunduacan Variety

Berlin (1956: 135) originally described and
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Figure 52. i\llATILLAS ORANGE: l\lATILLAS VARIETY, CuNDUACAN ORA,'IGE: CuNDUACAN VARIETY,
AND UNCLASSIFIED CERAi\flC MATERIAL
Matillas Orange: Matillas Variety, a-b: figurine. Cunduac,1n Orange: Cunduacan Variety, c: incense burner;
d-J: miniature vase; g-i: basal-flange bowl. Matillas Orange: Matillas Variety, j: bead. Unclassified Ceramic
Material, k: bead; l: palette; m: fish effigy(?); 11: hollow hand from large figurine; o-o: net sinker(?).

UN AMED CERAMICS AND CERAMIC OBJECTS

named this Fine Orange Ware type "U"
Fine Orange. Later Smith (in Gifford 1961:
11) gave it the name Cuncluacan. According
to Berlin this is the most recent kind of Fine
Orange Ware made and was used up to the
eve of the Spanish Conquest. It is much the
same as Matillas except that tripo<l vessels
have solid slab feet, lack the incised decora
tion so prevalent on Matillas vessels (except
in a single example), and the type includes
miniature vases and incense burners. The
Cunduacan vessels at Aguacatal are easily
distinguished by their brown color instead of
reel or orange.
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of Form 2 is slipped on the exterior surface.
Comparison: For Form 1 see examples shown
by Berlin (1956, Fig. 6, i-j). For Form 2 see
another example given by Berlin (1956, Fig.
11, e). For Form 3 there are no comparative
data.

UNNAMED CERAMIC ASSEMBLAGE

This category consists of pieces of pottery
that probably represent sherds from all of the
known complexes but about which positive
identification, even as to ceramic group, is in
doubt. A gross breakdown of these materials
into sand-tempered, calcite-tempered, temper
Forms:
less, and fine gray classes may be justified on
l. Basal-flange bowl (Fig. 52, g-i). Rims the basis of imported materials (calcite tem
range in diameter from 25 to 33 cm., body per), imported finished products (calciteheight ranges from 4 to 5 cm., total vessel tempered-paste vessels), local materials (sand
height of a single example is 8.5 cm., and vvall temper), and locally made products (sand
thickness ranges from 4 to 7 mm.
tempered and perhaps temperless-paste ves
2. Miniature vase (Fig. 52, d-j). Rim di sels).
ameters range from 2.7 to 3.5 cm., total vessel
The category of Unknown Ceramics (see
height ranges from 5 to 7.5 cm., and wall Tabulation Charts in Appendix A and par
thickness is from 2 to 6 mm.
ticularly Table 63) is used as a catch-all de
3. Incense burner (Fig. 52, c). dimen vice to present simply sherds that did not
lend themselves to positive identification but
sions are unknown.
Base and Supports: Form 1 has stepped slab did fit into some gross category. This mass of
supports. Form 2 has a miniature trumpet 4,338 sherds is in storage at Brigham Young
University and is available for further study.
foot.

Decoration: One example of Form 1 (Fig. 52,

i) has incised lines on the interior surface.
Colors: Both surfaces are the same pale
brown (l0YR 6/3). This color varies to a near
red at several points on one vessel, but pale
brown is the color most represefltative of the
sample. Slip on Form 1 is the same color as
the surfaces and is non-pigmented. Slip on
Form 2 is red (lOR 4/6). Paste and core color
are the same very dark gray (2.5Y 3/0).
Firing: Surfaces were oxidized but paste and
core were not, reflecting a controlled firing
situation.
Vessel Fanning Techniques: The stepped
slab supports were modelled to the bottom of
the vessel. Form 2 is very crudely made and
suggests child's play.

Swface Finish: Form 1 is smooth and slipped
on the interior surface, but unslippecl on the
exterior surface. Slip is unpolished. Surfaces
are now weathered and chalky. One example

MISCELLANEOUS CERAMIC OBJECTS
Figurines
One whole figurine was purchased from
local inhabitants and pieces of four others
were found in the excavations. Several figur
ines were also observed in the houses of local
inhabitants, who said they had dug them up
from the mounds of the site. In the museum
at Ciuclacl de] Carmen several figurines are on
display which reputedly came from nearby
sites including those located on the Xicalango
Peninsula.
All of the figurines are made in the �Ia
tillas tradition, i.e., Fine Orange \,Vare with
a black core and chalky surface. The figur
ines appear in zoological (Figs. 51, q [mon
key?]; 52, b [deer]) and human (Figs.
51, s; 52, a) forms. Figure 52, a, shows a female
figurine with filed teeth, possible ornaments
on the wrist, and the hands placed around
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the navel or sex organ. It appears to be mold
made; it has an oval base with a flat bottom
for stability, pellets inside, three sound holes
(two on the back and one on the bottom), and
is slipped with a light reel clay.
Figure 51, s, shows a modelled human
head also made in the i\tlatillas tradition.
This head was made by modelling a lump of
clay into the basic features around the index
or middle finger (finger mold is still present).
A head band and earspool were added as
appliques. See Berlin 1956 (Fig. 9) for similar
examples.
Other Ceramic Objects

A few clay beads (Fig. 52, J-k) were found
which were made by modelling clay around
a small stick.
A clay palette (Fig. 52, l) was found which
had been used for preparing pigments. The
palette is worn in the center of one side and
still has a trace of reel pigment irnbedded in
the worn surface.
Tools are numerous (740 found in the ex
cavcltions) and consist of sherds which have
been modified by grinding down one or all
edges. These are made exclusively of Early
and Late Classic sherds. Although found in
considerable numbers, no tools were made
from Late Preclassic sherds. The harder and
more durable Classic period sherds were
preferred. For instance, there are no tools
made from Chultl'.111 Plain: Chultl'.111 Variety
because of the weakness of this pottery.
One cannot help but notice the distribu
tion of tools in relation to cement floors or
other cement works. Pit A-8 has an abun-

dance of tools (95) in Levels II-IV, which in
clude cement floors. Trench B-6 has tools (23)
at a level where a cement floor is found. In
Trench C-4 a large number of tools (282)
were found with cement floors and a sculp
tured cement altar. Trench D produced some
tools (34) in Levels I and II, a few (5) in
Levels III and IV, but a larger number (64) in
!
Levels \ -VII where several cement pave
ments are found. Several of the above tools
have cement adhering to their surface indicat
ing contact with wet cement after the tools
were made.
Net sinkers (?) were also made from sherds
(Fig. 52, o-v). These were notched on the
ends to facilitate tying to a net. The sinkers
weigh from 1.5 to 99 grams with an average of
15 grams. It is known from the remains of
fish bones and deep-water shellfish shells
found throughout the site that fishing must
have been important to the people of Agua
catal, and of course it follows that fishing gear
is an expected item.
Clay balls were found (56). They are not
uniform in size. Most are 2.3 to 2.6 cm. in
diameter; a few range up to 4 cm. and down
to 1.7 cm. in diameter. These may be sling
balls.
A single sherd (Late Classic, not illus
trated) has textile impression on the exterior
surface at the juncture of the vessel wall and
the base. The impression shows a finely
woven fabric of over and under technique
with five woven units per centimeter (linear
measurement). The sherd was found in
Trench C-4, Level III, in association with the
sculptured cement altar.

CERAMIC COMPLEXES
DEFINITION OF CERAMIC COMPLEXES

TEMPORAL UNITS
A ceramic complex at Aguacatal consists
of all of the ceramic groups that are knovvn to
occur in a single archaeological phase (see
p. 22 for a definition of ceramic complex).
Since a phase is defined entirely by the
ceramic complex, the word "phase" is used to
refer to the time period in which a ceramic
complex existed. Tables 33-44 show the
ceramic complex distribution for each excava
tion.

THE PINZON CERAMIC COMPLEX

Evidence for the earliest occurrence of
pottery at Aguacatal is found in Pit A-8. Here
ceramic types that are Chicanel-like in gen
eral appearance, now constituting the Xical
ango and Polvoxal ceramic groups (Ceramic
Groups 1 and 2 on Tables 21-32), were
found in the top of what appeared to he
a natural sand deposit (see Figure 7, 350
cm. level). Probing into the sand immediately
below the location of the pottery revealed
nothing in the way of cultural materials and
it is assumed that sterile sand was encount
ered. A radiocarbon age determination was
obtained from small twigs that were found in
the same level as the pottery. The age ob
tained (p. 117) is the earliest known for occu
pation at Aguacatal and serves to mark what
is thought to be the approximate beginning of
the Late Preclassic period at the site.
0

Ceramics composing complexes were
ordered temporally mainly on the basis of
comparative data from sites located outside of
Campeche. By comparing published descrip
tions and illustrations of ceramics known to
be representative of certain archaeological
periods from sites in nearby Tabasco, Yucatc'in,
the U sumacinta drainage, the Central Depres
sion of Chiapas, the Peten, and British Hon
duras, the author was able to establish the
basic ceramic sequence at Aguacatal. This ap
proach was supplemented by bringing in
stratigraphic evidence, radiocarbon age de
terminations, and frequency distribution of
some ceramic types that are, thus far, unique
at Aguacatal.
Those ceramic types that are related be
cause they share certain technological attri
butes, in addition to those that define the
ware category in which they are placed, form
ceramic groups (see p. 22 for a discussion of
the ceramic group). Also, a ceramic group
represents all of the ceramic types categorized
under a particular ware known to exist within
a specific time period. Ceramic groups for
the Aguacatal ceramic collection are noted in
Table 1.

Xicalango and Polvoxal ceramic groups
were <:llso found in the lowest levels of Pit 1,
Jil6n de! Sur (Table 31), and Trenches
A-5 (Table 22) and E-3-1 (Table 29). These
ceramic groups can only be assigned to the
Late Preclassic period in the Lowland Maya
region.

Aguada and Cenote ceramic groups were
found in good associations with Xicalango and
Polvoxal ceramic groups in Trench E-3-1 and
in Pit A-8. Aguada and Cenote ceramic
groups are roughly comparable to Formative
ceramic types illustrated by Brainerd from
Yucat{m sites. Tables 20 and 29 show the
frequency and distribution of "unclassified"
sherds which are found only in Trench E-3-1.
This category of ceramics was found in a good
Late Preclassic context and presumably be
In order to facilitate analysis ceramic longs to that period. Proper classification of
groups have been assigned numbers (Table the sherds has not been possible because of
20; this table also shows frequency of oc their poor state of preservation and inability
currence of each ceramic type) and are placed of the classifier to relate these pieces to other
within cultural periods shown in Tables 21-32 . ceramic types found at Aguacatal or to those
These tables represent all major excavation
units at Aguacatal and show the frequency of
•These tables do not show percentages in propor
occurrence in percent of ceramic groups hy tion below 10 percent. For actual numt0rical counts of'
excavation level.
sherds for each ceramic complex see Appt•ndix A.
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°Coch· numbl,rs in tht-' lefl-hand column, n•prt'St-'nting Ct'rami<: groups, correspond with thost• numht-'rs found on Tablt'S 21-32.
Pt•rct•ntagt•s that follow in thost· ta bles \\'t-'n-- · calculatt>d from tht• numbns of sherds prest
..nft,d hen,.

found at other sites. The unclassified mate
rial has been inc:luded in the tables to show
that the Late Preclassic period is in reality
strongly represented in Trench E-3-1.
The Xicalango, Polvoxal, Aguada, and
Cenote ceramic groups constitute the Pinzon
Ceramic Complex and represent all of the
identifiable pottery occurring in the Late
Preclassic period at Aguacatal.
Tables 22 and 23, representing Trench A-5
and Pit A-8 respectively, show the distribution
of the Xicalango and Polvoxal Ceramic
Groups from the lowest to the highest levels.
The greatest frequency of the Xicalango Cer
amic Group is found in the lowest levels of
both excavations with diminishing frequencies
occurring in upper levels. Continuation of a
ceramic group in lesser frequencies in later
occupation levels is an expected phenomenon.
Reoccupation of a site usually includes human
activities that disturb older occupation mate
rials.
THE TARPON CERAMIC COMPLEX

The Tarpon Ceramic Complex is estab-

lished tentatively by a few sherds that were
not found 'in s'itu but were noted only in un
known contexts. This complex has been
omitted, therefore, from Tables 21-32, but is
discussed later.
THE PENINSULA CERAMIC COMPLEX

In Pit A-8 (Table 23) the Late Preclassic
period ceramic groups are exceeded in num
ber by later ceramic groups (Ceramic Groups
6-9). In Level VII (300-350 cm.) 56 percent
of the ceramic groups are of the Late Pre
classic period, in Level VI (300-250 cm.), 41
percent, in Level V (200-250 cm.), 25 percent,
and in Level IV (150-200 cm.), 11 percent.
In Level VI, pottery groups comparable to
those of the Early Classic period found in the
Peten and along the Usumacinta drainage
comprise 42 percent of the total. These later.
groups are most frequently encountered in
Levels VI-II.
Pit JA-1 and Trench B-6 (Tables 30, 25)
both show high frequencies of the same Early
Classic period ceramic groups noted in Pit
A-8, hut they occur as the earli'est dominant
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Table 24. DISTRIBUTION OF CERAMIC GROUPS, TRENCH B
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Table 30. DISTRIBUTION OF CERAMIC GROUPS, PIT JA-1
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Table 32. DISTRIBUTION OF CERAMIC GROUPS, TRENCHES AT
CuYEROS DEL PuERTO Rico
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Table 35. CERAMIC COMPLEX
DISTRIBUTIO , TRENCH A

Table 34. CERAMIC COMPLEX
DISTRIBUTION, TRENCH A-5

Table 33. CERAMIC C01v1PLEX
DISTRIBUTION, PIT A-8
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Table 38. CERAMIC COMPLEX
DISTRIBUTION, TRENCH B
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Table 41. CERAMIC COMPLEX
DISTRIBUTION, TRENCH C-4

Table 40. CERA�1IC COMPLEX
DISTRIBUTION, TRENCH D

Table 39. CERAMIC COMPLEX
DISTRIBUTION, TRENCH E-3-1
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CERA IIC COMPLEX SUMMARIES

ceramic manifestation. Level VI, Pit JA-1, is
dated by radiocarbon means (p. 118) to near
the beginning of the Early Classic period,
which · helps to confirm the assessment of
ceramics found there. The relative position
of Early Classic ceramics is substantiated by
the succession of ceramic groups noted in
Pit A-8, by the first major ceramic manifesta
tion in Pit JA-1 and in Trench B-6, and by the
succession of new ceramic groups in these
same excavations. Ceramic Groups 6-9 of the
Early Classic period make up the Penfnsula
Ceramic Complex at Aguacatal.
THE CoNCHADA CERAMIC CoMPLEX

Succeeding the Early Classic_ period cer
amics in Pits A-8 (Level II) and JA-1 (Level
III) and in Trench B-6 (Level II), a different
tradition of pottery manufacture is noted
(Ceramic Groups 10-18, Tables 25, 32, 27).
The ceramic groups consist of types that are
easily compared with the Late Classic period
pottery in the Lovvland Maya area (see refer
ences pp. 66-86); they are found mainly in
Trenches A, B, C, D, C-4, and at Cuyeros
de] Puerto Rico. A radiocarbon age from
Level III (100-150 cm.) in Trench B-6 helps
to confirm the assignment of this pottery to
the Late Classic period ( p. 119).
The presence of twenty-two Balchacah
Smoothed: Balchacah Variety sherds (part of
Ceramic Group 12) in Level VII of Pit A-8 is
not understood. Excavators of Pit A-8 did not
record an intrusive pit or a disruption of
cement floors. Also, the same type shows up
in Level I of Trench E-3-1 as an intrusive ele
ment in association with chultuns in a Late
Preclassic context. Balchacah ceramic type
was established as a Late Classic manifesta
tion in Pit JA-1 where it was found above an
undisturbed Early Classic ceramic deposit.
Further excavation may help to explain the
distribution of the Balchacah ceramic type.
THE MANGLE CERA,VIIC COMPLEX

Ceramic Groups 19-22 occur mostly in the
top levels of the excavations and are thought
to succeed earlier ceramic types. Ceramic
Group 22 (Silho Orange type) is an Early
Postclassic period manifestation found in the
Lowland Maya area (Smith 1958) but it is
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weakly represented at Aguacatal.
Aguacatal Ceramic group (Ceramic Group
21) is thought to have been derived from the
Balancan ceramic type (Ceramic Group 18),
resulting in a carry-over of certain attributes
(Table 18). Ceramic Group 21 appears in its
greatest frequency in Pit A-8, Level I, where
as Ceramic Group 18 appears in Level II of
the same excavation unit.
Jil6n Ceramic Group (Ceramic Group 19)
is thought to have been derived from the Late
Classic Jil6n Ceramic Group (Ceramic Group
13), resulting in a carry-over of attributes
(compare Tables 15 and 16).
The association of Ceramic Groups 19-22
to form the Mangle Ceramic Complex is some
what strained, and the validity of this associa
tion rests with my "feel" for the Aguacatal
ceramic collection. The situation is compli
cated by the fact that the site has been used as
a tree plantation for some time, making read
able stratigraphy in the upper levels a rare
phenomenon. The absence of the Mangle
Ceramic Complex in some excavations that
show a concentration of Late Classic period
materials, and its presence in the Ciudadela
excavations, which also exhibit Late Post
classic materials, suggest that the complex is
properly placed in the Aguacatal historical
sequence.
Further excavation in an undisturbed area
of the site is required before more can be said
about the composition and relative position
of the Mangle Ceramic Complex.
THE PLANTACION CERAMIC COMPLEX

Ceramic Groups 23-24 (Matillas and Cun
duaCc'tn Orange types) are a manifestation in
nearby coastal Tabasco (Berlin 1956). These
ceramic groups also appear mostly in the top
levels of excavations and on the ground sur
face, suggesting their relatively recent use at
Aguacatal. Ceramic Groups 23 and 24 are the
only identifiable constituents of the Plantaci6n
Ceramic Complex.

CERAMIC COMPLEX SUMMARIES
The Pinzon Ceramic Complex is charac
terized by polished Laguna Red Ware which
is mostly found in low profile, wide-mouth
vessels. The wide-everted-rim dish is the
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most abundant form noted for this complex
(Figs. 23, a-t; 24, gg-nn; 25, e-g; 26, c-x; 27,
i-k). The top surface of the everted-rim ves
sels is often pre-slip grooved. Another domi
nant feature is the use of exterior labial and
lateral flanges which are outward extensions
of the vessel \-Vall (Figs. 23, u-x; 25, o-q; 26,
uu; 27, Z). Other vessel forms include the
globular jar with a flaring rim (Fig. 24, a-r),
straight-neck jar (Fig. 27, ii-ll), tecomate
(Figs. 23, tt -vv; 27, o), straight-side cone
shape bowl (Figs. 23, ii-jj; 25, h-n), basal
break bowl (Figs. 23, oo; 26, jj; 27, h), thick
ened-rim bowl (Figs. 23, ss; 24, oo; 27, f-g),
deep straight-side bowl, and flaring-rim bowl.
Other features are thick walls, rims thick
ened at the lip, simple geometric incised de
signs, button applique, calcite and sand tem
per, temperless paste, a singular graceful
ness of profile, and a polished red slip on both
the interior and exterior surfaces. The vessels
of this complex are simple in appearance
despite the presence of flanges and everted
rims. This simplicity is one of the fundament
al features of the early pottery found at Agua
catal.
Punta Gorda Unslipped ·ware of this early
period is confined to a rough-surface storage
jar decorated by raking on the exterior sur
face (Fig. 27, bb-ee) and a short-neck jar with
out exterior raking (Fig. 27, jf-hh). There is
also a white thin-slipped ware, found only as
a jar in this complex (Fig. 27, oo-qq).
The Protoclassic Tarpon Ceramic Complex
is tentatively represented by ten sherds, none
of which were found in known levels of the
excavations. Reference is made to possible
mammiform-support basal-flange bowls in
orange-polychrome (Fig. 28, i, m), and to com
posite black hemispherical bowls, and com
posite white bowls with incised triangular de
signs on the exterior surface (Fig. 28, g-h).
These vessel forms, mammiform supports, and
polychrome decoration are diagnostic attri
butes of Protoclassic period ceramics found at
other Mesoamerican sites.
The Peninsula Ceramic Complex is noted
in Pits A-8 and JA-1, and in Trench B-6 by the
introduction of Golfo Shell-tempered Ware.
This ware, along with certain polychrome
pottery types, represents the beginning of the

Early Classic period at Aguacatal. The com
plex is difficult to characterize because of the
considerable variety among ceramic units
present. It can be said, however, that slipped
pottery was the most popular, there being
only one type in the whole complex that is un
slippecl. A red slip is found on most of the
shell-tempered vessel forms and these are
largely utilitarian.
Golfo Shell-tempered
,vare appears in the following forms: thick
ened-rim restricted and unrestricted bowl
(Fig. 28, n-jj), coma! (Fig. 30, r-y), short-neck
jar (Figs. 30, z-bb; 32, i-J), beaded-rim jar
with incised geometric designs on the neck
(Figs. 31, z-gg; 32, a-e), cone-shape bowl
(Fig. 29, n-q), folded_:-rim tecomate (Figs. 29,
pp-ww; 30, a-o), and T-shape-rim bowl (Fig.
29, r-ee).
The polychrome types of Punzo and Estero
Red Wares are found in bowl and jar forms.
The bowls occur in basal-break form with or
without basal-flanges and sometimes exhibit
ring bases (Figs. 34, f-q; 35, a-f; 36, a-j).
Cascabel tripod supports are common and
one example suggests tetrapod supports (Fig.
34, w). Jars frequently have a ring base sup
port. The color scheme is about the same on
all vessels of this type-class: background
orange slip on the entire vessel, except the
interior of jars, a red band painted on the lip
which extends clown a short distance on the
interior and/or exterior surface, and brown or
black bands encircling the vessel below the
reel bands at junctures and/or outlining de
sign panels. The slipped and painted surfaces
are usually polished and the preservation is
such that it feels "waxy." Other examples are
badly eroded and show only a trace of pol
ished surface.
.tvlonochrome reel· types appear in shell
temper and red-paste pottery. The slipped
surface is polished to the same degree as in
some of the polychrome types. No decoration
is found on these monochrome types.
A considerable diversity of pottery is
found within the Conchacla Ceramic Com
plex. It includes unslipped types, a large
number of shell tempered type-varieties,
monochrome black, monochrome reel, bi
chrome, and polychrome type-varieties, and
Fine Orange vVare. Pantano and Corcho

CERAMIC COMPLEX SU 1MARIES

Unslipped \,Vares may be called utilitarian
and are found mostly in a jar form (Fig. 37,
a-p). Jars have medium-length necks and
flaring rims. Some exterior incising is noted.
Vessel stands made from rejected jar rims are
present (Fig. 37, q). Deep unrestricted bowls
with thickened rims are also noted (Fig. 39,
w-z). The spiked censer makes its first ap
pearance in this complex (Fig. 38, cw).
Golfo Shell-tempered Ware in the Con
chada Complex is a direct continuation of this
ware as it appeared in the Penfnsula phase.
For example, the thickened-rim bowls and
folded-rim tecomates noted in the Penfnsula
types of Golfo Shell-tempered Ware are the
same in the Conchada Complex except that
they are thinner and have flattened planes on
the rim (Figs. 38, bb-kk; 39, a-s).
Conchada Golfo Shell-tempered \i\Tare now
appears to include basal-break bowls reminis
cent of the Early Classic Maya polychrome
forms (Figs. 39, ee; 41, i, q). These forms did
not occur in the Penfnsula Golfo Shell-tem
pered Ware types. The basal-break bowl is
mostly found in Manantel Red, but many
examples are plain. Pottery of the latter kind
may be the result of erosion and may have
been originally slipped. This important ques
tion remains unanswered with regard to many
Golfo ·ware sherds. A plain orange double
slipped type (Tiestal Orange) is noted in this
same form which has a highly polished sur
face. Another double-slipped form duplicat
ing the Early Classic form is the shallow tri
pod (Arrozal Orange-polychrome) dish deco
rated in the three traditional colors of orange,
red, and black or brown (Fig. 41, t).
Panlac Pumice-tempered vVare is intro
duced in the Conchada Complex and is made
only in jar form (Figs. 42, cc-ll; 43, a-c). The
jars are large, short-neck, flaring-rim vvith
globular bodies, and are found in association
with chultuns. These jars appear in large
numbers at certain excavations (Trench E-3-1,
Pit JA-1) and not at all at other excavations.
Estero Red \i\Tare continues strongly in
flat-bottom bowls, jars, and rounded applique
decorated bowls (Fig. 43, i-J).
Bichrome is present but rare (Figs. 43, k;
44, a). Frequent is the typical Late Classic
double-slipped polychrome pottery. This is
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found in basal-flange tripod bowls with wfill
executed geometric and curvilinear designs in
orange, red and brown, or black (Fig. 44, c).
Balancc'm Ceramic Group, consisting of a
Late Classic Fine Orange Ware type, is also
found in the Conchada Complex at Aguacatal
but is rare. The forms include simple bowls
and gadrooned jars (Fig. 45, a-c). Incising
and painting are noted.
Chacal Fine-unslipped Ware is repre
sented by sand-temper and legged stand,
coma!, dish, shoe-pot, and deep bowl forms
(Fig. 45, n-s).
The Silho Ceramic group is rare at Agua
catal but nonetheless present in several of the
excavations. It is found in its well-known
forms of tripod cascabel-foot bowl (Figs. 46,
y; 47, a, e,), simple bowl (Fig. 46, x), tall-neck
jar (Fig. 47, c), and trumpet-foot bowl (Fig.
46, y); there are two examples of carved pyri
form vases (Fig. 47, b,f).
A new Fine Orange \1V are ceramic group
is noted for the Mangle Complex which ,ve
have called the Aguacatal Ceramic Group.
Thus far this ceramic group has only been
identified at the site of Aguacatal, but it is
suspected that it exists at other nearby sites.
The group is found in simple hemispherical
bowl (Fig. 45, t, v-z), restricted and unre
stricted bowl (Figs. 45, u; 46, a, q), tecomate
(Fig. 46, f, 1n), and short-neck jar forms (Fig.
46, s-u). Ring base and round-bottom bases
are present. The vessels are gray to reddish
gray on the interior surface and orange on the
exterior surface. Incising and painting in
geometric designs are also noted.
The Plantaci6n Ceramic Complex is a
Late Postclassic manifestation represented by
only the :-Iatillas and Cunduacan Ceramic
Groups. Other ceramic material found in
association with the l\latillas and Cunduacan
Ceramic Groups is not included in the Plan
taci6n Complex because the levels within
which they are found are badly mixed with
pottery from other complexes.
The l\ilatillas Ceramic Group is found in
all of the typical forms mentioned by Berlin
(1953) and Smith (1958). These Aguacatal
examples are orange on both surfaces, gener
ally unslipped, ternperless, and include the
jar (Fig. 50, a-f), tripod bowl (Fig. -!8, a-h)
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with cascabel effigy/plain feet, simple bowl
(Fig. 49, l), comal, lateral-flange bowl with
incised designs (Fig. -19, a-d), basal-flange
bowl (Fig. 49, e), basal-break bowl (Fig. 49,
k), and the flat-bottom dish (Fig. 49, i-j).
Figurines are noted (Figs. 51, q-s; 52, a-b).
Incising in geometric designs and painting are
present but rare.
The Cunduadn Ceramic Group is rare at
Aguacatal. Dull orange to brown tripod
bowls (Fig. 52, i) and plain miniature vases
(Fig. 52, d-j) are present. The tripod feet are
stepped slabs welded to the base of the ves
sel. Incising is noted on the interior surface
of a single vessel (Fig. 5
, 2, i).

CERAMIC COMPLEX DISTRIBUTION

Sur. This suggests that the Late Preclassic
settlement was concentrated in Group E,
specifically at Mound 3, and in the plaza area
of the Ciudadela, where these excavations are
located. All other excavations except Cuyeros
del Puerto Rico show lesser amounts; this then
suggests that Late Preclassic activity was
fairly wide-spread over the site but the only
areas of known occupation are those indicated
above.
Tables 34, 33, 39, and 43 show the distribu
tion of ceramic complexes by level for excava
tions A-5, A-8, E-3-1, and Jilon del Sur re
spectively. The Pinzon Complex in these ex
cavations is strongly present in the lmv
, est
levels and diminishes in the upper levels as
other complexes replace it.

Tables -15-49 show the percentage of cer
amic complexes for each excavation calculated
for all of the complexes present in each level
indicated.
It can be seen from Table 45 that the
Pinzon Ceramic Complex is best represented
in excavations A-5, A-8, E-3-1, and Jilon del

The Peninsula Ceramic Complex is most
strongly representedin Pit JA-1,located on the
Jilon de] Aguacate, and in Pit A-8 and Trench
B-6, both located at the Ciudadela (Tables
46, 44, 33, 37). Approximately 55 percent of
all of the Peninsula phase pottery from the
site was found in Pit JA-1, suggesting an in-

Table 45. PERCENTAGES FOR PINZON CERAMIC COMPLEX AT EACH EXCAVATION LEVEL
CALCULATED FROM ALL OF THE COMPLEXES PRESENT AT THAT LEVELi
Excavations
Levels
I
II

III

IV
V
VI
VII

A
0
0
-1
0
0

sot

A-5
21
26
36
65
87
80

A-8
8
5
30

11

25
41
56

B
-1
3
2
-1
0
6

sot

B-6
2
-1
2
3
0
0
0

C
0
2
-1
0
1
0

C-4
1
2
4
0

D
-1
-1
0
0
0
0
0

E-3
39
49

JA-1
1
-1
-1
-1
-1
0

JDS
0
4
76
98
100

CDPR
0
0
0
0
0
0

•Data missing.
t 1 sherd.
t Rounding percentages follows Freeman (1965) for Tables 45-49.

Table 46. PERCENTAGES FOR PENINSULA CERAMIC COMPLEX AT EACH EXCAVATION
LEVEL CALCULATED FROM ALL OF THE COMPLEXES PRESENT IN THAT LEVEL
Excavations
Levels
I
II

III

A
2
0
30

IV
38
V
VI
:3
sot
VII
•Data missing.
t 1 sherd.

A-5
2
17
7
9
1.3

0

A-8
7
21
-l-l
79
67
50

11

B
7
5
8
10
15

51

sot

B-6
19
25
51
74
70
93

lOOf

C
6

11

52
43
35
1

C--l

11
7
6
41

D
1
-1
1
1
-1
8
5

E-3
-1
0

JA-1
1
4
:3
91
98
99

JDS
10
10
0
0
0
0

CDPR
-1
0
2
3
0
0
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tensive occupation there during the Early
Classic period. Excavations A-8, B, B-6, and
C, all located in the Ciudadela, show that 38
percent of the Early Classic period ceramics
were found there. All excavations show some
of the Early Classic peiiod ceramics, but the
only evidence of occupation for this period is
found in excavations JA-1, A-8, B, B-6, and C.
Early Classic period ceramics show ap
proximately a 39 percent increase in numbers
over those of the Late Preclassic period, sug
gesting a substantial increase in population

during this time.
The Conchada Ceramic Complex shows
up in appreciable numbers in stratified ex
cavations in upper levels (Tables 47, 34, 33, 37,
39, 44, 43). This complex is almost exclusive
at Trench D and in Cuyeros del Puerto Rico;
it is dominant at Trenches A, D, and C, in the
Ciudadela, and is found in all excavations at
the site. Tallies of the Late Classic period
ceramics show a 325 percent increase over
those of the Early Classic period, suggesting
an enormous increase in human population.

Table 47. PERCENTAGES FOR CoNCHADA CERAMIC COMPLEX AT EACH ExcAVATION
LEVEL CALCULATED FROM ALL OF THE COMPLEXES PRESENT IN THAT LEVEL
Levels

A

A-5

A-8

I

52
74
43

56
-!0
41
26
0
0

42
52
26
10
7
8
33

II
III

IV
V
VI
VII

62
81
0

B
58
75
80
85
83
-!3
0

Excavations
B-6
C-4
C
49
60
14
18
13
7
0

40
75
-l-l
46
63
99

77
85
90
51

E-3

D
91
99
98
99
99
92
95

61
51

JA-1
97
95
96
6
2
-1

JDS
30
28
2-l
0
0
0

CDPR
99
100
98
97
100
100

•Data missing.

The Mangle Ceramic Complex is present
in appreciable numbers in those excavations
located in the Ciudadela (Tables 48, 33-38).
It also represents 10 percent of all complexes
found in the top level of Trench C-4. This

complex is conspicuously absent in Trench
E-3-1 and at Cuyeros del Puerto Rico and is
practically absent from Trench D. The latter
excavations have high frequencies of Con
chada ceramic materials.

Table 48. PERCENTAGES FOR MANGLE CERAMIC COMPLEX AT EACH EXCAVATION LEVEL
CALCULATED FROM ALL OF THE Colv!PLEXES PRESENT IN THAT LEVEL
Levels
I

II
III

A
-!6
2
0

IV
3
V
.,
VI
VIII
0
•Data missing.
,)

A-5
0
17
0
0
0
0

A-8
19
3
0

B
21
5
-l

0
0
0

1
0
0

0

2

Excavations
B-6
C
C--l
11
13
10
13
6
7
2
2
0
10
0
0
-1
0
0
0
0

The Mangle Complex is not well repre
st·11ll'd at the site and shows a decrease of -181
percent from the Conchada Complex of the
previous period.
The Plantaci6n Complex is found almost
entirely distributed within those excavations

D
-1
0
0
0
0
0
0

E-3
0

-1

-1

IA-1
0
0
0
0

0
0

JDS
6
7
0
0
0

CDPR
0
0
0
0
0
0

in the Ciudadela (Table -19). Excavations
C--l, D, E-3-1, JA-1, and Cuyeros de] Puerto
Rico only have traces of this complex. The
Plantaci6n Complex shows an increase of -18
percent over the preceding i\langle Complt'x,
suggesting a slight resurgt'nce in human
population.
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Table 49. PERCENTAGES FOR PLANTACI0N CERAMIC COMPLEX AT EACH EXCAVATION
LEVEL CALCULATED FROM ALL OF THE COMPLEXES PRESENT IN THAT LEVEL

Levels
I

11

III

A

0

24
26

IV
V
0
.,
VI
•J
VII
0
Data missing.
0

A-5
21

0

5
8

0
20

A-8
2-!
19

0
0
-1
0
0

B
12
12
6
2
l

0
0

Excavations
C--!
B-6
C
-!2
17
1
0
-1
5
.31
l
0

5

17

0
0

0
0
0

0

D

-1

0
0
0
0
0
0

E-3
-1

0

TA-1
-1
-1
-1

0
0
0

ros
51
51

0

6

0

CDPR
-1

0
0
12
0
0

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
both phases in large numbers and is believed
to have been a utilitarian type. The cone
shape dish and howl are normal vessel forms
for Mesoamerica (Sanders 1960, Fig. 10, a, 1619; Noguera 1954: 62).
The folded-rim tecomate is rare in the
Pinzon phase but abundant in the following
Per11nsula and Conchada phases (Figs. 23,
u.u.-vv; 30, a-o). The important fact here is
that the idea of folding over a rim on the ex
terior of the vessel was known during the
Pinzon phase.
Bevelling the interior surface of the lip
area of the rim of howls was a trait developed
by the Late Preclassic potters (Figs. 23, pp
qq; 25, n). This method of treatment re
mained popular through the following Penfn
sula and Conchada phases (Figs. 33, o-s; 41,

The type-variety concept has been used in
all stages of handling, classifying, and inter
preting the Aguacatal pottery. Ceramic types
and varieties were set up on the basis of recog
nition of attribute similarities, stratigraphic
evidence, and comparative data. Temporal
units (ceramic complexes) were established
on the basis of the distribution of ceramic
groups, stratigraphy, comparative data from
known sequences found at other LO\-vland
Maya sites, and from radiocarbon age deter
minations.
\,Vith the nature and distribution of all
ceramic units of Aguacatal established, it re
mains to examine cultural continuities re
flected in the ceramic collection, elating and
external cultural relationships, and the posi
tion of Aguacatal in LO\-v land �laya archae
ology.
CoNTIN

r).

!TIES

There appear to be certain continuities of
vessel form and surface treatment linking
Classic period pottery at Aguacatal to that of
the Late Preclassic: outcurving-rim bowl,
folded-rim tecomate, interior-bevelled-rim
bowl, cone-shape bowl, folded-rim tecomate,
stepped-rim bowl, and basal-flange bowl;
polished red slip, "waxy" finish, white slip,
prefiring geometric incised designs on exterior
of vessel, and exterior raked surface treat
ments present in the Pinzon phase; these con
tinue into the Peninsula phase.
Vessel forms that continue, as noted above,
undergo considerable modification as they are
transmitted to the Early Classic culture, but
changes are not so great as to render con
tinuity unrecognizable. The outcurving-rim
bowl, as an example, is most clearly discern
ible as a dish form in the Pinzon phase and
deepens to a howl form in the Penfnsula phase
(Figs. 23, a-t; 29, g-Z).
The hemispherical bowl is a form that is
so general in Mesoarnerica that it cannot be
seriously considered as evidence of particular
continuity.
The cone-shape bowl of the Pen'insula
phase is a direct carry-over from the Pinzon
phase (Figs. 23, ii-Jj; 29, n-q). It occurs in

The stepped-rim bowl, where the interior
of the rim is stepped down in thickness at the
lip, is a mode that is not likely to have been
independently readopted. A discontinuity
occurs here in that this mode is absent in the
Peninsula phase but present in both Pinzon
and Conchada phases (Fig. 25, oo-qq; 36, m).
One of the most important modes is the
basal flange found on the bowl. It is true that
the basal flange is a small feature on the
bowls of the Pinzon phase (Fig. 23, y-cc), but
nonetheless it is a clearly discernible one.
The basal flanges on Penfnsula phase pottery
(Fig. 34, f-q) are well developed and in the
same position as those found on the Pinz(m
phase bowls. The early examples of th<: basal
V
flange are found on Laguna Red \, are ves
sels and the later examples are mostly on
pol)-chrome pottery.
The carrying-over of the tradition of pol
ished red slip from the Pinzon to the Peninsula
phase is another important continuity. Reel
slipped pottery is found in shell-tempered
as well as calcite- and sand-tempered ceramics.
It appears that the later red-slipped pottery is
more exclusively utilitarian in nature. Polish
ing of the slip is restricted to a red-paste
variety (Ensenada Red: Early \'ariet:1) that
utilizes calcite temper. Red paste (which also
implies firing in an oxidizing atmosphere),
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calcite temper, thick construction, and reel
finish, as combined in Ensenacla Reel, closely
duplicate the Pinzon phase techniques of pot
tery manufacture. However, the vessel forms
of Ensenada Red are Early Classic in style
and not Late Prec:lassic.
The suggestion is mac.le that the red mono
chrome tradition of pottery-making was so
strong that despite the influx of new cultural
elements such as polychrome pottery, de
veloped basal flanges, shell tempering, and
other attribute dusters, old ideas were still
tenaciously clung to and perpetuated in a few
pottl'ry types. The "waxy" finish noted on a
few examples of Peninsula phase pottery may
have resulted from an effort on the potter's
part to reproduce a bygone potte1y type or
one peculiar to another district. A difference
in color between the Pinzon phase and Penin
sula phase monochrome red examples is
noted; the former is several shades darker reel
than the latter.
The use of white slip is noted for the Pin
zon and Conchacla Complexes, but not for the
Peninsula Complex. In the Pinzon Complex
the storage jar is slipped white on both sides,
but in the Conchacla Complex white is used
on the tripod dish, jar, and bowl forms.
Geometric designs and raking on the ex
terior surface are continuities noted at the
site but they are not features that are parti
cularly unique. The design motifs are not
clear and no claim is made for the transmis
sion of design elements. Only the continua
tion of the technique of exterior surface in
cision is noted.
The prototypes of the above-discussed
traits in the Peninsula and Conchada phases
were well established in the Pinzon phase,
and it seems probable that there was a con
tinuum of culture from phase to phase.
There are even stronger continuities be
t\v
, een the Peninsula and Conchacla phases.
Vessel forms that are retained from the Pin
zon phase include the outcurving-rim bowl,
hemispherical bowl, cone-shape bowl, and
folded-rim tecomate. Vessel forms that are
carried over from the Peninsula phase to the
Conchacla phase include the thickened-rim
bowl (Figs. 28, n-ff; 39, w-z), comal (Figs. 30,
r-y; 36, u-v), exterior beaded-rim jar (Figs.

31, a-z; 37, m-n, w; 40, m-q), flat-angled-rim
bowl (Figs. 29, g-l; 37, cc-ee; 40, s), censer
(Figs. 33, z; 40, gg), basal-break bowl (Figs.
34, w; 44, d), T-shape-rim bowl (Figs. 29, r
dd; 40, i-j), and basal-flange bowl (Figs. 34,
J-q; 44, a, c). Other continuities include
double-slip and single-slip polychrome in
orange, red, and brown or black, bichrome
in orange and reel, brown or black trichrome
in the same color scheme, unslippecl pottery,
polished slip, pre-firing incising in geometric
and/or curvilinear design, applique designs,
paint panels in geometric and/or curvilinear
designs, paint bands, firing in an oxidized
atmosphere causing a dark core, calcite tem
per, sand temper, crushed shell temper, fine
shell temper, hollow-leg supports, ring-base
support, flat base, tripod supports, and
tapered rim (tear drop). This list is extensive
and shows without doubt that the two phases
are closely related; it supports the view that
one phase follows the other in a continuous
fashion.
There are fewer continuities between the
Conchacla phase and the succeeding Mangle
phase. Among the long-term continuations
from the Pinzon phase through the Mangle
phase are the hemispherical bowl, cone-shape
bowl, folded-rim tecomate, and stepped-rim
bowl. The Mangle tripod-support dish (Fig.
47, e) is carried over from the Conchacla
phase, as is the simple bowl (Fig. 45, t). No
other forms of the Conchacla phase are dupli
cated in the Mangle phase. However, there
are other kinds of continuities: reel-slipped
pottery, Fine Orange Ware, unslippecl pot
tery, pre-firing incising in geometric and cur
vilinear designs, applique buttons, painted
panels in geometric and curvilinear designs,
chalky surface when slip is absent, painted
bands, calcite temper, hollow-leg supports,
ring-base support, flat base, convex base tri
pod supports, unpigmentecl slip, and an oxi
dized surface with dark core.
The above case for continuity between the
Conchacla phase and the Mangle phase is
quite general and is not considered to be a
strong one. The non-retention of vessel forms
is thought to be important and indicates a
significant degree of discontinuity between
the two phases. However, the other traits
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listed above suggest there was at least some
passing on of ideas from one phase to the
other.
The Plantacion phase shows the least
amount of continuity with former phases.
The cone-shape bowl is the only vessel form
that is maintained through all phases at Agua
catal. The exterior beaded-rim jar and bowl
(Figs. 29, a-f; 48, b; 52, g-h), censer (Figs. 33,
z; 52, c), and simple bowl (Figs. 40, u-v; 49,
Z) are carry-overs from the Penfnsula and
Conchada phases. The simple bowl is the
only Mangle phase form that reappears in the
Plantacion phase. Red-slipped monochrome,
Fine Orange Ware, and unslipped pottery
continue. Other traits transmitted from for
mer phases include: pre-firing incising, chalky
surface, firing in an oxidizing atmosphere but
producing a dark core, calcite temper, sand
temper, temperless paste, solid lateral flange,
notched lateral flange, flat base, trumpet
foot, stepped slab feet, tripod supports, and
unpigmented slip. Incising, chalky surface,
oxidation, calcite and sand temper, temperless
paste, flat base, trumpet foot, tripod supports,
and unpigmented slip are direct transmissions
from the preceding phase. The other five
traits occurring in the Penfnsula and Con
chada phases were not noted in the Mangle
Ceramic Complex but they appear again in
the Plantacion phase.
The above comparison of traits that occur
in each of the complexes is thought to give
evidence of cultural continuity and possible
discontinuity at the site. There appears a
strong continuation of traits that first occur
in the Late Preclassic horizon and go on into
the Early Classic. One might properly call
the transition involving the first appearance
of Classic-like pottery the Protoclassic period;
however, I find difficulty in clearly defining
a separate Protoclassic manifestation at Agua
catal. This problem is discussed below.
Perhaps the strongest case for cultural con
tinuity is found between the Penfnsula and
Conchada Complexes. Vessel forms, use of
colors, design elements, paste constituents,
and surface treatment are very similar and are
considered to be direct carry-overs from one
complex to the other.
One may question continuity between the

Conchada and Mangle phases on the grounds
that vessel forms fail to be transmitted. The
same may be said for the case of continuity be
tween the Mangle and Plantacion phases.
The strongest continuity here involves the
tradition of the temperless, fine paste, Fine
Orange VI/ are.
DATING AND EXTERNAL RELATIONSHIPS

(Chart 1, p. 20)

The Pinzon Ceramic Complex is dated by
comparative studies in conjunction with two
radiocarbon dates obtained from the site. At
350 cm. below the datum (Level VII) of Pit
A-8, in a sand deposit which yielded Chicanel
like pottery, small twigs gave an age determi
nation of 2260 ± 200 years (310 B.c., Sample
I-1072, processed at Isotopes Inc., New Jersey;
all "before present" elates calculated from A.D.
1950). This Chicane] sort of potte1y is found
in the pit as the earliest cultural manifestation
and continues strongly through Level V. An
other radiocarbon age of 2100 ± 180 years
(150 B.c., Sample I-1071) was obtained from a
charcoal and dirt deposit which was taken
from the 240-70 cm. level of Trench E-3 with
pottery of the Pinzon Complex. This level is
considered to represent the main occupation
of Mound E-3, with little cultural material
found below this level. The presence of
labial-flange bowls and the absence of
everted-rim dishes suggest that the ceramic
material may be a late facet of the Pinzon
Complex. Pit A-8 shows an abundance of
everted-rim dishes that are in close association
with the 310 B.c. ± 200 date. Levels VII-VI
of Pit A-8 may represent an early facet of the
Pinzon Complex.
The Xicalango Ceramic Group of the Pin
zon Complex is most closely related to Paso
Caballo Waxy vVarc of the Chicane! Ceramic:
Complex found at Uaxact(m (Smith 1955, Figs.
16, 70), the Barton Creek Ceramic Complex
at Barton Ramie (Willey, Bullard, Glass,
and Gifford 1965, Figs. 193, 195), and the
Sierra Red Ceramic Group at San Jose and
Benque Viejo. In Yucatan the Late Formative
is related to the Chicane! horizon (Willey,
Culbert, and Adams 1967: 297) and several
examples from Brainerd (1958, Figs. 4-6,
16-17, 30-31, 60, and 65) clearly show
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the relationship betv,1een wares of the Late
Formative of Yucatan and the Pinzon phase
of Aguacatal (Figs. 12-16). Smith and Gif
ford (1965, Fig. 4) suggest that some pottery
types found at Acanceh, Yaxuna, Dzibilnocac,
Santa Rosa Xtampak, Xpuhil, and Tancah,
all of the Northern Subregion of the Maya
Lowlands, may be placed in the Sierra Red
Ceramic Group. Berlin (1953) indicates that
this same style of pottery is present at
Tiradero, Tabasco, but he does not elaborate
on descriptions. Even the Late Preclassic
ceramics of the Central Depression of
Chiapas show a remarkable affinity to the
Aguacatal examples (1 avarrete 1959, Fig. 5;
1960, Fig. 30; Sanders 1961, Figs. 21, 26, 41;
Peterson 1963: 30-35, Figs. 15, 39, 44).
The Tarpon Complex is only tentatively
established at Aguacatal and is represented
by a fevv pieces (7 sherds) of orange and red
pottery that is similar to that of Protoclassic
period vessels of the Holmul I phase at Hol
mul, and the Floral Park phase at Barton
Ramie. Other pottery pieces discussed below
also make up the Tarpon Complex.
Figure 28, ni, is an orange basal-flange
bowl with a broken bulbous support. The
support was probably mammiform. Three
other base sherds show the bulbous-shape sup
port, and probably all are of the mammiform
foot mode. A single example (Fig. 28, i) of
orange-polychrome with a large round sup
port mark on the base may also be a Proto
classic type. The design of stepped lines and
ticking is similar to an example from Holmul
(Merwin and Vaillant 1932, Pl. 18, d).
Three sherds (Fig. 28, g-h; only two sherds
are illustrated) with black slip and an incised
triangular motif on the exterior surface are
similar to those found at Remojadas (Medellfn
1960, Pis. 2-3, "bano negro pulido" ware).
Coe (1965: 714) suggests that polished black
slipped pottery, called Preclassic by Medellfn,
is Protoclassic. Since it is found at Aguacatal,
this may strengthen the argument that there is
a Protoclassic manifestation there.
The Penfnsula Complex is also elated by
comparative studies and radiocarbon dates.
An age determination of 1645 ± 140 years
(A.D. 305, Sample I-1068) was obtained from a
deposit of charcoal mixed with dirt found

within the main occupation level (190 cm. be
low the datum) of Pit JA-1. The sherd associa
tion with the charcoal is overwhelmingly
Tzakol-like and occurs in a large, well-defined
deposit. The stratigraphy is exceptionally
clear with a well-packed occupation level
containing 1475 sherds (1389 of which are
from the Peninsula Complex), deposits of
charcoal, and some cement construction.
Another radiocarbon age determination
of 1695 ± 200 years (A.D. 255, Sample I-1069)
was obtained from animal bones taken from
Level II of Trench B-6. The ceramic associa
tion was mostly with sherds from the Con
chada Complex, but the deposit also con
tained an appreciable number of sherds from
the Peninsula Complex, plus a few from each
of the other complexes. The date obtained
must relate to the earlier Peninsula occupa
tion rather than that of the Conchada phase.
Peninsula is the earliest and main occupation
of Mound B-6. The Pinzon phase is barely
represented in fill material, and the people
who lived there during the Pinzon phase
could not have been the builders of the
mound. Therefore, the A.D. 255 ± 200 elate
probably represents Peninsula phase activities.
A cement pavement is also found in near
association with the dated material, although
it is not positively known whether this is a
true association.
Part of the Penfnsula Complex is easily
compared with the Tzakol Complex of the
Peten (Smith 1955, Figs. 3, 13, 15, 18, 20, 2526, 30, 36, 39, and 54; Adams 1963, Chart 5),
and with sites showing similar Tzakol-like
ceramics in Yucatan (Brainerd 1958, Figs. 1-2,
9, 27, 30, 37, and 40), Quintana Roo (Sanders
1960, Fig. 9), and British Honduras (Thomp
son 1939, Fig. 36).
Significantly, no equation of the Aguacatal
Early Classic ceramic material and the equi
valent Early Classic of Upper Remojaclas I,
Cerro de las Mesas III, and Tres Zapotes III
(coastal Veracruz and Tabasco) can be made.
Even though polychrome types appear in the
above phases they are of the Teotihuacan
horizon, which apparently did not extend
down the Gulf coast farther than the site of
Matacap,1.n, about 80 km. west of the Coatza
coalcos River.

CONCLUSIO SA D DISCUSSION

The Conchada Ceramic Complex is most
comparable to Late Classic materials found
in Yucat{m (Brainerd 1958, Figs. 1-2, 8, 10,
12, 14, 37, 52, 66, 69), the Tepeu Ceramic
Complex of the Peten (Smith 1955, Figs. 33,
43, 53), and the Late Classic ceramics of the
Tabasco coast (Berlin 1956, Figs. 3-4). The
best comparable material is in the presence
of orange-polychrome and monochrome red
types and in Balancan Orange. Other kinds
of pottery, such as shell-tempered and sand
tempered pottery, appear to be local develop
ments, often made in imitation of Peten Maya
Early and Late Classic types.
A radiocarbon age determination of 1212
± 170 years (A.D. 738, Sample I-1070) was
made from animal bones deposited at Level
III (100-150 cm.) in Trench B-6. The associa
tion vvith the bones included a cement pave
ment and a considerable number of Penin
sula and Conchada phase sherds. Level III of
Trench B-6 is believed to be one of transi
tion from the Early Classic to the Late Classic
period at Aguacatal. The date obtained coin
cides nicely with dates from Uaxactun (A.D.
620 ± 70, Tepeu phase; Flint and Deevey
1959, Vol. 1, p. 165), Chichen Itzc't (A.D. 780,
600, 650, all Tepeu III; Andrews, reported
verbally at the Guatemala City Ceramic
Conference, 1965), Dzibilchaltt'.m (A.O. 510
± 200 and A.D. 460 ± 200, Tepeu I; Flint and
Deevey 1960, Flint and Deevey 1959), and
Altar de Sacrificios (A.D. 670 ± 110, Tepeu
II; Willey and Adams, reported verbally at
the Guatemala City Ceramic Conference,
1965).
The Mangle Complex is less comparable
to complexes found at other sites. Silho
Orange is the only type within the �tlangle
Complex that compares to pottery at other
distant sites; it is widely found in Yucatan,
Campeche, and Tabasco (Smith 1958). No
radiocarbon dates are available for this com
plex.
The Silho Orange ceramic type has be
come a time marker for the Early Postclassic
period in Lowland Maya archaeology. It was
first placed in its temporal position by Brain
erd (1941) at sites in Yucat,1.n, and later this
position was confirmed by Berlin (1956) at
lowland Tabasco sites.
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The Plantaci6n Complex consists only of
Matillas and Cunduacan Fine Orange ·ware
type-varieties. These are widely distributed
in lowland Tabasco, coastal Campeche, Yuca
tan, and as trade items in highland Chiapas
(Smith 1958). No radiocarbon dates exist for
this complex. The temporal position of these
ceramic types was established by Berlin
(1956) in lowland Tabasco sites.
The Mangle and Plantaci6n Ceramic Com
plexes were found near the surface in excava
tions at Aguacatal, with few exceptions, a fact
that tends to confirm, in addition to other
evidences, their temporal assignments.
POSITION OF AGUACATAL IN LOWLAND
MAYA ARCHAEOLOGY

The site of Aguacatal lies on the Xicalango
Peninsula, bordered by the Gulf of Mexico
on the north and a lowland shallow lagoon
system on the south. The lagoon system (in
cluding Laguna de! Porn, Laguna de Atasta,
Laguna de Puerto Rico, and Laguna del
Corte) is part of the drainage leading to the
Laguna de Terminos, which in addition is the
ocean-outlet for six substantial rivers and a
host of smaller streams. It is possible to travel
by water from Aguacatal to the Laguna de
Terminos and up the Rfo Palizada, which
drains into the Laguna de Terminos via the
Laguna de San Francisco. The Rfo Palizada
is a wide meandering river which branches
from the Rfo San Antonio, which in turn
branches from the Rfo Usumacinta. This great
drainage system also connects with the Rio
Chacamax, close to the site of Palenque,
Chiapas, and many other sites. It is also
connected with the Rio San Pedro, which
extends into the Peten within -10 km. of Tikal.
The Rfo Usumacinta is the main northern
drainage of the Guatemalan Highlands, and
has along its course the ruins of Balancan,
Tenosique, Piedras egras, El Cayo, Yaxchi
lAn, Altar de Sacrificios, and many other sites.
This drainage affords a water transportation
route from the highlands to the Gulf coast
a main avenue of communication and trade
(Chapman 1957: 140).
Another important river that leads into the
Laguna de Terminos is the Rfo Candelaria.
This river was reputedly (Tamayo 1962: 95)
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a main avenue of communication in the Aztec
Maya trade activities between the British
Honduras-Peten region and the Tabasco
Campeche coast. Xicalango appears to have
been the trading center on the coast and the
terminus of the Rfo Candelaria trade route
(Chapman 1957: 135 fl). There has been some
speculation that Aguacatal may be the ancient
trading center of Xicalango (Jakernan 1961:
5-6). Aguacatal may also have enjoyed con
siderable communication with other settle
ments along the coast. Between the river
drainage systems and the open water course
along the coast, Aguacatal was not a settle
ment in isolation but one that was open to in
fluence from Honduras and the Peten, the
Guatemalan Highlands, and other lands along
the Gulf Coast, Yucatan to the east and Tabas
co to the west.
The possibility of trade being carried on
between the coast and the Peten and Usuma
cinta Valley helps to explain the presence of
Chicanel-like pottery at Aguacatal. Clearly,
Chicanel-like pottery did not originate on the
coast but is an inland product with some of
its roots in the Mamom pottery tradition
which preceded it. But it cannot yet be said
whether polished Laguna Reel Ware (782
sherds) at Aguacatal is Chicanel-like pottery
imported from the Peten or whether it came
from a center outside of the Peten, for such
pottery has also been found at some sites in
the Usumacinta valley.
It seems reasonable to postulate that
pottery-bearing people moved onto the site
of Aguacatal between 300 and 100 B.c., bring
ing with them an advanced culture which in
cluded temple building and Chicanel-like
pottery. If so, this was not a unique occur
rence, but simply another example or element
of a possible colonizing development which
was taking place over most of the Maya area
at this time (Smith and Gifford 1965: 533).
The Chicanel-like pottery-making tradition
was maintained at Aguacatal for several cen
turies, and was eventually displaced by an
other, definitely Peten-oriented, pottery
making tradition.
The influence of the Protoclassic and Early
Classic pottery-making tradition of the Hon
duras-Peten area, which probably came to the

site by the same routes as the earlier people,
reached Aguacatal perhaps as early as A.O.
250, and was well established by A.D. 300.
Again, there is the possibility that pottery was
directly imported, but there is also consider
able positive evidence that most of the pottery
of the Early Classic period was locally made.
The new Peten influence at Aguacatal in
cluded Classic Maya ceremonialism that is
reflected by orange-polychrome pottery, pyra
midal structures, and accompanying plazas.
House mounds (Pit JA-1 is an excavation in
one of these units), built on raised platforms
or causeways, evidently domiciled a support
ing Classic Maya population vvhich was re
sponsible for ceremonial activities.
The idea that influence was continuous
from the Honduras-Peten region during the
Classic period is further strengthened by the
fact that there is a decided lack of Teotihua
can traits in the pottery of Aguacatal. Teotihuac{m influence in the Early Classic period
extends to the Veracruz coast (Coe 1965: 683,
704), but no farther east toward Campeche.
At any rate, evidence for Teotihuacan influ
ence east of Matacapan has not been found;
of course it may be discovered there in the
foture as more field work is clone.
Ideas concerning pottery shape, design
elements and color schemes from the Hon
duras-Pe�en region are duplicated in locally
made shell-tempered pottery at Aguacatal
during the following Late Classic period. In
terestingly and importantly this duplication
seems to be of forms and decorative schemes
common to the Early Classic of the Hon
duras-Peten region and not of the Late Clas
sic. It appears that there was a concerted ef
fort to maintain old-fashioned features by
using the models of the Early Classic during
the Late Classic period at Aguacatal. Pos
sibly this is evidence of a Late Classic break
with the Honduras-Peten culture, a move
ment toward independence, or a suggestion
that the Honduras-Peten region no longer was
a leading cultural center in the widespread
geographical sense that it was during the
Maya Early Classic period. A single radio
carbon age determination of A.o. 738 ± 170
suggests a date for the Late Classic movement
at Aguacatal.

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

There is evidence of a general decline of
population at the close of the Late Classic
period at Aguacatal. Pottery counts for the
Postclassic drop off appreciably (1,573 sherds)
in comparison to those of the Late Classic
period (25,254 sherds). Postclassic Fine
Orange vVare (of the Mangle Complex) marks
the cessation of influence from the Honduras
Peten area and also a shift to coastal influ
ences. Fine Orange Ware is widespread in
western Yucatan and on the Campeche and
Tabasco coasts, suggesting a cultural unity
throughout this region in the Early Postclassic
period that had not existed before.
During the Late Postclassic period (early
facet of the Plantaci6n phase) at Aguacatal,
effigy feet on Matillas Orange occur abun
dantly. This Fine Orange Ware trait is wide-
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spread along the Gulf coast from Yucat{m to
Veracruz and inland as far as Zaculeu in
southern highland Guatemala (Woodbury and
Trik 1953: 156). The introduction of the
stepped slab foot mode is noted during this
time. The Late Postclassic or pre-Conquest
period (late facet of the Plantaci6n pfiase)
shows more stepped slab feet on dish forms
(Cunduacan Orange), which suggests Aztec III
or IV influence (Berlin 1956: 140, Fig. 6, i-J;
Lathrap 1957: 56--60). Such Central Mexican
influence is slight, but nonetheless present.
Judging from the ceramic distribution table
(Table 51), the population at Aguacatal during
this period was less than in earlier times,
though the site may have remained a trading
center of some importance.

APPENDIX A
CERAMIC TABULATIONS
(TABLES 50-64)
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Estrccho Composite-dark_: E_st_recho Var.
Aguacatal Ceramic Group:
54
Silha Orange: Silha Variety
·smiO Ceramic Group:
2
"j>[ANT/\CION CERAMIC COMPLEX
Fine OrangeWare--- - -----Matillas Orange: Matillas Variety
7Q /
Matillas Ceramic Gro.!:!..P.:
ill
CU!1duacan Orange: Cunduacan Variety
11
Cundu:ican Ccr:imic Group: 22
UNKNOWN_c;:J�AM_K�
Unclassified Ware
Unclassified C:ilcitc-tempercd Ware
50 I
Unclassified TempcrlcssWare
3
Unclassified Thin Gray Ware
Unclassified Sand-tempered Ware
MiSC-ELLANEOUS
lJ_
CeramicTools
Ceramic Balls
Ceramic Net Sinkers
Figurines
429
13

1

!E._

-l3

:; I I I , I J :; I

- -39
-

l
369

3

I I

:

so

4

3

16

14 I

14

1
I

I

32

66

68

7l

Corcho Unslipped Ware
Homos Smoothed: Fine-paste V:iriety
Homos Smoothed: Fl:iky Varic(y
Homos Smoothed: Variety Unspecified
Torno Incised: Varietr Unspecified
F:lro Rough: Faro Varietr
Homos Ceramic Group:
Panlac Pumice-tcm.e_crcdWarc
Punta Unslipped: Punta Variety
Balchacah Smoothed: Balch:icah Var.
Molon Red: Molon Variety
Punta Ceramic Group:
Golfo Shell-tempered Ware
Jilon Plain: G1eVaricty
Jilon Plain: Rough Variety
)f1011111mn:-variCIY"Oiiii_eCi"fiCd
Tiestal Orange: Tiestal Variety
Arroz.al Orange-polychrome: Arroza! Var.
Mariscal Incised: Variety Unspecified
Manantcl Red: Var. Unsp. (Smoothed Var.?)
Man:intel Red: V:ir. Unsp. (Rough Var:!l
Jilon Ceramic Group:
20
Veleta Black Ware
Coyoc Black: Coyoc Varict
Pilas Incised: Pilas V:irie.!l_
Cuyeros Black-and-Red: Cuyeros Var.
Coyoc Ceramic Group:
Punzo RedWare
Cal:t:ida Red: C:ilza.da Variety
Mojinas Red: Mojinas Varietr
COst:i Red-and-buff: Costa V:irict_t
Calzad:!Ceramic Group:
f_stero RcdW:ire
Enscnada Red: Late Variety
p_uert.9 (:_era_mic G_r9up_
_
:
_
l6
Cuyo Orange-polychrome: Cuyo Variety
�errillos Or:in1:e-polychrome: Ccrrillos Var.
Mapachin Brown-bichrome: Mapachin Var.
Cuyo Ceramic Group:
Fine OrangeWare
Balancan Orange: Balancan Variet_r
Balancan Cer:imic Grou£_:
MANGLE CERAMIC COMPLEX
Golfo Shell-tempered Ware
Chultun Plain: Chultun Varie..!_Y_
Garr:ipatal Red: Variety Unspecified
Jilon Ceramic Group:
Chacal Fine-unslipped Ware
Foso Fine: FoSOVari4:.!l
Caracol-modeled: Caracol Varicl_r
Pozos Fine: Pozos Variety
Foso CeramiCGrou£_:
Fine OrangeWare
Aguacatal Orange: Aguac3lal Variety
Boeo Nueva Incised: Boca Nucva Var.
Estrecho Composite-dark: Estrechc;>_Var.
Aguacata! Cenmic Group:
Silho Orange: Silho Variety
Sl1110·terainlc Group:
PLJ\NTACION CERAMIC_�OMPLEX
Fine Ora�Ware
Matillas Orange: Matillas Variety
Matil!as Ceramic Group:
ll
Cunduacan Orange: Cunduacan Variety
Cunduacan Ceramic Gro�:
YNKNOWN CERAMICS
TI I
_!!nc_las_sifj�_c!_Wa_
_ rf
Unclassified Calcite-tempered W:irc
UnclassifiedTemperless Ware
UnclassifiedThin GrayWare
Unclassified Sand-te1.!!.P_ered Ware
MISCELLANEOUS
Ccr:i1_TiicTools
Ceramic Balls
Ceramic Net Sinkers
F�rines
66

;>
'"ti
'"ti
til

z

v
_
_9_

x

;>

I6

17�

""""

N)

c.n

,....

�
Table 53. CERAMIC TABULATION BY LEVELS, TRENCH ·

Table 52. CERAMIC TABULATION BY LEVELS, PIT A-8
CERAMIC UNITS

LEVELS
Jotals

VII

VI

58
50

ll
3

16
6

38
57

5
3

8
6

"

,n

s
_ 30 _l

- --

IV

V

,n

I
21 I
l3

7

l3

23T

Unkl§_ur

Ill

I
6 I
4

4
16

g1 LL

<
70
_ _ 23_L__ I

PINZON CERAMIC COMPLEX
la_£Una RedWare
Xicalango Red: Xical:mgo Variety
Xicalango Red: Calcined Varictr
XiCalall�ORcd: Dark-c-ori:: \iiiric!)'

2

I

4
4 I

Xicalango Red: Coarse-paste Variety
Xicalan.lio Red: Variety Unspecified
Xic:ilango Ceramic Group:

POl\·oxal Red: Polvoxal Varict_r

,

Group
Totals

Complex
Totals

12_6

23_4

l EVE l S
Totals

•

Suspiro Red: Suspiro Variety

Pcsca Incised: Pcsca Varict_r

VII

VI

IV

CERAMIC UNITS

Ill

•

I

lI

lQ

612
ll
LLO
17

11

75

2
238

LL
l

52
LO
16

I

189 I
4 I
40 I
6

2
55 I 37 I
LO J 20
3

I

I

l
16

14

15
27
50

ll

27 ]

9 I

5 ]

2 J

l ]

12

9·33

I

- r- --

804

LL
93

3
20

4

l

25
9

--

37

2
21

42
50

23

27

-- --IL

....l..Q!,__

l

8
••I
I
21
14

I

•• I
I
LI
1

I .. I

-I
- J__
19
4
12

11

31

Complex
Totals

N.__

1

· .. I

11

z

�
►

'.'1

,

-l'olvoxa! CCr:irnic �150
Unclassilicd S:1111.l-tcm.E_Cred Ware
UnclassilicdCalcitc-tcmpercdW:1rc

Uncl:assifi"ed Ceramic Group:
Punta Gord:i Unsli�dWare
lsl:i- Aj;uadislrl:ited":-Agiiid:lViifoty
Aguada Ceramic Group:
Arci1Thin-slip.E_cdWare
CcnolcWhilC•Striatcd: Cenote VaiiCtY
Zacatal Coarse: Variety Unspecified
Cenotc Ceramic Grou£.:
TARPON CERAMIC COMPLEX
Es1ero RedWare
�Variety Unspecified
Zapotal Ceramic Group:
Chacah Black-on.red: Variety Unsp.
Carmen OranAC•pOlychromc: Carmen Var.
Chacah-Ccramic Grou£_:
Pom Com�itc-black W:irc
i'imcnlal Com£_OSitc-black: Pimental V:ir.
PifTICntal Ceramic Grou£_:
Canales Composite-whiteWare
ROi1l!ild�iC-wfuie:l{ompida Var.
Rornpida Ceramic Group:
PENINSULA CERA!\tlC COMPLEX
�olfo Shcll•tcmpcred Ware
Jilon Plain: Early Varie1y
14 I
Jilon Plain: Crude Variety
l
Play:11.0 Red: Varieties Unspecified
Coyocol lnciscd: Coyocol Variety
Jilon Ceramic Grou_E.:
Pantano Unsli�dWare
-CfudidC\:l(JllSfippcd:coarse-paste Var.
Ciudadcla Ccr:imic Grou£_:
Punzo RcdW:ire
C:ilax Red-polychrome: Calax V:iriety
Barra Brown-on-red: Ikma Variety
Pargo Red: l':irgo Variety
Calax Ceramic Grou£_:
Estero RedWare
PuCr,o Or:rngc-polychrome: Puerto Var.
Enscnada Red: Early Variety
Puerto Ccr:imic Grou£_:
CONCMADA CERAMICCOMPLEX
Pant:1110 Un�!l£E.edWare
Ciud:idcla Unslipped: Finc.p:istc Var.
Ciudadcla Unslippcd: Calcined V:ir.
Ciudadcla Unslipj)Cd: Variety Unsp.
l'inuela Incised: Pinucl:i Vnicty
Ciudadcla Ceramic-Group:

Group

Totals
PINZON CERAMIC COMPLEX
Laguna RedWare
Xicalango Red: Xicalango Variccy
XfCalango Red: C:1lcincd Vatic1y
Xicalango Red: Dark-core Variety
Xica!ango Red: Coarsc•pastc V:mcty
Xicalango RCd: V�-riCty UnSpCcificd
X�cGroup:
8
l'olvoxal Rccl:1•0111oxafV:iriet_t
Suspiro Red: Suspiro Variety
Pcsca Incised: l'esca Varic1_r
'OlvOX:il Ceramic Group:
12
Unclassified Sand.temperedWare
Unelassificd Calcite.tem.e_eredWarc
Ullcimifiecl(crilniCGroup:
Punta Gorda Unsli_e_pcdWare
lsl:i Aguad:.i Striated: Aguada Variety
Aguada Ceramic Group:
Arcil Tt1in•Sli£PcdWarr
Cci1oteWhilC•Striatcd: Cenotc Variety
Zacata! Coarse: Variety Unspecified
Cenote Ceramic Grou£_:
TARPON CERAMIC COMPLEX
Estcro RedW:ire
Zapotal Red: Variety Unspecified
-ziipoiarcCf:111\ic Group:
Clrncal\ -J31iiCk-01WCd: V:iricty Unsp.
Ca"rmcn Orangc-££!rchromc: Carmen Var.
Ch:icah Ceramic Grou.e_:
Pom Com�sitc.black Ware
Pimcn1:il Com�te_ _•bl_:i��_:_ Pimcnt:il V:ir.
Pimental Ceramic Grou.e_:
Canales Com_p_ositc-whitc Ware
Rompida Composite.white: Rompid:i Var.
·ROll\i,!Cfii"""t"Ci:l-mic Group:
PENINSULA CERAMIC COMPLEX
GolfoShell-tern crcdWare
Jilon Plain: Early Variety
Jilon Plain: Crude Variety
Playazo Red: Varieties Unspecified
Coyocol Incised: Coyocol Variety
Jilon Ceramic Group:
108
P:intano Unsli�dWare
Ciud:idela Unslippcd: Coarse-paste Var.
1
Ciudade\a Ceramic Group:
34
tedWare
..:alax Red.polychrome: Calax �an\!1y
J
Barra Brown-on.red: Barra Vanety
Pargo Red: l�argo Variety
Cal:ix Ceramic Group:
34
Escero RedWare
Puerto Orange-polychrome: Puerto Var.
Eiiscnadi Red: Early Variety
Puerto Ceramic Group:
48
CONCHADA CERAMIC COMPLEX
Pa1!la_ i_ 1: o_ _U_1:!!!£P._�� \Va!�- _ __ _ _ _
Ciudadcl:i Uns�ed: - Fine-paste Var.
Ciudadela Unslippcd: C:ilcincd Var.
Ciudadcl:l UnsliPl)cd: Variety Unsp.
Pinucla Incised: l'inucla Varkt�
Ciudadela Ceramic Group:
12

Un_k_�_ur

>"Cl
trl

!:O

z
�

N)

:--1

�
>::c
trl

z--<
()

trl

!:O

22l

>�

0

(/J

0

'TJ

>-

---LL59

>>>-

L'

l>

5

2

16

�

107

s

25
2S

1

60
!39

2

11
7

lQ

4r,_

4

6

l

32
33 I
l

65

2_'.l_

.li

li

2

16
13
16

l

4

l

90

so
15
131
4

14

93

s

l
89
48

113

14
12
32

45

43

13

33

10
28

l

22

10

13

27

54

14

2

3

l

2404

s

89

343

608

390

247

318

326

Corcho UnslippedW:1rc
Homos Smoothed: Fine-paste Varieti'._
H0ni0s Smoothed: Fl:ikyV:iriefi'._
l-lornos Smoothed:Variety Unspecified
Torno Incised:Variet�ecified
FiiroRough: FaroVariety
Hornes CeramicGroup:
_li8
Pan!:ic Pumice-lcm.E_eredWare
Punta Unslippcd: PuntaVariety
lla!chacah Smoothed: ll.1-!f!1_,1cahVar.
MolonRed: Molon Variety
Punt:iCCramicC:rOup:
_>Q
ll Golfo Shell-temperedWare
Jilon Plain: UteVarieli'._
Z§_
Jilon Plain:Rou!!.hV�riety
)TioilPlain:Variety Unspecified
TiestalOran.s.c: Ticstal Varicc
Arro1.al Or:m�ehromc: Arro1.:il Var.
M:iriscal lncised:Varieti'._Unspecitied
ManantclRed:Var. Unsp. ( SmoothedVar.?)
Manantcl Red: V:ir. Unsp. (RoughV:ir.'!)
Jilon CeramicGroup:
.f_OQ
VelctaBl:tckWare
CoyocBlack: CoyocVarict
Pilas Incised: Pilas VuriClf
Cuyeros Bl:1ck-and-Red: CuyerosVar.
Coyoc Ccr:imicGroup:
li
Pusw.o RedWare
CalzadaRed: CalzadaVarielf
MojinasRed: MojinasVarie1y
Costa Red-andbuff: Costa V:1rie1x_
Catl.a"di.tCTarnicGroup:
ts1croRcdW:1rc
fnscnad:iRed: LateVarie1y
Puerto CeramicGroup:
46
CuyoOr:ingc-polychrorne: CuyoV:1ric1y
CcrrillosOr�ngi£-!)Oly°chrome: CerrillosVar.
Mapachin Urown-bichroruc:Ma.e_:ichinVar.
Cuyo CeramicGroup:
21
FincOran.&_eWarc
B:ilancan Orange: 13alancanVariety
Bahmcan CeramicGrou_e_:
MANGLE CERAMIC COMPLEX
Go!fo Shell-temperedWare
Chultun Plain: ChultunVariety
Garrapatal Red: Variet_r Unspecified
Jilon CcwmicGrou.E_:
Ch:ical Fine-unsli.E.e_edWare
Foso Fine: FosoVariety
Carncol-modeled: CaracciVariciy
Pozos Fine: Po1.0sVariety
Foso CeramicGrou_e_:
Fine Orn"ngeWare
AguacatalOr:ingc: AguacatalV:1ricty
B()co �uev:i_lnc_isc_d: llo_ca_Nueva Var.
E strecho Composi1e-dark: EstrechoVar.
Aguacatal CeramicGroup:
65
Silho Orange: SilhoVariety
Si!ho CeramicGroup:
f_LANTACION CERAMIC COMPLEX
Fine OrangeWare
MalillasOrangc:MatillasVariety
Matillas CeramicGroup:
9Q
CunduacanOrange:Cunduacan Variety
Cunduac:in CerarnicGrou.e_:
UNKN OWN CERAMIC�
UnclassificdW:ire
Un�la;�ifi��1c;1�ite-tcrnpered Ware
Unclassified Temperlcss Ware
Unclassified Thin GrayWare
Unclassified Sand-tempered W:ire
MISC_ELL;\Nl�Ol,IS
C�_13rnicTools
Ccr:imicB:ills
Ceramic Net Sinkers
Figurines
83

14

30

15

792
74

18I

368 I
il_23I

92
6

140

5_)_

21

14

I II
I

l

3

I

ll

24

I I ,1

I

---=_t I I

1

I

81

75

I

4

l

8

�
1849

_18

13
I

12
�

- -

25
22

�

22
- -243
-270
l
6
i
l
l

59

§

26
I

l

-

11s

1il__16_

U4

.,

201 I
61

2

123

709

s I�a I

31

66
l

2

365

0

252

2
l

l

7

ll
1

10 I

17

�

I

1

212

138

CfilCiiODiisTippcJ"Warc
Hornes Smoothed: Fine-paste VariClf
Hornos SmoOthed: FlakyVarie(y
Hornes Smoothed:Variety Unspecified
Torno Incised; Variety Unspecified
FaroRough: FaroVariety
Homos Cernmic Group:
l_§_
Panlac Pumice-temperedWare
Punta Unslippcd:PuntaVariety
13alclwc:ih Smoothed: B :ilch:icahVar.
Molon Red: MolonVariety
Punta CeramicGroup:
30
GolfoShcll-tcme_credWare
Jilon PJ.tin: LatcVarieti'..
Jilon P!:tin:RoughVariety
Jilon l'la-i"i1:Variety Unspeciticd
Ticstal O;;jj'ge: TiestalVa-ricty
Arro1.al Oran�chrome:Arrozal Var.
Mariscal Incised:Variety Unspecified
_ __
f..fanantelRed:Var. Unsp. (SmoothedV:ir.?_l
Manante!Red:Var. Unsp. (RoughV:tr.'!)
Jilon CeramicGroup:
9M
Veleta BlackWare
CoyneBlack: CoyocVariety
l'ilas Incised: PilasV:iriel'._
i
Cuyeros Black-and-Red: CuyerosV:ir.
- - Coyoc Ceramic Grou.e_:
Pun1.0 RedWare
Calz:idaRed: C:1!1.adaVarieti'..
MojinasRed: MojinasVarieti'._
CostaRed-and-buff:CostaVaricti'..
C:ilzada Cer:timcGroup:
Estcro RedWare
Enscn:ida Red: LateVariet
Puerto Ccr:imicGroup:
CuyoOrange-polychrome: Cu)'._OVariety
Cerr-illOs�chro�ar.
f..fapachin IJrown-bichrorne;MapachinV:ir.
Cuyo CeramicGroup:
FineOranieWare
Balancan Orange; 13abnc:10V:irrcty
llalancan CeramicGroup:
MANGLEf_ERAMIC COMPLEX
Gelfo Shell-temperedW:irc
Chultun Plain: ChullunVariety
GarrapalalRed: Variety Unspecified
Jilon CeramicGroup:
Chacal Fine-unsli£_pcd Ware
Foso Fiiie:FosoVariet
Car:icol-modelcd: Cameo!Varieti'..
Pozos Fine: PozosVariety
Foso CeramicGrouE_:
Fine OrattgcWare
._ _ _
AJ:u:lcatal Orange: Aguacat:ilV:irie1y
lloco Nucva Incised:Boca NuevaV:1r.
Estreeho Compos]!��ark: Es1rcchoV:ir.
Aguacatal CeramicGroup:
3Q
SilhoOrnnge: SilhoVarieti'._
Silho t·eramicGroup:
PLANTACION CERAMIC COMPLEX
FineOrangeWare
15 /
Matillas Orange: MatillasVariety
Ma1illas Ccr:imic Group:
54
Cunduacan Orange: Cundu:ican V:iricly
Cunduacan CeramiC-Grou.e_;
22
UNKNOWN CERAMICS
Uncl:issitiedWare
Uncl:1ssiticdCalcitc-temr_credWare
UnclassiticdTemperlessWare
Uncbssificd ThinGrayWare
Uncl:1ssitied $:ind-1empercdWare
MISCELLAN EOUS
CernmicTools
CeramicBalls
Ccrnmic N c1 Sinkers
Figurines
48
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54.

CERAMIC TABULATION BY LEVELS, TRENCH

LEVELS
T�II

V

VI

IV

14

400

�

n
1

l

H

H

l

4

4

4
l

�
12
3

l

2
l
l

l

n

lU
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8

•
n

--'
_J
....
MI
n

5

D2
9

u

'I
l

I

Unk�ur

1

n
3

1

"l

2

2

4

4

2

..., I UI
.. I -. I

n

-52

u
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CERAMIC

,I

2

·-

·-

I u
l

i

PINZON CERAMIC COMPLEX
L.,�una Red Ware
Xicalango Red: Xical:mgo V:iricty

UNITS
Group
Totals

XTcafaflgO Ri:d":CiiJdrii:(f"Viirfoty
XiCllangci Rid:Dark-core Variety
X1c:ilango Red: Coarse-paste Variety
Xicil:mgo Red: Variety Unspecified
_>,:T�ango Ccrail,ic Croup:"---- 23
l'olvoxal RC<1:1•01voxaTVinct}'_
Suspiro Red: Suspiro Varicly
i'CSc:1-JnclSCd'.PCSca VarictX_
l'olvoxalCeramic firoul:
7_
Unclassified Sand-tem�redW:ire
Unclassified Calcite-tenl£.Cri:d\Vare
Onclassifil!d Ceramic Grour:
VUllfa-·CofU:LUI\Si"i££edWare
Isla Aguada Slri3ted: Aguada Varie1y
Aguiiilll ccr�-illiCGroup:
AreITl'hln-ili � dWare
CcnoteWhitc-striatcd:-Ceriote Variety
Zac:ital Coarse: Variety Unspecified
Ccnole CeumiC GrouE_:
TARPON CERAMICCOMPLEX
Estero RedWare
Zapata! Red: Variety Unspecified
Zapotal Ceramic Group:
Chaeah Black-on-red: Variety Unsp.
Carmen Orange-polychrome: Carmen Var.
ChacahCeramicGrou_g_:
!'om Com_g_osile-black Ware
l'iment:11 Com�site-black: Pimental Var.
Pimi-:ntal Cer:li-nic Grou_g_:
t"iriiilcsCom_g_osITe-whitcWare
Rompid:iCornpoSiti: -Wfilte: Rompida Var.
Rompida Ceramic Group:
J>ENINSLI_LA CER_AMIC_COMPLEX
Golfo Shcll-tcn�rcdWare
Jilon Plain: Early _V:1.rict�
Ji\on Plain: Crude V3fiCty
Playazo Red: Varieties Unspecified
Coyocot Incised: Coyocol Variety
Jilon Ceramic Group:
46[
Pal1ia1lo Unsfi_��dW:i.rc
Ciud:i.dda Unslipped: Co:usc-p:1ste V:1.r.
CiudadclaCeramic Group:
14
Punzo RedWare
Cafox Red-polychrome: Calax Varic1r
Barra Brown-on-red: Barra VariC.!i'._
Pargo Red: Pargo V:uiety
Calax Ceramic Group:
'6
1tcro RcdWare
Puerto Orange-polychrome: Puerto Var.
Enscn:1.da Red: Early Varictx_
Puerto Ceramic Gro�
lZQ
CONCliADA CERAMICCOMPLEX
Pantano UnslippedW:ue
Ciudadela Unslippcd: Fine-paste V:ir.
Ciudadcla Unsli�d: Calcined Var.
Ciudadcl:I Unslfp�d: Variety Unsp.
Pinucla Incised: Pinuela Varietx_
C!Uciiidcl3CeramTci-Group:
29

Table
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Totals

...l..Q_
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Totals
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CERAMIC TABULATION BY LEVELS, TRENCH C

CERAMIC UNITS

LEVELS
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-
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2
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3
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1
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7
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PINZON CERAMIC COMPLEX
L1.£una Red Ware

Totals

Xicalango Red: Xic:11:J.ngo Variety
Xicalango Red: Calcined Varict_r
Xicabng� R��: 0:irk-c�Y�ricty
Xicalango Red: Coarse-paste Variety
Xic.1!ango Red: Variety Unspccilicd
Xic:alangoCeramic tiroup:
l'Olvoxaf lled: Polvoxal Vii1e1x_
Suspiro Rccf:Suspiro VirTety
Pesca Incised: l'esca Variety
l•olvoxat Ceramic Grou�:
Unclassified Sand-1em�redWare
UnclassifiedCalcitc-temE_rcdWare
U11Classi!iCd-Ceramic Group:
l'u111a Gord:1 Unsli£PcdWare
Isla Aguada Stri3tcd: Aguada Variety
Agll3diCeiiiritCGroup:
Areil Thin-slippcdW-,«--CcnotcWhite-striated: Cenotc Variety
Zacat:il Co:irsc: Variety Unspecified
CenoleCeumic GrOUE_:
TARPON CERAMIC COMPLEX
Es1cro RedW:ire
Zapotal Red: Variety Unspecified
Zapotal Ceramic Group:
Chacah Black-on-red: Varicly Unsp.
Carmen Orange-polychrome: Carmen Var.
Chacah CeramicGrouE_:
l'om Composl\c;bi:ickWarc
·i'imentan':omposile-6T:ick:l�-y:ir.
Pimental CeramicGroup:
2
C:1.n:1.lesComE_OSile-whiteWare
RompidaCompositc-wlute: Rompida Var.
RompidaCeramicGroup:
PENINSUL�_C.�B�MIC_CQ�11�Ll;X
Golfo Shell-tempered Ware
Jilon Plain: Early Variety
Jilon Plain: Crude Varie..!1_
Playazo Red: Varieties Unspecified
Coyocol Inciscd: Coyocol Variety
°Jilon C(ii-:im!C Grou__
p,
_
_ 301
Pantano Unsli£)!cd\\/are
Ciudadcla Unslippcd: Coarse-paste Var.
Ciudadcla Ceramic Group:
14
i'unzo RedWare
Cabx Red_-p;;,lychro111c: Calax Vari�1y_
Barra Brown-on-red: Barra Varie.!}'_
Pareo Red: Pargo Variety
Calax Ceramic Group:
62_
Estcro RedWare
Puerlo Orange-polx_chrome: Puerto Var.
Enscnada Red: Early Variety
PuertoCeramicGrou�
co·NcfiADA tERAK1i"tCOMPI�
Pantano UnslippedWare
Ciudadela Unslippcd: Fine-p:i.ste Var.
C:Tudadela Unsli�d: C31cincd VR
Ciudadcla Unslippcd: Varietx_Unsp.
l'inucla Incised: l'inucla Varic1x_
CiUd.idelaCer:l1l1ic Group:
52
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235

0

7

70

213
5

l
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4
38

2
15

5
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2

33

14

25

23

2

2

2091

s
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45

46

141

792

l

271

63

40
4
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Corcho UnslippedWare
1-lornos Smoothed":Fine-paste-Variety
Hornos Smoothed: Fla�yVariefi'._
1-!ornos Smoothed:Variety Unspecified
Torno Incised: Varietr Unspecified
Faro Rough: FaroVariety
Homos Ceramic Group:
36
Panlac Pumice-tcm�red Ware
Punta Unslipped: Punta Variety
Balcha-cali S�Ql'.lt1:;:e:fJ�icli""acahVar.
Molon Red: Molon Variety
Punta CeramiCGroup:
Golfo Shell-tem�red Ware
Jilon Plain: l.ateVarietr
Jilon Plnin: RoughViiriety
Jilon Plain:Variety Unspecified
TiestalOrange:TiestalVarie_!L
ArrozalOun�chrome:ArrozalVar.
Mariscal Incised: Variety Unspecified
Manantel Red: Var. Unsp. (SmoothedVlir.?)
Manantel Red: var. U-llSJ).�flVar.?
Jilon Ceramic Group:
302
VeletaBlackWare
CoyocBlack: CoyocVariety
Pilas Incised:Pilas Variety
_l_�yeros Black-and-Red: CuyerosVar.
�OC-Ceramic Grou.e_:
Pum.o Red Ware
Calzada Red; Calzada Variely
Mojinas Red: MojinasVuic1Y
Costa Red-and- buff: CostaVariely
Caliidii-CC!allliC-Group:
�terQ_RcdWarc
- Ensenada Red: LateVariety
Puerto Ce�mic G_!_Q.up_;_
CuyoOrange-polychrome:CuyoVariety
CcriillOs Orai1ge-pOlychrome: Cerrillos V:ir.
MapachinBrown-bichrome: Mapachin Var.
Cuyo Ceriillllc Group:
FineOrangeWareBalancan Orange:·ea1iinca_n_Varfety
Balancan Ceramic Grou.e_:
10
MANGLE CERAMIC COMPL13X
Golfo Shell-tempered Ware
Chultun Plain':ChultunVariety
G:irrapalal Red: Variety Unspecified
Jilon Cera-rriic - GrOup:
1§_
Chacal Fine-unsli.E.£edWare
Foso Fine: FosoVariety
Caracol-modeled: Caracol Variet_r
Pozos Fine:PozosVarietr
Foso Ceramic Grou.e_:
FineOrange Ware
�uac.1talOrangc:_1"suacatalVarict_r
Boco Nueva Incised: Boca NuevaVar.
Estrecho Composite-dark: EstrechoVar.
Aguacatal Ceramic Group:
67
SilhoOrange: SilhoVariet
Silho Ceramic Group:
PLANTACION CERAMIC COMPLEX
Fine OrangeWare
MatillasOrange:MatitlasVarict
Matillas Ceramic Group:
235
CunduacanOrangc:Cunduacan Variety
Cunduiiali CC"r.1riiic-Gro':!..e_:
70
UNKNO\\iI•n::ER-AMIC�
Unclassified Ware
Unclassified Calci1e-tempered Ware
UnclassifiedTemper!essWare
Unclassified Thin GrayWare
Unclassified &rnd-tempered Ware
.f.21
MISCELLANEOUS
Ceramic Tools
CeramicBalls
Ceramic Net Sinkers
Figurines

90
33

11

2}_

10

ll

.J.Q

829
283

189

l

5
46
27
4
L

19

.2
13

12
l

I

I

10

l

n

45

14

3

127

6
61

-97,- 42 l
114 j 38 J

'

2J

I

16
2

l

l

1J

441

,.

21

J lJ
2

l

-"-5

lQ

50

20

·�

103
47

-

:i I

- --r:
305

-"-2_2_

_28

_

:I

2
195
3
7
17

1�

I I i : I , I ! 1 ·: I

I

5

I I :=r: b
3

12

l
3

a

22

l
2

2585

_1_2

213

149

76

359

51
2

•1
425

14 I
4

1 I
2_J

437

Corcho UnslippcdWare
Homos Smoothed: Fine-pasteVariety
Homos Smoothed: FlakyVariefy
HOriiOS Smoothed: V:1riety Unspecified
Torno Incised: Vuiety Unspecified
Faro Rough: FaroVariety
Homos Ceramic Group:
133
PanlacPumice-tempered Ware
Punt3 Unsli�d:PuntaVariety
_Qalchacah Smoothed:Balchacah V:1r.
Molon Red: MolonVariety
Punt:1 Ceramic Gro�Golfo Shell-tempered Ware
JilonPlain:CiteVariety
JilonPlain:RoughVariety
JilonPlain: Variety Unspeci(iCd
TiCicitOrange:Tiesul Variely
ArroulOrange-polychrome: ArrozalVar.
Mariscal Incised: Varie�ified
Manantel Red:Var. Unsp. (SmoothedVar.?)
Manantel Red: Var. Unsp. (RoughVar."/)
Jilon Ceramic Group:
1197
VeletaBlack Ware
CoyocBlack: CoyocVariety
Pilas Incised:PitasVariety
CuyerosBlack-and-Red: Cuyeros Var.
C��r?illiCGroup:
14
Punzo RedWare
Calu.d:i Red: CalzadaVarie1r
Mojinas Red: MojinasVarietr
Cos1a Red-and-buff: CostaVariety
Calzida Ceramic Group:
_8_
EsterQRcdWare
Enscnada Red: LateVariety
Puerto Ceramic Group:
127
Cuyo Orange-polychrome: CuyoVariety
CerrillosOra�ehrome: CefrillosVar.
Mapachin Brown-bichrome:MapachinVar.
Cuyo Ceramic Group:
20
FineOrang(Ware
BabncanOrange:BalancanVariety
Balancan Ceramic Grou_e_:
16
MANGLE CERAMIC COMPLEX
Golfo Shell-tempered Ware
ChultunPlain':ChultunVariety
Garrapat:il Red: Variety Unspecified
Jilon Ceramic Group:
Chacal FlnC:unslipped Ware
Foso Fine: FoSOVariety
Caucol-modeled:CaracolVarietr
Pozos Fl/le:PozosVariet_r
Foso Cerarmc Grou.e_:
_!,_
FineOn�Ware
AguacatalOrange: AguacatalVariety
Boco Nueva Incised: Boca Nuev:i Var.
Estrecho Composite-dark: EstrechoVar.
Aguacata1 Ceramic Group:
_,._._
Silho Orange: SilhoVarie1y
Silt1o �era�nic Gro_�
_
PLANiA-tlON CERAMIC-COMPLEX
FineOrangeWare
MatillasOr:1nge: MalillasVariety
Matillas Cer:imic Group:
130
Cunduacan Orange:Cunduacan Variety
Cmld-U3C3ri CCf:iriiIC-Group:
UNKNOWN CERAMICS
UnclassiliedWarc
Unclassified Calcite-ten!e_eredWare
UnclassifiedTemperlcssWare
Unclassified Thin Gray \V:r,r�
Unclassified $:ind-tempered Ware
MISCELLANEOUS
Ceramic Tools
�er.imicBalls
Ceramie Net Sinkers
Figurines
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-
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926

224
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Table

56.

CERAMIC TABULATION BY LEVELS, TRENCH C-4
CERAMIC

LEVE LS
T.Q1i!_I_L____.Y_II

_\'I

I_\'

Unk/Sur

Ill

Io

l

101

12
14
_J_

lQ
il

l l

Suspiro R.Cd:sLISpiTo-V:irTcty

I I

12

27

ComplcK

Totols

49

57.

CEHAMJC TABULATION BY LEVELS, TRENCH

LEVE LS
T_Q!_a_ls

__y11

_V_I

IV

Ill

19

±

35

I
...!,_
__,_

26

Pcsca Incised: l'csca Variety
l•OJVOxal Ceramic GrouE___________2_3
UnclassificdSand-tcm_e_crcdWare
"Unclassf!lCdC.ilcl1c-!cm.e_crcd-W are
Onclmifi1i"d-CCii1i11C-"Crou_�:
Purm Gorda Unsli�dWare
Isla Aguada Stri;11ed: Aguada V:1riety
Ai:Uat.la CCl'ail1ic Group:
Arcil Thin-sli�dWare
CcnutcWhite-striated: Ccnotc Variety
Zac:ital Coarse: Varie1y Unspecified
CenOtc Ceramic Grou.e_:
l'/(Rl'ON CERAMIC COMPLEX
EsteroRcd Ware
Zapotal Red.: Variety Unsp_ccificd
1 G
e
!
p
l0 3
c,
� -� :� ",�c'�; �� ,'.��l�p�i------' �:�
, c-"s1.: ,�;" ,'.
°"Clc-,
h ""Bl ,c,':-O
Y
CarmCn Oranie�pOlychrOrnc :·tii-fJ11c1l-V3 r.
Chacah Ceramic Grau£_:
Pol11 Composite-blackWare
Vime ni:i'I COITTJ)OSff l!-01:iCK":VTmciitif Var.
Pime ntal Ceramic G,ou_e_;
Canales COm.e_Os1te-white Ware
Ronlpldii-C01ii;iOSite-WJifiC: i{Olnpld:i Var.
Rompida Cenmic Group:
1fi_Q_
PE NINSULA CERAMIC COMPLEX
GolfoShcll-tcm eredWare
8
Jilon Plain: E:i.rly V:iriety
Jilon Plain: Crude Variety
Pl:i.y:i.zoRed: Varieties Unspecified
Coyocol Incised: Coyocol Variety
__l
Ji101\ccr;inuc··c-rou_e_:
ill
Pantano Un�li�dW:ne
Ciudadel:i. Unsli�d: Co:i.rse-paste Var.
Ciudadel:i CcmniC-Ciro�:
PunzQ_RedW:i.rc
CalaxRed-polychrome: Calax Variety
Barr.a Brown-on red: Barra Varict.r
P:irgoRed: Pargo Variety
Calax Cer"iiffi T c -Group:
E steroRedWare
Puerto Orange-polychrome: Puerto V:ir.
E nsenadaRed: E:trly Variety
Puerto Ceramic Grou_l!:
CONCHADA CERAMIC COMPLEX
4i4
PantanoUnsli£.EedWare
Ciudadela Un.dipped: Fine-paste Var.
Ciudadcla Unslippcd: Calcined Var.
tiud:idela UnsliPi,ed: Variety Unsp.
Pinuela Incised: Pinuela Varietl'_
Ciudadela Ceramic Group:
20

-

:::i!<.

�
23

89
ll

I I
8

141

l

I

6

l3

19

D

CERAMIC UNITS
Group
Tota_ls
PINZON CERAMIC COMPLEX
L:l_liunaRcdWarc
Xicabngo l{C�: ����ilng�yificty
Xic:11an$0 Red; Calcined Variety
XicalangoRed: Dark-core Variety
Xic;ilangoRed: Comc-pa_s!�_Varic_�t
Xical:mgo H,cd: V_�r_icty lJ!�spccihcd
X�cGrou1>:
6
Po!VOX;il RCd:-Po!VOXal Viiiletl'_
Suspi,oRed: Sus111ro Variety
Pcse;1 Incised: Pesca Varictl'_
-Polvoxal Ceramic Grou.e_:
Unclassified Sand-lcm1>e1ed Ware
Urn.:la�sificd Calcilc-tcm.e_crcdWare
Ollclassilied Ceramic Group:
l'unt:1 Gorda UnslippcdWare
lsfo Aguada Striate : Aguada Variety
Aguad:a Ceramic C
Arcil_Thin-slippedW:1rc
Cenole Whitc-s!riated: Cenote Variety
Zacatal Co:irsc: V:iricty Unspecified
CciioiCcCTa"111TcGrou.e_:
rARPON CERAMIC COMPLEX
E steroRedWare
Z:1potalRed: Variety Unspecified
lapotal Ceramic Group:
Cliicah-Ul:icf-o-,Med": Variety Uns p.
Carmen Orange-polychrome: Carmen V:i.r.
Ch:i.cah Cernmic Grou_e_:
!'Om C6m1>0SfrC-b1:iCk Ware
Pimental Composi1e-black: Pimental Var.
Pimental Ceramic Grou_e_:
Canales ComfOSite-whitc Ware
Rompida Composite-while: Rompida V:tr.
Rompid:i. Ceramic Group:
PENINSULA CERAMIC COMPLEX
Go\fo Shell-temperedWare
Jilon Plain: Early Variety
21 I
Jilon Plain: Crude Variety
l'layazoRed: Varieties Unspecified
Coyocol Incised: Coyocol Variety
Jilon Cer:i.mic Grou.e_:
102
Pantano Unsli�dWare
Ciudadel:1 Unslipped: Co,irsc-pastc Var.
Ciudadela Ceramic Grou_p_:
Pun1,Q_RedW:i.re
CalaxRed-polychrome: Calax Variety
Barra Brown-on-red: B:trra Variety
PargoRed: Pargo Variety
CalaxCeramicGrou :
E steroRedWare
Puerto Orange-polychrome: Puerto Var.
E nsenada Red: Early Variety
Puer10 Ceramic Group:
.
CONC: l:IADA (;ERA�I(;_ COMPLEX
Pantano UnslippedWare
Ciud:idelaUnsli�d: ���:P_aste Var.
Ciudadcln Unslippcd: Calcined Vi.•.
Ciudadela U11sliPJ)cd: Variet.rUnsp.
Pinuela Incised: Pinuela V:iriCll'_
Ciudadela Ccr:1mic Group:

Unk�ur

X1ca\:mgo Red: D:uk-corc Variety

10

l)

UNITS
Group
To111s

Xical:mgoRed: Coarse.paste Variccr
Xical:in&ORCC_�V_a_r!c_ty �1�spcciTIClf
�_i_�l:�ngo CcrimTcGroup:
Polvox:1! Rcd:1•0111oxiliJirrc1_r

10

l)

PINZON CERAMIC COMPLEX
L1,i;_unaRcdWarc
Xical:in/l_oRc_d:_Xica(:�ngo Variety
Xica1angoRed: Calcined Variety
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Corcho Uns!ipped W are
Homos S111001hed: Fine-paste Variety
l lornos Smoolhed: Flaky V:iriefy
Hornos SmooitlCd": V:lrietr·unspeci-fiCd
Torno ·incised: V:irie1r Unspecified
FllrO-ROug/1:·Faro Variety
Hornos Ceramic Group:
.f.6
Panlac Ptunice-te1!.!r_cred Ware
Punta Unslipped:Punta Variety
Balchac:ih Smoothed:Balchacah V:ir.
Molon Red:
63
l���:�"c��,::�Group:
Golfo Shel l-tempered Ware
JilonPfoin: Late Variety
Ji lonPlain: Rough Variety
)TionPlain: Vari':.!i'._ Unspecified
Tiestal Orange: Ticstal Variety
Arro1.al Onnge-polychromc: Arroz:il V:ir.
Mariscal Incised: V ariety Unspecified
M:anantcl Red: V ar. Unsp. (Smoothed Var.?)
M:iliiiitel P.Cd: Var: U1isp. (Rough Var.?)
Jilon Ceramic Group:
1188
Velet:iBlack W arc
CoyocBl ack: Coyoc Variety
Pilas Incised: Pilas Variety
Cuyero B
s l3ck-and-Red: Cuyeros V ar.
Coyoc Ceramic Group:
Punzo Red Ware
Calzada Red: Calzada Varie1r
Mojinas Red: Mojinas Varietr
COslll Rcd-anci-buff: Co ta
s
Variett_
C:ilz:ida Ceramic Group:
Este10 Red W are
Enscn:ida Red: Late Varic..!l'.,
_ 133
Puerto Cer:_a_rnic;Group_:_ _
_ _
Cuyo Orange-polychrome: Cuyo V:iriety
Cerrillos Orange - polychrome: Ccrrillos Var.
MapachinBrown-bichrome: Mapachin V:ar.
Curo Ceramic G roup:
Fine Orange W are
Balancan Orange: Ba lancan V:iriety
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'
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R
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ie '
;;
°s;- c;c
Foso Fine: Foso V3ricty
1
C:aracol-mode led: Caracol Va,iety
Pozos Fine: Pozos Variety
Foso Ceramic Group:
l
Fine Oran •c Ware
Aguacaul Orange: Aguacatal Varicly
Boco Nucv:i Incised: lloc:a Nueva V:ir.
Estrech0 Composi1e-duk; Estrccho Var.
Aguacat:il CeramicGroup:
l
Silho Orange: Silho Variety
___ __ __ �ilho C_�rnmic��-�
_ ___ _ _
PLANJACION CERAMIC COMPLEX
Fine Orange W are
M:itillas Orange: M3tillas V3riety
Matill:as Ceramic Cro�
Cunduacan Orange: Cunduacan Variety
Cllrlduacan Ce-iiimic Grou.e_:
ur,pq�_OWN -�!;R,\�l lc;:$
4li_
Unclas$ificd W are
49
Unclassified Calci_te-te�rcd W arc
279
655
Unclassified Tclnpcrless Ware
4
_Vnclasslfu:�}W!1QrayWare
Unclassified Sand-lempcred W are
44
1_].I,_
MISCELLANEOUS
336
282
Ceramic Too_!!
2
CeramieBalls
}_2
Ceramic Net Sinkers
2
Fi�urincs
2582
45 1299
730
495
13
9928

�

TtTo

l

n,

2

l

40

69

'"

'"

"

263

290

374

40

I

l

252 I 213

'
454

ll65

13

"l

4630

"

25l7

corClio Ulls!i]>1lcdWare
llornos Smoothed: Fine-paste Variety
Homos Smoolhed: Flaky Varie t y
}lornos·smoo thed: VanC t r Unspe cified
Torno lnC1Scd:-Varict�c1ficd
Faro Rough: Faro V:lflc ty
l lornos Ceramic Gro�.
Pan[:1cPum1ce-te1!.!r_eredWarc
Puuta Unslipped: l'unta Vanety
Balchacah Smoo thed: 13:Jlchacah Var.
Molon Red: Mulon V:iricty
4T
l'unta Ceramic Group:
GulfoShell-tern.e_credWare
Jilon
l'lam:
l..atc
Vanc
ty
_)9
Jilon Pla111: Rough VanC1y
Ji!on !'lam: V:inc1y Unspccdicd
Ticstal Oran�c: T1estal V:inc ty
Arrotal Oran�c-polychrome· Arrozal Var.
Mamc;1 I lnc1,s';;d: Vrne1r Unspecified
Manantcl Red: V:ar. Uns_!!_. (Smoothed Va1.1)
Manantcl Red: Var. Unsp. (R��ar.Jl
J1to11 Ceramic Gro�:
8810
Vclcta lllackW:ue
Coyuc mack: Coyoc Variety
Pilas Incised: 1'1las Va1ie1y
CuycrosBlack.and-Red: Cuyeros Var.
Coyoc Ceramic Group:
29
Punzo Red W are
Calzada Red: C:1lzada Vanety
Mojin:1s Rc<l· Mo1111as Variety'
Cos1:1 Rcd-;rn<l-buff: Custa V:irict_r
Cal,�da CCr"amic GrouP'
Es1c10 RcdWatc
!;11s.,:1_1a_da_R_c�-'-Late Vane1y
Puerto Ceramic Grnup.
59
Cu� Oran�pol)'chrorne: C�1yo V:111c1y
c-;;m11mor:m��:p�1lychromc: Ccmllos Var.
1'\apachmBrown-b1chrome· Mapachin Var.
Curo Cernimc Group:
g
I-inc Oranj:c Ware
B:ibncan Or:ingc· IJ:ilancan Variety
J a
c Group·
1'� � ��;; l��;;t
MANGLE CERA
Golfo Shell temperedWare
1 1
5
v�;1��:c1ficd
��
Jilon Ceramic Group
Chacal F111c-unsl1ppcdW:i,c
Foso Fine. Foso Vanetv
C:iracol-modekd: C:1.racol Variety
Pozos Fme: Po,os Vari..:1y
Foso Ccrarmc Group:
Fine Orani,:e W:uc
Ai,:uac:ital Oran}:c: AJ:uac;,tal Variety
Boco Nueva lnc,scd.Boc:a Nueva Va1.
s
E 11cch0Com m�11c-dark: bt1ccho Var.
Ai:uaca t al Cern1111c Grouo:
Sdho Orange. Sdllo V:1ric t y
Si!ho Ceramic Gruup:
l'LANTACION nRJ\MIC cm!l'Ll:X
F1ne Orani,:cWarc
Ma t 1lbs Orange: Ma11ltas Variety
M:111llasCcramicGroup·
Cu11duKaU 01;111ge: Cunduacan V311e1y
Cunduacan Ceramic Grou.e.·
UNKNOWN CERAMICS
_JtS_l_
_
_JJnclassific<lWan:
Unclass1ticd Cak1tc-1�m£_m·dWarc
4l ]
Uucla��1fkd Tcm1>erlc�-� \Vase
Uncl:iss1ficd Thm GcayW:irc
U11clasi.1ficd
S:rntI-1cmpc1cdWa1c
12_I
MISCELLANl·OUS
Ccra1111cTool�
Ccr:11111c ll:11ls
Ccr:11mc Ncl Sinl..c1�
l�1r111cs
2)5

>

"d
"d
til

z

CJ

><

>

6�::�\:;::1 �;1 �����1/1�;�

7!±8

l05
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w
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w
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Table

58.

CERAMIC TABULATION BY LEVELS, TRENCH

LEVELS

Totals

18
2

"

13
7

47
9

:i:

2325
I

VII

VI

V

IV

Ill

II

I

I

10

8
2
3

12 I
9
5
301
7J

17
2

4021 71

10

26
3

12

I
I

Unk/Sur

PINZON CERAMIC COMPLEX
Laguna RedWare
Xicafongo Red: Xicalango Variety
Xical:mgo Red: Calcined Varic1y
Xical:mgo Red: D-Jrk-corc Variety
Xicalango Red: Coarse-paste Variety

UNITS
Group
Totals

Table
Compll?x
Totals

3606

59.

CERAMIC TABULATION BY LEVELS,

LEVELS
T�II

VI

1)1

Ill

Unk/Sur

16
14
3

X\CaTarigoTcrnmic Group·
55
J>olvoxal Red: Polvox:11 Variety
SUSpl"rO "Red·: SuspirO v:iriccy
Pcsca Incised: Pcsca Varict_r
Polvoxal Ceramic Grou_p·___
58

Uncla�sificd Sand-tempered Ware

DnCEissificd Calci1c-tcm.e_crcflVarc
Uii"classiliCll Ceramic Group: 3438
l'unt:1 Gord:1 Unsli.E_pcdWare
Jsl:i Aguada Striated: Aguada Variety
Aguad:1 Ceramic Group:
2fJ
ArcilThin-slippcdW:1re
Cenote White-s1ria1cd: Ccno!c Varic1y
Zacata! Coarse: VarietyUnspecified
CcnOtC Ccir!lilllC Grou.e,:
29
TARPON CERAMIC COMPLEX
Estero RedWare
�Variety Unspecified
Zapota! Ceramic Group:
Chacah Black-on-red: Variety_l!1_lS£:
Carmen bfarlgC--:-pO lyc"hrome: Carmen Var.
Chacah Ceramic Grou.e_:
Pom Composite-blackWare
l>imcntafC:oniposTic-black:l'TmeniaTYar.
Pimental Ceramic Grou_e_:
Canales Com£_OSite-whilcWare
Rompida Composite-white: Rornpida Var.
Rompida Ceramic Group:
i'ENIN�ULA CERAMJG___Cp�tpLEX
Golfo Shell-temperedWare
Jilon Plain: E:irly Variety
Jilon Plain: Crude Variety
Playazo Red: Varieties Unspecified
Coyocol Incised: Coyocol Variety
Jilon CcramicGrour_:
11
P.JntanoUnslip_pedWarc
Ciudadela Unslippcd: Coarse-paste Var.
Ciudadcla CeramicGroup:
Punzo RedWare
Calax Red-polychrome: Calax Variety
Barra Brown-on-red: Barra Variety
Pargo Red: Pargo Variety
Cab:-.: Ceramic Group:
Estero RcdWare
Puerto Ora�..£!t_chromc: Puerto Var.
EnsCnada Red: Early Variety
Puerto Ceramic Grou.E_:
CONCMADA CERAMIC COMPLEX
Panta110Unsli_E2ed Ware
Ciudadela Unslipped: Fine-paste Var.
Ciudadela Unslipped: Calcined Var.
Ciudadeb Unslipj;"cct: Varict_r Unsp.
Pinucl:i Incised: Pinuela Variet_r
Ciudadela Ceramic Group:

•

I

!

•

2897

858

746

1224

159
104

47
26

43
29

69
46

_l.

g
21
34
56

-,-arr

13

39

z

IZ I
..

-

� �
l - 5
5
20

14
21

---r1
13

15

Pr:r JA-1
CERAMIC

Xicabngo Red: Varicly Unspc�ificd

7l4 I 16ll

26

11

E-3-1

CERAMIC

I

17

UNITS
Group
Totals

PINZON CERAMIC COMPLEX
W_£una RedWare
Xicafongo Red: Xical:1ngo Varie1y
Xical:mgo Red: Calcined Variety
Xicabngo Red: O:irk-corc Variety
Xicalango Red: Coarse-paste Variety
Xicabngo Red: Variety Unspecified
_X"icahingo Cera m
r c Group:
[6
Polvo:-.:al Red: l'olvo:-.:al Variety
Suspiro Red: Suspiro Variety
Pcsca Incised: Pcsca Variety
Polvo:-.:·11 Ceramic Group·
Unclassified Sand-tempered Ware
Unclassified Calcite-tempered Ware
Unclassified Ceramic Group:
Punt:L Gor a UnslippedWare
Isla Aguada Stri:Lted: Aguada Vanety
Aguada Ceramic Group:
ArcilThin-slippedWarc
Cenote White-striated: Cenote V:1ricl
Zaeata! Coars<:: V;nietyUnspecified
Cenote Ceramic Grou_e_:
TARPON CERAMIC COMPLEX
fatero Red Ware
Zapotal Red: V:iriety Unspecified
Zapotal Ceramic Group:
Chacah Black-0n-red: Variety Unsp.
Carmen Ornnge-polychrome: Carmen Var.
Chacah Ceramic GroUE.'
!'om Corn_e_osite-blackWare
l'irnenial-Cornposite-black: i'imcnta! Var.
l'imcnlal Ccraniic Grour:
Canales Composite-white Ware
Rompida Composite-wltite: Rompida Var.
"i�C�roup:
PENINSULA CERAMIC COMPLEX
Golfo �hell-temperedWare
Jilon Plain: Early Variety
Jilon Plain: Crude Variety
P!ayazo Red: Varieties Unspecified
Coyocol lnciscd· Coyoco! Variety
Jilon Ceramic Grou_e_:
PantanoUns!i�d Ware
Ciudadela Uns!ippcd: Coarse-paste Var.
C:i11dndebf:e�
��- �:_:nmic Grmm·
l3
p,,-,-0 R
� ,�d=W�,c�,
Cal:t:-.: Red-polychrome: Calax Variety
Barra Brown-on-re�: Barra Variety
_
Pargo Red: t·,1rgo vanct_r

Calax Ceramic Group:
33
Estcro Red Ware
Puerto Orange-polychrome: Puerto Var.
Enscnada Red: Early Variety
Puerto Ceramic Grour.:_. _ _ __ 90
CONCHADA CERAMIC COMPLEX
- P:int:mo UnslippedWare
Ciudadela Uns!�d: Fine-p:iste Var.
Ciudadelu Unsli�d: Calcined Var.
Ciudadcla Unslipped: Variety Unsp.
Pinuela Incised: Pinuela Variety
Ciudadcla Ceramic Group;
19

Comple1e
Totals

21
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-
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0
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2900

Core��s�d �are
Homos Smoothed: Finc-p:isteV:iricty
l-lornos Smoothed: Fl:iky'"Varicfy

IO

Homos Smoothed: Variety Unspecified

Toino Incised: Variety Unspecified

Faro Rough: Faro Varicly
Homos Ceramic Group:

55
2473

8!!_
H

336
128_?_

-

!I

16
4

13

13

3
I

I

56
214

13
63

43
132

2
212

2
61

126

b
9190

b
2597

6499

22
Panlac Pumice-temperedWare
Punta Unslipped: PuntaVariety
Balchacah Smoothed: B.alchacahVar.
Molon Red: MolonVariety
Punta Ceramic Group:
Golfo Shcll-tcm£_crcd Ware
Jilon Plain: L:itcVariety_
Jilon Plain: RoughV:arie1y
Jilon Pl:ain:V:ariety Unspecified
Tiest:alOr:inge:TiestalVllriety
Arro1.:tlOr:ange•polychrome: AnozalVar.
M:ariscal Incised:Variety Unspecified
Manantcl Red: Var. Unsp. (SmoothedVar.?)
r;bnantCf RCd: Vii-. Unsp. (RoughVar.?
Jilon Ceramic Croup:
�
Veleta BlackWare
Coyoc Black: CoyocVariety
Pilas Incised: PilasVariety
Cuycros Black...:ind.Red: CuyerosVar.
Coyoc Ceramic Group:
Punzo RedWare
Calzada Red: CalzadaVariety
Mojinas Red: MojinasVarietf
Costa Red.,:ind-buff: Cos1aVariety
Calzada Ceramic GrOiip:
j;_stero RedWarc
Ensenada Red: L::lieVariety
Puerto Ceramic Group:
CuyoOrange.polychrome: CuyoVariety
�crrillos Orange-polychrome: CerrillosVar.
M:apachin Brown-bichrome: M:tpachin V:1r.
Cuyo Ceramic Group:
14
FineOran!!.eWare
llalancanOrange: &llancanVariety
Balancan Ceramic Grou_e_:
MANGLE CERAMIC COMPLEX
Golfo Shell-temperedWare
Chultun Plain':ChultunVariety
Gar�ap_:1131 �ed;Variety Unsj)':c ified
-- Jilon C e�imi� Gro�r:
Chacal Fine.unslippedWare
Foso Fine: Foso"Variety
C:trac ol-modeled: CaracolVarie1y
POZOS Fine: PozosV:ariety
Foso Ceramic Grou_e,:
FineOra!!S_eWarc
Aguacata10range: Ai:uacatalVariety
Boco Nueva Incised: 13oca Nueva Var.
l:!!!..!!Cho Co�ite--dark: EstrcchoVar.
Aguacatal Ceramic Gro�:
SilhoOrange: SilhoVariety
Silho Cer:amic Gro�
ji"( J.},/TA-CION CE RAMIC COMPLEX
FineOrani:eWare
MatilfasOrange:MatillasV:ariety
Matillas Ceramic Gro�
CunduacanOrange: CunduacanVariety
Cunduacan Ceramic Group:
UNKNOWN CERAMICS
UncbssifiedWarc
lh1�ia-�sfri�-d(;jcitc-l��crcdWare
19]
Unclassified TempcrlessWare
!.Jn�Lassificd Thin GuyWare
251
Unclassified S.1nd-temperedWue
MISCE LLANEOUS
Ceramic_Iools
Ceramic Balls
Ceramic Net Sinkers
Figurines
94

f

I

[

j

l

44
29
,2

4

76

3
2 I
27 11128

1§_
1681

_:u

l8
64
8 I
IL I
8
92
186 I
02 I 186

I

48
48
6

198
�

3
281

3
241

204

I

I

rntac l'unucc-tcmpcrco ware

.l.§_

I

I

I

I

30
3_8

19

11

22

I!

5

I

I

I

j

4

�

770

12

12

46 I 399

59 I 242
12 I 10

43
14

7056

983

904

1532

1856

625

932

Corcho Unsli dWare
llornos Smoothed: Fine-pasteVancty
Homos Smoothed: Fl:iky V:aricfy
Homos S111001hcd: Variety Unspecified
Torno Incised: V:uict.Y�cificd
Faro Roug!J: FaroVariety
Homos Ceramic Group:

224

704

Punta Unslippcd; PuntaVai
IJalchacah Smoothed: B:llchacahVar.
_ Me>l�r) R
_ ed: _M_9I_Q_n Va_ric_ty
Punta Ceramic Gro.!!.e_:
____ll&
Golfo Shell•tClll£;£ted Ware
Jilon Pl:ain: L::lte Variety
Jilon Plain: RoughVariety
Jilon Pl:ain: Variety Unspecified
TiestalOrange: TiestalVariety
Arroz.11Orange•polychrome: Arrozal Var.
Mariscallnciscd:Varic�cified
Manantel Red: Var. Unsp. (SmoothedVar.?)
Manantel Red: V:ir. Unsp. (Roup.Ji Var:!)
Jilon Ceramic Group:
1737
Veleta BlackWare
Coyoc Black: CoyocVariety
Pilas Incised: PilasV:triety
Cuyeros Black4nd-Red: CuyerosVar.
_
Coyoc Cer:imic Group:
I,
Pun1.0 RedWare
C:tlz:td:t Red: CalzadaVarict_!'_
Mojinas Red: MojinasVnrict.r
Ccisrn Red.,:ind-buff: CostaVariety
Calzada Ceramic Gro�
j;_stero RedWare
Enscnada Red: l.:iteVariet
Puen_o C_eramic GrQ.up;__ _ __ _ 6_8 _
CuyoOr:mge-polychrome: CuyoVariety
CerrillosOrange-polychrome: "ccri1ii'o'svar.
Mapachin llrown-bichrome: MapachinVar.
Cuyo Ceramic Group:
).1.
FineOrange WareBalancanOrange: BabncanVariety
Ba1ial1ciiri tir:imTc Grour:
6
MANGLE CERMIIC COMPLEX
Goi"fo Shell-temperedWare
Chultun l'fain: ChuhunVarie1y
Garr:ipalal Red: Variety Unspecified
Jilon Cer:imic Group:
un
Ch c
�;!;����: ;���a�:;;
Caracol-modelcd: CancolVariet.r
Pozos Fille: 1•ozosVariety
Foso Ceranuc Grou_e,:
FineOra�Ware
AguacatalOrange: Agu ac:atalVariety
Roc o Nueva Incised: Boca NuevaVar _,_
Estrccho Composite-dark: EstrcchoVar.
Aguacat:al Ceramic Group:
SilhoOrange: SilhoVariety
Silho Ceramic Group:
l'L J\NTACION CERAMIC COMPLEX
FineOrani:cWare
MatilfasOrange: MalillasV:triety
Matillas Ceramic Grol!e._:
CunduacanOrange: CunduacanVariety
Cunduacan Ceramic Group:
UNKN9WN CERAMICS
Unclassified\Vue
Unclass1ficd C:1lcite-te1�Ware
IJ.ncla_�iliedTcm1x:1lessWa1e
UnclaS11fiedThin GrayWare
Unclassified Sand-temperedWare
MISCELLANEOUS
Ceram1c_!ools
Ceramic Balls
Ccranuc Net Sinkers
Figurines

►
"0
"0
M

z

x
0
►

4

813
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w
w
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w
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Table 61. CERAMIC TABULATION BY LEVELS, TRENCHES AT CDPR

Table 60. CERAMIC TABULATION BY LEVELS, TRENCH JDS

CERAMIC

LEVELS
Totals

VII

VI

V

IV

HI

II

Unk/Sur

····•··~••
�...K...AM IC COMPLEX
nNL.u,--.. l,l:.

UNITS
Group
Totals

Complex
Totals

,!C

L11:una RedWare
Xical i: ngo Red: Xical:tngo Variety
Xicafango Red: Calcined Variety
Xical:mgo Red: Dark-core Variety
g
Xica!an
;-- o Red:7 --iCoarse-paste
o Varkty
---+ --+--+- --+---+------4--+--+----+i- ..:---1i!:u�
---ix'ic
' uac,. ,pc cccc'"" ,cc,,+---- ----1g o"1"'<,
d, vraci7 c"1ys
i
� ��c�ra111; i�, �1@:o";:P='
fango
l
0 1
-+ --+-+,..i '---- - --- �� �:,�i-;;'i'��a�'"";�;"-'
.,c "':s'
--17
.
, '.c. '--' ;"' oc;',,..::��
+- --+�l3,--,-�4-+
-+
--f-------;���
i
Pcsca Incised: l'csc;1 Variety
l'olvoxal Ceramic Group:
17
Uncbssificd Sand-tempered Ware
Unclassilicd Caki1c-rcmpcrcd Ware
Unch,ssilicd Ceramic Group:
Pun1:1 Gord;1 UnslippcdWare
Isla Aguada Striated: Aguad:i Variety
Aguada Ceramic Group:
Arcil Thin-slippedWare
CcnotcWhite-striated: Ccnotc Variety
Zaeatal Coarse: Varic1y Unspecified
a i c Group
1
-----+----+--+---+---+ --< --+--+-----+-c=����' C�E�7R�A·M�� �� �����
:
------r, [
T A RPO N

:::::+:::+::::t:::⇒::::t:::⇒::::t:::+::::::�==�����;]�'' ['

J..l

!.l.

lQ
l

_l

21

14

::J1I1:::::::::::

EsteroKed Ware
Za£_otal Red: �ariety �specified
Zapot:11 CeramicGroup:
Chacah Black-on-red: Variety Unsp.
Carmen Or:mgc-polychromc: Carmen V:1r.
Chacah CcramicGroue_:
PoJl1 Comrosite-blackWare
Pimental Com.e_ositc-black: Pimental Var.
Pi 1i1elltal CernmicGrou_e_:
C:111ales ComposiiC�whitCWare
Rompida Composite-white: �ar.
Rompida CeramicGroup:
iitNINSULA CERAMIC COMPLEX
Golfo Shell-tempered Ware
------:TTiimPJain: fairly Variety
Jilon Plain: Crude Variety
l'layazo Red: Varieties Unspecified
t"oy-◊c-01 Incised: Coyocol Variety
Jilon CerarnicGrou.E:.
____ll
l'an1anoUnsl i.E£_edWarc
CIUO:ldCliiUi1slij,pCd: CoarSe-pastc Var.
Ciudadeb Ceramic Grouf..:._____!1
l'un1.0Red Ware
Calax Red-polychrome: C:1lax Variety
lhrra llrown-0""71-red: Barra Varictr
1':irgo Red: Pargo V:1ricty
Calax Ceramic Group:
Estcro Red Ware
P1lcr10 Ornilgc-polychromc: Puerto Var.
En�Cllada Red": Early" Variety
P1lcrlo Ceramic Grou.e_:
CONCI-IADA CERAMIC COMPLEX
PantanoUnsli_e_eedWare
Ciudadcl,1 Unsli£.ecd: Fine-paste Var.
Ciudadcla Unslippcd: Calcined Var.
Ciudadc\:I Unslippcd: V:1rie1r Unsp.
l'inuela Incised: l'inuela Varict_r
Ciudadela Ceramic Group:
21

10
_LJ_4

CERAMIC

LEVELS
Totals

Vil

VI

IV

Ill

Unk{Sur

UNITS
Group
Totals

PINZON CERAMIC COMPLEX
L1p;una RedWare
Xica13ngo Red:Xic;ll:111go Variety
Xicabngo Red: Calcined Variety
Xicalan •o Red: Dark-core Varict
Xicalango Red: Coarsc-pascc Varie1y
Xical:mgo Red: Vari<!ty Unspecified
Aica ango Ccr:im1c liroup:
v 1
l
r 1Y
��� �;� \::��:s :����(:�a�;: /;
Pcsca Incised: l'esca Variety
l'olvoxa! Ccra111ic Group:
Unclassified Sand-tempered W:irc
Unclassified Calcite-temperedWare
Uncl:,ssilicd Ceramic Group:
Punta Gorda Unslippcd W:irc
Isla Aguada Strialccl: AguaCla variety
Aguada Ceramic Group:
Arcil Thin-slippedWare
CcnotcWhite-striated: Cenote Varietv
Zacata! Coarse: V:1ric1y Unspecified
l C Group:
1
�� ����T����
TARPON CERM
EstcroRed Ware
�Variety Unspecified
Zapo1a! Ce1:1111ic Group:
Clwcah Bl:1ck-on-red: Variety Unsp.
Carmen Orangc-polychro1iiC":Carinen Var.
Chacah Ceramic Grou_e_:
l'om C01llp0Slle-black Wm
l•imenr:1) Composite-OfiiC K :i•J!"iiCnta!
Var.
l'imcnt:11 Ceramic Group:
Canales Comr_osite-whiteWare
Rompida Composite-white: RompRl:lV:lr.
Rompid.i Ceramic Group:
l'ENJNSULA CERAMIC cmtPLEX
GolfoShell-tempcrcdWare
Ji[on Plain: Early Variety
Jilon l'l:iin: Crude V:triety
Playazo Red: Varieties Unspecified
Co"yOCOHtldS-Cd: Coyocol Variciy
Jilon Ceramic Grou_e_:
Pantano Unsli1pcd Ware
CiudadC-lii"{JllSli P!)Cd: C0:1TSC�pastc Var.
Ciudadcb Ceramic Group:
Punzo RedW:1rc
Calax Rcd�chromc: Calax Variety
Barr:1 Brown-on-red: Barra Variety
l':1rgo Red: 1':1rgo Variety
Calax Cernmic Group:
Estcro RedWare
Puerto Orangc -££!.tchrorne: Puerto Var.
Enscnada Red: Early Variety
Puerto CeramicGrou.e_:
CONCI-IADA CERAMIC COMPLEX
Panrano UnslippcdWare
Ciudadcla Unsli£Ecd: Fine-paste Var.
Ciudadela Unsli.E£_cd:Calcined Var.
Ciud,1del� Unslippcd: Variety Unsp.
l'inucla lnci�ed: l'inuela Variety
Ciud:u.lcb Cernmic -Group:

Complex
Tot�
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Corcho UnstippedWare
Homos Smoothed: Fine-paste Varictv
Homos Smoothed: F
Homos Smoothed: "Tomo-1nds"ed:·var1Ci)' Uns-P,:CHicd
Faro Rough: Faro Va�
!-lomos Ceramic Group:
Panl:tc Pumice-tempered Ware
Punta Unslippcd: Punta Variety
1331chacah Smoothed:Balchacah Var.
Molon Red:Molon Variety
Punta Ceramic Group:
Golfo Shell-tem_E.credWare
Jilon Pl:1in: Late Varietx_
Jilon Plain:Rough Variety
)TioilVl:Lin; Variety Unspecified
Ticsial Orange: Tiestal Variety
Arroi:al Oran�chrome: Arro1.al Var.
Mariscal Incised: Variety Unspecified
f..fanantel Red:Var. Unsp. (Smoothed Var.?2_
Manante! Red: Var. Unsp. (Rough Var.?
Jiton Ceramic GiOUJ):�
Vclc1aB1ackWare
CoyocBlack:Coyoc Variety
Pilas Incised: Pilas Variety_
CuycrosBlack-and-Red:Cuyeros Var.
tOioc Cer"irniC Group:
1'un1.o RedWa,e
Calzada Red:Calzada Variety_
M�illaS--VarTety
Cos1a Red-and-buff:Costa Varie11_
Cal1.ada Ceramic Group:
20
Estero RedWare
Enscnada Red: Late Variety
Puerto Ceran1ic_Q_r9up:
Cuyo Orange-polychrome; Cuyo Variety
�crrillos Orange.polychrome: Ccrri!los Var.
MapachinBrown-bichrome:Mapaehin Var.
Cux_o Ceramic Group:
Fine OrangeWare
Balancan Orange:Balancan VarTety
Balancan Ceramic Grou.e.:
MANGLE CERAMIC COMPLEX
Golfo Shcll-temE_CrcdWare
ChUltun PlaiU'. Chuftun Variety
Garrapatal Red: Variety Unspecified
Jilon Ceramic Grou.e.:
Chacal Fine-unsli�dWare
Foso Fine:Foso Variety
Caracol-rnodeled: Caracol Varietx_
Pozos Fine:Pozos Variety
Foso Cerami;Grou£_:
Fine OrangeWare
Ai:uaca1at Orange:Aguaca1al Variety
Boco Nueva Incised:Boca Nueva Var.
Estrecho Composite-dark: Estrecho Var.
Agu:icatal Ceramic Group:
10
Silho Orange: Silho Variety
Silho Ceramic Group:
PLANTAt/ON CERAMIt CbMi'LEX
Fine OrangeWare
Ma1illas Orange:M:itillas Variety
�fatillas Ccrarnic Group:
I07
Cunduacan Orange:Cunduacan Variety
Cunduacan Ceramic Group:
2
V_NKNOWN �ERAMICS
U!1_c_laµ[(l�fi.Wa��
Unclassified Calci1e-1empered Ware
Unelassificd Temperless"'w:ire
Unclassified Thin GrayWare
Unclassified Sand-temperedWare
MISCELLANEOUS
Cer:i:nuc Toots
CeramicBalls
Ceramic Net Sinkers
Figurines
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16

51

140
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8

i��

I _I

21

I
I
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4

6

1

I

I
1

657 _fil_§_

A_6

2� 22
l _9_

j

j

1!,_

�
ll.

�
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APPENDIX B
CLASSIFICATION AND THE TYPE-VARIETY CONCEPT
The term "type" has been used extensively
by archaeologists in the southwestern United
States, Middle America, Peru, and the New
\Vorld in general. There has not always been
agreement among scholars as to what may be
said to constitute a ceramic type (see Krieger's
discussion 1960: 141-49); with many archae
ologists classification has been intuitive and in
these instances no type definition is pub
lished, while others, such as Colton and Har
grave (1937: 2), carefully define the term.
Problems having to do with the classifica
tion of ceramics have centered around the
near absence of well founded relevant theory.
Ceramics have been regarded as important
and interesting artifacts, but theory concern
ing their meaning in archaeological contexts
was largely wanting until the appearance of
recent articles by ·wheat, Gifford, and 'Nasley
(1958), and Phillips (1958) intensified think
ing in this direction. The type-variety system
is one result.
The ideas behind the type -variety con
cept are not yet well understood by archae
ologists. It is interesting to note that at the
time of my original writing not a single cer
amic report had been published using the
type-variety concept. There were several re
ports in preparation at that moment, some
have since been well received, and others are
anxiously awaited.
The reasons why type-variety reports have
not been published more swiftly are mani
fold and include the following: (1) Concep
tual ramifications are by no means complete
ly firm and archaeologists have not reached
full agreement on many operational points
concerning the type-variety system (Willey,
Culbert, and Adams 1967). (2) Ideally one
should plan an excavation program with the
type-variety approach in mind so that
methods for recovering ceramics can be de
signed to accord with those ways and means
that will exploit the system so as to produce
maximum information. Many excavations
have been conducted in Mesoamerica for pur
poses other than specifically recovering cer
amics. Much interest has focused, for

example, on finding information about archi
tecture and the nature of construction within
mounds or platforms. This was precisely the
case at Aguacatal during the 1958 field sea
son, and the field procedures used then have
not been helpful in the present ceramic clas
sification. (3) Most archaeologists and ceram
ists lack experience in working with the type
variety system and any given analysis must
be done on an experimental basis (No one has
adequately ·written on tbe actual procedures
of classification using the type-variety system,
and only some of the theoretical aspects of the
system have been published). (4) Although
infinitely rewarding when carried through,
the system is expensive to deal with. It re
quires extensive handling of the sherd mate
rial, placing laboratory space demands upon
research facilities which many institutions are
not yet ready to meet.

THE FORMULATION OF
TYPE-VARIETY THEORY
Publications by Wheat, Gifford, and Was
ley (1958), Phillips (1958), Smith, Willey, and
Gifford (1960), and Gifford (1960) are largely
responsible for forming the type-variety con
cept as we now know it. Wheat, Gifford,
and \,Vasley used the pool of knowledge and
experience gained by others, especially in the
American Southwest, as a springboard to in
troduce their ideas about variety, type cluster,
and ceramic system.
Basically, vVheat, Gifford, and Wasley
tried to work within the taxonomic system
fostered by Colton and others in the South
west. They reaffirm the definitions of "type"
and "ware" used in the Southwest as pre
sented by Colton and Hargrave (1937) with
the express purpose of preserving these terms
in their established usage. An important addi
tion to terminology is made with their version
of variety. True, the term "variety" had been
in sporadic use for some time, but consistent
use and definition had been lacking. The con
cept behind ceramic variety, according to
vVheat, Gifford, and vVasley, is that it is an
analytical unit vvhich permits recognition of
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linkage between pottery pieces that may be
separated only by "minor characteristics," and
that may, in addition, differ f rom the type or
other varieties in relatively minor ways with
regard to "areal distribution," and temporal
value. The differences between such ceramic
pieces are not great enough to distinguish
each as a separate type but nevertheless a re
lationship as well as a difference can be ob
served and each one is therefore simply called
a variety of the type.
Concomitant with this idea of variety are
the "established type" and "type cluster." The
established type is a recognized ceramic type
and the type cluster represents the established
type plus those varieties that are associated
with it. The type cluster is looked upon as a
unit restricted in time and space by its com
ponent (established) type and the varieties of
that type.

eties; furthermore, in releasing the term
"established type," "type" can be used for other
ceramic unit purposes. The term "type" is
then reapplied by Phillips in exactly the sense
that vVheat, Gifford, and Wasley use "ceramic
cluster" to refer to an established variety and
(plus) associated varieties.

On the level of analytical integration
Wheat, Gifford, and Wasley (1958: 40-41)
also present the idea of "ceramic system,"
which enlarges the total scheme of taxonomy
by including within its scope type clusters
"which are related in design style, or surface
manipulation when present, vessel form, and
general technology (broadly speaking, a class
of pottery), and which range over a wide area,
but are roughly contemporaneous." The
authors suggest that a ceramic system is repre
sentative of and should reflect widely ac
cepted cultural norms of behavior and they
say, "the concept of the ceramic system refers
to a cultural image which the people were
trying to produce in a class of ceramics during
a certain interval of prehistoric time."

Smith, Willey, and Gifford (1960: 332)
merged Phillips' concept of the pottery type
and the Wheat-Gifford-Wasley concept of
ceramic variety, calling it the "ceramic type
variety concept." These authors state that the
type is a cluster of attributes that as an entity
is actually an abstraction, "but it is an abstrac
tion that mirrors a particular cultural trait."
They explain that when they say abstraction,
they mean it to apply not to a single vessel or
variety, but that the abstraction conceptually
refers to and represents the entire type in
cluding all of its expressions of variation.
They further make known their belief that
types and varieties are cultural entities which
are deliberate productions of the potter. In
saying "deliberate productions," or words to
that effect, they do not mean to imply by this
that the potters were being either overtly de
liberate or subconsciously deliberate. They
(potters) may have been acting in terms of
various combinations of both or one or the
other. Our methods of analysis are not yet
sufficiently sophisticated to make valid deter
minations about this aspect of human be
havior. It is, they say, the analyst's job to de
tennine what these cultural entities are, and
that in the accurate recognition of ceramic
units, ceramic material is translated into
meaningful cultural contexts.

Phillips' (1958: US) application of the
Wheat, Gifford, and Wasley scheme to cer
amics of the Eastern United States intro
duces a very important change. He took
note of the ambiguous position of the "estab
lished type" (which can lose its ranking and
be replaced by a variety) and suggested that
it be changed to "established variety." The
terms "established type and its varieties," he
observed, have the connotation of independ
ent and dependent units, but in reality do not
exist as such. The term "established variety,"
according to Phillips, should carry with it no
implication of ranking over associated vari-

Rouse's idea of "mode" plays an important
role in the type-variety scheme (Phillips 1958;
Smith, Willey, and Gifford 1960). Modes can
be used as descriptive units when describing
types and varieties. Also, a mode such as the
"basal flange," may cross-cut types and vari
eties within a geographic area; when observed
in this setting and way, it (a mode) is being
considered and viewed as a discrete unit in its
own right. A mode may continue to be a fea
ture on pottery with a history which includes
its incorporation into several varieties: Gif�
ford (1963: 25) sees the mode as such an inte
gral part of the new taxonomy that he refers
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to "the type: variety-mode concept."
Both theory and justification for the type
variety concept is given by Gifford (1960).
The type-variety concept is for him a typology
well suited to analyze "culture products."
Gifford maintains that ceramic varieties repre
sent "the product of the individual or of rela
tively small social group variation." The
"product," according to him, is that bit of
processed clay the potters worked in accord
ance with the cultural values prevailing with
in the community in which they lived. The
types, in Gifford's view, whether they include
several varieties or are merely single variety
types, are with their varieties the "material
manifestations of the regularities of human
behavior." In other words, the type-variety
concept makes every effort to take into con
sideration the real value oriented units of a
culture, and the classifications resulting from
the use of the concept should yield valid re
sults. Specifically, prehistoric ceramic pro
ducts are organized by the classifier into
what are thought to be culturally meaningful
groups that are useful in reconstructing as
pects of culture. The type-variety concept is
a cultural typology.
The type-variety system for classification
and analysis is carried further (see Gifford
1960, Fig. 1) by providing, on a level of ana
lytical "integration," theoretical concepts such
as "complexes," "ceramic systems," "ceramic
sequences," "wares," "horizon styles," "pot
tery traditions," and "design styles." Varie
ties are the basic units of ceramic typology,
being representations of individual human or
small social group behavior, and as such, indi
cative of values a society supported. Types
are similar in this respect but include a wider
range of variation concerning behavior and
values. The ceramic complex encompasses all
of the different types and varieties (and
modes) used by a particular prehistoric cul
tural configuration during a definable period
of time over a recognizable geographic extent.
The various constituent ceramic (unit) ele
ments involved in a given ceramic complex
need not display technical similarities. Trade
pottery, if used by a culture, is, for example,
as much an element of its ceramic complex as
anything else in use.
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The type-variety concept, as it has been
developed, is a classificatory system whereby
ceramics can be organized into units that con
form to groupings the aboriginal potters
and pottery users might themselves recognize
(Gifford 1960: 342). This is true because the
analyst recognizes and describes vvhat the
ceramic norms were for a particular ancient
society. The idea behind this kind of classifi
cation is not only to be able to subdivide a
pottery collection into units well suited for
dating purposes (Smith, Willey, and Gifford
1960: 331), but to arrive at some understanding
of the cultural processes that caused the pot
tery to be made the way it was (Gifford 1963,
Fig. 2). Furthermore, if pottery analyses are
to be useful to the archaeologist both as an
archaeologist and as an anthropologist, the
system must be of a kind that will permit
intersite comparisons not only for dating pur
poses but for the documentation and under. standing of prehistoric culture change. Hope
fully the type-variety system can serve these
capacities. The type-variety system is sup
posed to operate on principles of consistency
and logic whereby different pottery collec
tions may be studied within the same theoreti
cal and conceptual framework so that ceramic
units will be comparable from one collection
to another.
In retrospect, the present-day type-variety
system of pottery classification has come from
the experience of many workers, each in turn
making his own contribution. True recogni
tion must be given the very early workers,
such as Petrie; these men laid the foundation
for ideas concerning seriation; once the me
chanics of seriation were discerned, the
"typing" of vessels soon followed.
No single worker formulated the ideas of
type-variety. Recent crystallizations have
been solidly built upon the successes and fail
ings of the past. Idea was added to idea or
discarded in a long-range but unplanned pro
gram. Colton and Hargrave (1937) made a
major contribution with their orderly descrip
tive classification of Southwestern ceramics.
Penetrating theory was introduced on a serious
scale by Kluckhohn (1939) and Rouse (1939).
In his own way each of these men spoke
directly to the archaeological profession, ask-
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ing for cultural information from ceramic
studies. They reminded colleagues, sometimes
in strong statements, that this was the very
justification for archaeological excavation and
the recovery of artifacts. Krieger (1944) re
sponded and took the bull by the horns, so to
speak; he thought out and applied a workable
system of classification and procedures where
by the task could be accomplished. Brainerd
(1951) and Spaulding (1953) sought to demon
strate by statistics the fact that ceramic types
are not chance assemblages found in archae
ological contexts, but deliberate results re
flecting regularized human behavior. This
new dimension (especially Spaulding's con
tribution) added both a kind of thinking and
precision to ceramic analysis that have per
manently changed our intellectual currents.
Wheat, Gifford, and Wasley (1958); Phil
lips (1958); and Smith, Willey, and Gifford
(1960) originally presented the type-variety
system of classification as an untested hypoth
esis. They followed up their analytical state
ments with studies (Willey and Gifford 1961;
Willey, Bullard, Glass, and Gifford 1965) that
provided substance for their earlier presenta
tions. Even though minor modifications have
been suggested (Adams 1963; Haberland
1963; Gifford 1963), much more still needs to
be done. My own view of the type-variety
concept largely follows that of Smith, Willey,
and Gifford (1960). I suggest, however, that
the actual procedures of classification need to
be more clearly and completely spelled out
in enough detail that other students might
easily follow the method through. If proce
dures become understood and widely applied,
the analytical results obtained by different
students from different pottery collections will
make possible comparative studies within an
anthropological framework that will conse
quently be of great value.

TYPE-VARIETY: ANALYTIC PROCESSES
The type-variety concept implies the
existence of a ceramic system and that by
following this system one will be led to a cer
tain ceramic classification. One may, in this
sense, refer to the type-variety system. How
ever, some immediate problems facing the
analyst in attempting to use the system need
to be discussed.

l o adequate exposition concerning pro
cedures for analyzing a ceramic collection
has come forth from any type-variety advo
cate. One is left to his own devices and a few
hints in published form. Wheat, Gifford, and
Wasley (1958) and Smith, Willey, and Gifford
(1960) suggest use of the "inspectional
method," noting in particular "tactile charac
teristics" (which are not defined) of pottery,
and the association of these as ceramic cul
ture units in a time and space situation to
form ceramic types. The method for handling
ceramic material and how those attributes
which eventually make up the types are
chosen is not adequately explained. Phillips
and Gifford (1959: 22 ff) suggest that the first
step in classification, when using the type
variety system, is to separate pottery into
"type-classes," which are defined as "incised,"
"black-on-white," "all red," etc. The next step,
they continue, is to re-sort the pottery in these
gross type-class categories into types and
varieties. The actual procedures for working
directly with the pottery in order to deter
mine types and varieties are not explained.
The classification of ceramics by archae
ologists, regardless of the system they are
using, seems to be based on observations
made primarily of easily discernible attributes
such as surface treatment, including slip,
paint, smoothing, incising, etc. (Shepard
1939); texture of the paste, composition of
the paint and temper; style of decoration
(Colton and Hargrave 1937); color (Shepard
1939); and vessel shape (Thompson 1939).
Those vessels and ceramic pieces that show
the same combinations of attributes are placed
together and when enough of these group to
gether (Thompson [1940] says a minimum of
twenty sherds, which is strictly an arbitrary
number; Rouse [1961] says more than ten
sherds), a ceramic type is at hand. No mini
mal limits on the number of sherds or vessels
that must be observed as sharing the same
attributes have ever been suggested by the
users of the type-variety system, and one is
free to describe a single sherd or vessel as a
type or variety.
Type-variety advocates have not clarified
the selective process and in fact, have in some
ways complicated matters by making implicit
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the following assumptions: (1) when using the
inspectional method of analyzing pottery the
worker will be able to observe or know vvhich
of the many attributes found on a piece of
pottery are the important ones for establishing
types and varieties, (2) analyses by different
workers will have been accomplished within
the same analytical framework and so make
possible valid comparative studies, and (3)
procedures are sufficiently well known that
any serious student can organize a ceramic
collection into types and varieties. Probably
none of the above is true at the moment large
ly because no one has laid clown in published
form a procedure for type-variety classifica
tion, nor has anyone suggested the kinds of
observations that should be made of ceramics
when using the system. These assumptions,
nevertheless, will probably eventually prove
to be justified.
The problems mentioned above show that
the classification of ceramics has been a highly
variable process and it is obvious that work
has been of an uneven character. Further
more, many of these problems may account for
the modest progress made by students in
adapting the type-variety system to practical
problems and in publishing results.
There follows a discussion of definitions
and the procedures of classification involved
in actually using the type-variety concept,
especially with reference to my application
of that concept to the Aguacatal collection.
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the clay for some reason by the potter. This
would, of course, include minerals, sand, iron
oxide, organic materials, and any other sub
stances introduced by man. In her work on
ceramic material from several different sites
Shepard (Thompson 1939: 251-57; Shepard
1948) shows that technological studies which
center around identification of clay constitu
ents are rewarding, and that they answer such
questions as whether a kind of pottery was
imported or locally made. Furthermore,
microscopic study may also answer questions
or give clues as to what the habits of the
potters were in selecting the raw materials
they used to make various ceramic types.
In this respect, physical/chemical qualities
of clay may be studied as natural phenomena,
but in addition, as soon as they are made into
pottery they should be studied by the analyst
as culturally directed phenomena. A potter
exercises choice in selecting certain kinds of
clays for the manufacture of certain kinds of
pottery. Utilitarian pottery usually is made of
clay that is treated differently from or is in
ferior to the clay from which ceremonial pot
tery is made.
Physical/chemical properties include the
density, texture, and color of the paste; these
are often diagnostic attributes of a ceramic
type. A fine, dense, strong, orange-color paste
is the result of specially preparing and firing
a certain clay, thereby making these attri
butes, in part, culturally directed. But it must
be noted that the above qualities are also
functions of the physical/chemical properties
THE SELECTION OF A-ITRl8UTES
An attribute is a unit of observation that of the clay.
Quantitative attributes include measure
can be made consistently by the recorder.
Attributes may arbitrarily be divided into ments of the hardness of fired clay, weight by
three major categories: (1) physical/chemical, volume of the fired clay, size of natural in
(2) quantitative, and (3) culturally directed. clusions within the clay, and the physical
These should not be considered to be immut dimensions of the finished vessel (orifice and
able categories but merely convenient divi body diameter, neck height, wall thickness,
sions for ease in handling descriptive data. etc.). Dimensions are, of course, largely con
These attribute categories are not pure or in trolled by societal norms, but they also can be,
dependent of one another. What the analyst to a limited degree, controlled by properties
describes as an attribute is always an aspect of the clay; a poor clay will not make up into
of an observable quality found in a piece of a large thin vessel nor facilitate fine manipula
tion of shape, but a good quality clay will.
pottery.
Phys ical/chemical attributes may be
Most dimensions in -aadition to being
understood to include the constituents of clay quantitative are also culturally directed.
as found in nature or those materials added to Temper, for example, has quantitative attri-
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butes because it can be measured in size and
in amount; it is also culturally directed be
cause of norms set by society for the choice
of a certain material, or for a certain size or
texture. Futhermore, temper is a physical/
chemical attribute of the pottery because of
these properties. One may properly describe
an aspect of the total attribute spectrum of
temper for a specific purpose.
Culturally directed attributes are those in
which WP spe the otttward manifestations of
patterned behavior peculiar to the culture in
which the vessel was made. The pressure of
conformance upon the potter will ensure that
his products will follow the accepted norms
within the range of variation or tolerance
peculiar to his culture. Every culture not only
subscribes to a value orientation which deter
mines what the cultural norms may be, but it
also clearly favors a certain dimension as to
what will be permitted with regard to varia
tion away from the norm. The size or scope of
the allowed behavioral range of variation is as
much an outcome of the value structure as is
the norm. Some cultures favor a narrow range
of variation within the type-these cultures do
not favor experimentation or innovation (they
tend to like things as they are and they tend
to like people to duplicate things as they
were)-in these cases the types reflect this
and show little variety in manufacture.
Other cultures are permissive, favor new de
partures, experiments, change, and innova
tions, and are simply not so particular· when
it comes to exactly following or duplicating
the norms every time something is done or
made. These cultures will probably (unless
other factors intervene) reflect this in the
broad range and scope of their types. The
types will be loosely structured and large in
their attribute content range of variation.
Art designs in ceramic decoration are not
random assemblages due to abstract imagina
tion or individual mental ramblings, but are
the result of patterned thinking, acting, and
experience. In prehistoric times an artist who
decorated pottery for others to use (unless the
value structure stressed real creativity in this
context) did not imagine or concentrate on de
veloping something new; he ordinarily used
the linework designs or the concept his cul-

ture accepted concerning objects found in
nature to "create" the art he placed on the
vessels. \,Vhen making pottery for sale or bar
ter a "primitive" artist's renditions will, inso
far as range of tolerance about the norm is
concerned, be in strict conformance with the
value structure of his community, and so a
product of his culture; they will not be his
own individual "creative" creations. In pro
ducing ceramic art, such a potter is motivated
by the desire to produce something acceptable
so that he can sell or trade it or so that it will
be "just right" for a particular ceremony or
other function and possibly even so that he
will be acclaimed for it. \,Vhatever the value
of orientation may be, the more acceptable
his "creative" surface treatments, the greater
will be his satisfactions.
Surface treatment may generally be con
sidered within the category of art and usually
responds to the artistic cultural norm, inas
much as there are few purely funtional deter
minants.
A further culturally directed attribute is
the use to which pottery was put, and an
other is the context within which the pottery
is found. Context may reveal or at least sug
gest the original function of certain ceramic
types; one may find a particular type only as
grave furniture, or only in the ceremonial
areas of a site, or only in the kitchen areas.
vVhat specific attributes are to be con
sidered for observation when using the type
variety system? Attributes of the physical/
chemical nature may or may not be important,
depending on the particular situation. A col
lection of whole vessels found in well-pre
served grave lots may not require a great deal
of investigation of physical/chemical attri
butes. It depends again, of course, upon the
questions asked of the analysis-on the ana
lytical objectives. If the analyst wishes to
know if there are trade vessels present, then
physical/chemical attributes are important
to answer this question accurately.
PRELIMINARY SORTING PROCED RES AND
INHERENT PROBLEMS

The first sorting of a ceramic collection
may be more in the nature of an inspection, a
search for whole vessels and for sherds that
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can be assembled into whole or nearly whole
vessels. It is desirable to assemble as many
vessels as possible in order to see as much as
possible of the full ceramic inventory in the
collection, including the range of vessel
shapes, before sorting sherds into various cate
gories. This procedure eliminates confusion
at a later time when nearly final separations
of pottery are being made of types and varie
ties. A pottery type is, in fact, conceptually
based upon whole vessels, and this is so
simply because the prehistoric potters made
whole vessels in the first place, not broken
bits. Regrettably, the archaeologist has to
deal with broken bits (sherds) to a consider
able, and usually major, extent, and must
make the best of it. The type-variety analyti
cal approach nevertheless is based upon the
original products (whole vessels). The more
pottery the analyst has at his disposal, the
greater his accuracy is in recognizing vvhat
the potters made for their people; the more
whole vessels he finds or can restore from the
sherd masses, the more reliable is his dis
cernment of the type-variety units in the cer
amic complexes.
It is absolutely necessary to maintain the
ceramic material in provenience units until
all or certain pieces are marked for identifica
tion. It may not be necessary to mark all of
the sherds, although it is certainly desirable;
at least a system has to be devised to keep
track of the material adequately.
The first preliminary analytical sorting
may be made by ceramic class, i.e., mono
chrome pottery, bichrome, polychrome, plain
pottery, etc. Each ceramic class sorting pro
vides the analyst with information on class
distribution of, say, red-and-black-on-orange
polychrome throughout the excavation units
of the site. Also, this separation may permit
the analyst to detect subtle differences within
ceramic classes which may serve as bases for
the refined sorting that follows.
A single ceramic class is easier to handle
and simplifies the subsequent steps in the
sorting procedure. The first of these steps is
the refinement of the ceramic classes into
types and varieties. This process is not well
understood and is carried out more or less
unconsciously. The mental processes of this
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sorting are difficult to describe because they
are coupled and interdigitated with physical
action. In the first phase one's sensory per
ceptors, the eyes, finger pads, and ears, detect
basic differences in the over-all appearance,
feel, and sound of vessels or sherds; when
taken all together I prefer to call this a con
figuration. A "configuration impression" is
built up through familiarity with the pottery
in the collection until it becomes a mental
construct in the mind of the analyst. These
constructs take into account size, shape,
weight, color or colors, decorative technique,
visual and tactile characteristics of surface
texture, and general appearance of a type;
added to these features are the color and tex
ture of the paste and sounds sherds make in
contacting one another, often indicative of a
meaningful firing consistency.
The "configuration impressions" guide the
analyst's fingers in selecting sherds when a
class is manually segregated into sub-groups.
Shepard (1961: 97-100) has discussed the
matter of analytical "pottery sense" among
archaeologists. This "pottery sense" has a
great deal to do with the process I am at
tempting to describe here. The "configura
tion impression," however, is only properly
operative within the minds of those analysts
who have trained themselves through labora
tory experience to look for diagnostic differ
ences; this basic "configuration impression"
is not determined by the sensory perceptors
alone but by the cumulative knowledge and
experience of the analyst. Only when this per
ception of configurations has been achieved
through repeated observations and physical
contact are the sherds and vessels sorted into
meaningful sub-groups (ceramic units) by
manual placement. This action constitutes
the first sorting described by Krieger (1944)
but is secondary in my procedure, having
been preceded by a "familiarization" routine.
If the above is true, it follows that there
may be considerable unevenness between
ceramic classifications because all analysts,
even after long experience, obviously do not
possess the same abilities of sensory percep
tion, experience, knowledge, and interest,
and collections themselves are not of an even
character from one to another. The variables
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of ceramic classification are many, and it
is recognized that still other factors may play
an important part in the sorting procedure;
temporal and spatial problems involving
the pottery as revealed by stratigraphy and
geography are among such factors.
A third sorting is almost always necessary,
as a refinement of the second. Here the
analyst looks for finer details which distin
guish his material. Slight temporal differ
ences and external influences which are mani
fest in subtle changes of style may be sug
gested in this sorting. At this point sherds are
also sorted according to vessel shape in order
to arrive at the finer grading, to make sherd
counts of shapes, and to set the theme for the
next classification procedure. Sherds may be
broken to get a better look at the paste, exami
nation of temper may be made, color nota
tions of surfaces, paints, and paste may be
made, and measurements may be taken. It is
during this sorting that close attention is given
those published works on ceramics whose
comparative information may aid in classifica
tion.
The analyst continues to place together
sherds that exhibit similar attribute clusters,
and will closely compare those that came
from the same proveniences or were found
associated with the same kinds of artifacts,
features, or radiocarbon dates. Taken in its
entirety this is a more complex memory pro
cess than mere image memory because it in
volves the comparing and matching of many
minute details observed through vision, touch,
sound, and other sense perception such as
telling weight differences between sherds of
approximately the same size. In this process
the brain outdoes an electronic computer with
its infinite (attribute) storage capacity capable
of recalling in an instant several thousand de
tails and assessing these in order to classify a
sherd or vessel. By and large, what the
analyst does with his collection at this point
depends upon his interpretation of what con
stitutes a type and a variety, aided by his
ability to discern and cluster attributes and
combinations of attributes.
TYPE-VARIETY CRITERIA

How does one know when he has a type

and variety or varieties at hand? ·what cri
teria does one use to determine these taxo
nomic units?
The criteria are not "hard and fast," nor is
there general agreement as to what these con
sist of. As explqined by Smith, Willey, and
Gifford (1960: 332) "a type (or a variety) rep
resents a clustering of attributes." But because
no one vessel ever represents this cluster of
attributes as a whole, type and variety units
are in reality abstractions. It is up to the
analyst to determine and describe these ab
stractions and the criteria for them. My cri
teria, then, consist of those observable attri
butes that appear in combination on a ceramic
vessel or the group of vessels that make up
the configuration. No arbitrary limit is set on
the number of sherds or vessels that must be
observed to define a variety; a single sherd or
vessel will do if it shows its distinctive attri
bute cluster clearly enough. If it is a ceramic
entity by itself, then that is what it is, regard
less of whether it happens to be a singular
product or simply the only recovery of its
kind made by the archaeologist. We simply
do not know and will never know exactly how
many examples of any kind of pottery were
made at any particular time. Therefore, full
variety unit recognition must be accorded
each different combination of attributes ex
pressed by a vessel or group of similar vessels
or sherds if these can be observed to be dif
ferent from other known attribute clusters.
The recognition of combinations of attri
butes centers upon external features, such as
surface treatment and shape, but includes in
ternal characteristics such as temper and clay.
The decision as to what constitutes the rele
vant combinations or clusters of attributes is
left up to the judgment of the analyst.
Because the type-variety analytical pro
cedure is designed to produce a cultural
typology, the analyst focuses his attention up
on those attributes most absolute in their "cul
tural" relevance. Consequently, although
type-variety analysts have stressed attributes
of surface treatment as being those most cul
turally relevant, criteria for judgment of
varieties should not be rigidly preconceived.
The attitude of the analyst must remain
flexible enough to consider the great range of
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variability in ceramic products. Criteria can
not be coldly set down in varying arrange
ments like the chemist's molecules; archae
ologists must deal with human elements, and
must always be able to consider the idiosyn
cratic nature of the finished product. The
physical/chemical attributes of the product
must be taken into consideration, of course,
but most often as they apply to pottery mak
ing or for ceramic unit descriptive purposes.
The full range of criteria in any ceramic
type or variety cannot be known until after
the type or variety has been separated from
other pottery by the inspectional sort for
"configuration impressions" and then anaylzed
to discover what uniqueness it possesses.
Basically the inspectional/configuration
method of arriving at types as described in the
previous pages has provided us with the cer
amic classifications we have today. There
have been attempts to carry these procedures
to the type-variety system (Adams 1963; Gif
ford 1963), but improvements are needed and
such improvement depends on controlling
and checking observed data.
T 1IE
- UsE OF DATA PROCESSING MACHINERY
IN CLASSIFICATION

The classification process can be im
proved by carefully recording on data pro
cessing cards all of the attributes found on
pottery that are thought to be meaningful.
The cards can then be used with a mechanical
sorter and printer which permit the manipu
lation of data and the making of data print
outs for study.
In order to use data processing machinery,
the criteria vvhereby a sherd or vessel is to be
measured must be concretely set down before
·any recording of attributes can be done. A
laboratory manual is required. Here defini
tions, rules, and standards for measurement,
and the conditions under which pottery is to
be analyzed are set down. One must know
what portion of a vessel constitutes the rim,
lip, neck, shoulder, body, base, and any ap
pendage. One must know how to hold a sherd
for determining dimensions. In addition one
must know what standards of lighting are
most desirable for making color determina
tions. These are the kinds of observation stan-
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dards to which one must adhere in order to
insure the quality of the work.
Once a format has been chosen for the
selection of attributes, the categories of pot
tery designated as types and varieties by vir
tue of the inspectional/configuration method
can be processed. The pottery attributes are
recorded on work cards or forms in code fol
lowing strict procedures of observation. All
data recorded on work cards in code are
transferred to data processing cards. The
coded work cards include a serial number
entry that records for each sherd, vessel, or
group of sherds thought to represent a vessel,
an identification which can be matched with
a data processing card. The data processing
cards represent a permanent record which can
be used in a number of ways. Data from the
cards can be transferred to punch or magnetic
tape to be stored for use at a future date, or
the cards can be duplicated by machine and
distributed to interested workers.
The following is presented as a model of
what can be done in the way of selecting
attributes to be recorded and of how to use
data processing machinery when the type
variety system is applied.
The inspectional/configuration method
was used to separate out from the Aguacatal
ceramic collection all of the sherds identified
as Fine Orange \i\Tare. Information gleaned
from literature suggested the "Z" Fine Orange
(now called the Balancan Ceramic Group),
"X" Fine Orange (Silho), and "U" or "V" Fine
Orange (Matillas or Cunduacan; these could
not be distinguished from one another at the
beginning of the study) were all present in the
collection. There were many other Fine
Orange ·ware sherds and vessels that did not
resemble the known categories closely enough,
suggesting that a different (new) type of Fine
Orange 'Alare was present.
The attributes selected for recording the
Fine Orange \i\Tare material constituted those
that I and my assistants were capable of ob
serving consistently. The attribute selection
was made in terms of my own theoretical bias
that prehistoric ceramics (vessels and sherds)
can be divided into valid cultural units, much
the same as once originally conceived by the
potter, via the Wheat-Gifford-Wasley ap-
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proach. The attribute list used in this model
is extensive (54 categories) but not inclusive
by any means, and includes the following
principal entries:
1. Serial number
3. Site
5. Provenience
11. Mode
12. Vessel Shape
13. Contours and Symmetry
14. Supports and Foot Types
15. Other Appendages
16. Rim Class
19. Design Class (art motifs)
20. Decoration Technique
23. Total Vessel Height
24. Orifice Diameter
27. Throat Diameter
29. Wall Thickness
37. Exterior Surface Color
38. Exterior Slip Color
39. Exterior Primary Paint
47. Paste Color
48. Core Color
49. Firing Interpretation
50. Temper, Size and Amount
52. Interior Surface Texture
The above list was devised by trial and
error and went through eighteen editions; at
the present time I still consider the list in
adequate for the task to which it has been
put. The list was specially designed to fit the
Aguacatal collection of pottery and therefore
cannot necessarily be considered fully appli
cable to other collections. The Aguacatal
ceramic collection contains few whole vessels.
Accordingly the attribute list was designed to
permit extraction of as much data as could be
gotten from sherds rather than whole vessels.
The list was also designed to permit the use of
data processing machinery using punch cards.
Each card has 80 columns for recording code
numbers. Two cards were used, providing a
total possible recording capacity of 160 digits
for each ceramic piece.
The conditions under which our attribute
list was devised placed certain limitations on
the processing of data; the list simply does
not include all possibilities for vessel form,
design motifs, colors, etc., but does provide
for what I consider the normal range of these

attributes. A punch card set (two cards with
a single serial number) was made out for each
ceramic entity that was thought to represent
a vessel. This may be a whole vessel, a recon
structable vessel (enough of the original ves
sel to confidently reconstruct it), a group of
sherds that are thought to have come from a
single vessel, or a single sherd which is the
only one known to have come from a particu
lar vessel.
The Fine Orange Ware from the Aguacatal
collection was treated as follows: vessels and
sherds were laid out on tables in their respec
tive classificatory units and further separated
into probable vessels as described above.
Body sherds for which there was no positive
association with a known vessel were treated
separately from vessels and were not in
cluded in statistical counts.
A work card (an example is included as
Fig. 53) was filled out for each probable ves
sel consistently using the descriptive criteria
contained in the code. A production line was
set up with five stations. The first station in
cluded those items (attributes) from the code
numbered 1 through 15; these were supposed
to determine, among other things, vessel
shape, base, and appendages. The second sta
tion determined rim class, if present. A visual
rendition of the rim profile was prepared and
this was given a code number according to the
category in vvhich it seemed to belong or fit
best. The third recorded such decoration as
might be found on the vessel, and vessel di
mensions. The fourth station recorded colors.
The fifth specialized in temper determination,
paste texture, and surface finish.
In attempting to record the above data, a
worker would pick up ceramic pieces and fol
low the code through to completion. Four
workers followed this same procedure with
several hundred sherds. An evaluation of this
work found it to be unreliable. Each worker,
having had different experience, and possess
ing different discernment abilities, made
slightly different choices in determining color,
making measurements, describing designs,
placing rims in categories, and determining
paste texture.
It was at this juncture that standards were
established for all of the recording; color tests
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Figure 53.

EXAMPLE OF

WoR!C CARDS USED IN AGUACATAL CERAMIC

were given workers to determine their ability
to discern colors, and definitions were written
for each attribute. Also, the production line
was altered so that one worker handled all of
the duties of a single station; each worker was
chosen for his station because of his particular
ability to do the kind of observing required
for that particular phase of the work. In the
end, one worker who was particularly adept
at determining colors · recorded all of the
colors for the Fine Orange Ware sample in
the collection, and the same may be said for
each of the observations made at the other
stations. In this manner, consistency in obser
vation and recording was obtained which
proved far more efficient than trying to have
one worker make all the different observations
required on a single vessel.
There follows a description of a single
sherd later identified as Matillas Orange
(Note: Only the negative data applicable to
description are included):
(1) Serial Number: 000107, (2) Type of
Sample: rim, (3) Site: Aguacatal, (4)
Section and Association: Section 4, bur
ial, (5) Provenience: Trench A, Square

CLASSIFICATION

2, Level I, (8) Ware: Fine Orange, (9)
Type: Matilla,s or Cunduacan, (12) Ves
sel Shape: Unrestricted cone-shape
bowl, (13) Contours and Symmetry,
Base Class, and Vessel Function: com

posite-radial, convex base, unknown
function, (14) Supports arid Foot Type:
unknown, (15) Other Appendages:
none, (18) Rim: number 22, (21) Dec
oration Technique: none, (23) Total
Vessel Height: 7 cm., (24) Orifice Di
ameter: 33 cm., (25) Body Diameter:
30�33 cm., (29) Wall Thickness: 7 mm.,
(31) Body Height, Body Diameter
(ratio): 1 :4.7, (35) Exterior Surface
Color: light yellowish brown (l0YR
6/2), (38) Exterior Slip Color: dark
grayish brown (l0YR 4/2), (42) Interior
Surface Color: grayish brown (2.5Y 5/2),
(43) Interior Surface Color: grayish
brown (2.5Y 5/2), (47) Paste Color:
light brownish gray, (48) Core Color:
light grayish brown (2.5Y 6/2), (50)
Temper, Size and Amount: none, (51)
Vessel Forming Techniques: unknown,
(52) Interior Surface Texture and
Finish: smooth due to paste, slipped
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thin, (54) Sample Quantity: one.
Rim profiles are included in the descrip
tion. The actual profiles ,vere made by cut
ting rim sherds vertically with a lapidary cir
cular saw, polishing one cut face with number
400 grit on a lapidary turntable, inking this
prepared surface, and stamping it on the
laboratory work card. In this way an accurate
graphic rendition of each different rim pro
file was obtained. The profiles were cate
gorized (into classes) according to attributes
such as flare, lip, vessel form, etc., and re
duced to code. Standard key punching pro
cedures were used which included the verifi
cation of entries.
\,Vith the Fine Orange ·ware material re
duced to probable vessels and described on
punch cards, manipulation of descriptive data
was possible. For example, it was a simple
task to order, by an IBM 83 Card Sorter, sets
of cards (each set representing a probable
vessel) by any one of the recorded attributes
or combinations of attributes. All cards show
ing the same rim form could be ordered to
accord with the descriptive data for each of
the tentative types and varieties established
during the inspectional/configuration sort.
One of the most useful machine orderings was
that of vessel form. For example, cards repre
senting Matillas Orange were selected on the
mechanical sorter for the attribute "jar."
These selected cards were then ordered ac
cording to certain features found on the jars,
flaring rim for example, which set aside a par
ticular kind of jar, then the short non-flaring
rim jar was separated out, and all of the de
scriptive data for each of the above were com
pletely run onto print-outs, permitting con
venient examination.
Data manipulation via machinery allowed
the following kind of analysis: It was noted
during the inspectional/configuration hand
sorting process that a group of Fine Orange
\iVare vessels exhibited an interior gray-red
surface color, but that it shared features such
as gray core, exterior orange surface color,
and high temperature firing, with other Fine
Orange Ware varieties. A check of all Fine
Orange \iVare vessels (unsorted) showed that
the highest frequency among attributes was a
gray core; therefore, all vessels exhibiting a

gray core were selected out. It was also noted
that the next highest frequency of occurrence
of an attribute among the Fine Orange Ware
categories was evidence of having been fired
at a high temperature. These vessels were
selected out of the group exhibiting a gray
core; this step reduced the total number of
vessels being examined. This elimination pro
cedure was continued by selecting for the at
tribute exhibiting the next highest frequency
of occurrence within the tentative variety.
This was exterior surface orange. Next, this
further reduced group was selected for the
additional feature, interior surface gray-red
color. The final result is a selected group of
eighty-five vessels that had been continuously
refined to exhibit a particular combination of
the above attributes; we suggest that a variety
has been isolated.
Each of the probable vessels has a serial
number which is also recorded on each card
set. The vessels were manually checked to
verify the machine sort procedure. In this
process it was discovered that some variables
were not properly taken into account in using
the machine sort; slight variations in color of
the surfaces or paste _and core were noted, for
example. It was necessary to hand sort for
variants of this kind because they were in
cluded in the new variety as established by
the series of machine sorts.
The operational point in setting forth these
examples is that once the descriptive data
have been correctly and accurately recorded
for each vessel, then manipulation of these
data can be easily and simply accomplished
on a mechanical sorter. The machines are
capable of handling about 650 cards per min
ute; such speed permits a trial of any com
bination of attributes one might wish to ar
range. One can experiment extensively with
the data without expending much time. If
mathematical problems need to be worked out
with data they can be programmed for an
electronic computer.
The inspectional/configuration process is
aided by this kind of careful assimilation and
recording of descriptive data and their subse
quent purposeful manipulation. Anderson
(1963: 6) says that this method both "forces
and allows a systematic tabulation of the data.
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It makes description and classification accord
ing to any of the currently useful approaches,
more objective ...A permanent and detailed
record of the ceramic data is obtained with
this program which can at any time be or
dered to suit a particular need. That is, the
data are permanently stored on IBM cards or
tape and can be arranged or called forth in
any combination which will suit the needs of
a particular problem at hand." Further,
machine ordering of descriptive data is
capable of presenting the full range of expres
sion of any attribute in any sequence or associ
ation of attributes. The full range of paste,
core, surface, slip, or decoration can be
ordered by machine in a few minutes and
printed out for any ceramic type or variety.
Also, a particular paste color in combination
with another attribute or cluster of attributes
known to occur can be similarly ordered.
The objectivity of this procedure far over
shadows any other method of handling cer
amics with which I am acquainted. Also, the
, potentials of the method insofar as data ma
nipulation is concerned offer hope of being
able to control a large number of variables in
an accurate way heretofore not possible. For
example, high frequencies in the occurrence
of any attribute or combination of attributes
immediately suggests that a custom has been
detected which prevailed at the time the
pottery was made. The notation of several
customs (reflecting behavioral norms) cer
tainly provides useful bits of information to•
the analyst.
As an innovator of this method of data
handling in ceramic classification, I do not
yet know how to treat the descriptive data to
full advantage; I merely suggest that herein
lies a potentially useful tool in the analysis of
archaeological materials.
Statistical checking or validation of the
types and varieties may be the next logical
step to take in the classification procedure.
Spaulding (1953) suggests some statistical
methods that could be adopted for the pur
pose of verifying one's classification. Archae
ologists have not adequately exploited
Spaulding's ideas as a method of checking
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their typological work and I suggest that
statistics may help provide the controls
needed to increase the efficiency and effec
tiveness of ceramic classification.
The purpose of the preceding presentation
has been to outline and explain ways and
means to inject a further degree of objectivity
into ceramic classification when using the
type-variety system. The system is a subjec
tive one dependent upon the sorting ability
of the analyst, who, at the same time, is free
to operate without the usual controls de
manded by science. He works on his own
initiative with minimal guidelines, seeking to
produce a report within a greater framework
of anthropology that will have some scientific
value. Admittedly, the above presentation of
procedures is just a start and as such is some
what superficial; the reason, however, that
it lacks the rigorous processes, controls, and
concepts of science is that our analytical con
cern is with the products of human behavior
itself. \Ve will not be able to enjoy "science"
in ceramic typology in the sense of the natural
sciences for this reason. Even so, until stan
dards are set: (1) for the sampling of a site or
excavation unit, (2) for the processing of a col
lection in a laboratory-controlled situation,
(3) for concepts of taxonomy, (4) for the test
ing of laboratory and field results, and (5)
for the comparing of materials from one site to
another, we will remain in a state of analytical
superficiality.
At present, neither the inspectional/con
figuration procedure nor the mechanical sort
ing and print-out or computer program
designed to do sorting and analysis is suffi
cient by itself to classify pottery according to
the demands of the type-variety concept.
Ceramic classification has usually been ac
complished by the inspectional/configuration
procedure, but it should be bolstered by a
system that allows for greater control over
data and a method of checking classification
results. Table 64 is a diagram of the pro
cedure eventually used for classifying the
Fine Orange vVare pottery from the Aguacatal
collection which provides, in a small ,,vay, for
some of the objectivity demanded above.
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